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salisburys
burys recollections
katharine smith Salis
of josephs meetings with moroni
kyle R walker

apharine
atharine smith salisbury was the last surviving member of the joseph sr
katharine
and lucy mack smith family and the only member of that family to
witness the dawning of a new century because she was a member of the
first family of the restoration katharine like her mother was frequently
sought out by converts missionaries and reporters for her recollections of
these early events 2 such visitors reported that she was a willing and able
conversationalist on matters pertaining to her family and was quick to

K

1

share her testimony of the truth of the work they helped to establish 3 her
early connection with mormonism and her willingness to speak and write
about her experiences make katharine s recollections an important source
for the study of early latter day saint history one such recollection published by a newspaper in 1895 appears at the end of this article
katharine died february 221900
1900 in fountain green hancock county illinois journal history of the church february2l
february 2 1900
19001 3 church archives the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city microfilm copy in
harold B lee library brigham young university provo utah although there
have been variations on the spelling of
her name she consistently spelled her name
other
katharine in her holograph letters 1865 1899 copies of which are in the
author s possession
mother smith said people are often enquiring of me the particulars of
smother
2 2mother
josephs getting the plates seeing the angels at first and many other things
I have told over many things pertaining to these matters to different persons to
gratify their curiosity indeed I1 have almost destroyed my lungs giving these
recitals to those who felt anxious to hear them lucy mack smith to william
smith january 231845 nauvoo holograph church archives
io 1894 11
3 birds of passage saturday evening post burlington iowa march 101894
i
1

1

1
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katharine was born july 28 1813 in lebanon grafton county new
hampshire 4 As a younger sister of the emerging prophet katharine
became an eyewitness of and participant in many incidents connected with
Palmyra Manchester
the founding of mormonism during her youth in the palmyramanchester
new york area she heard the earliest recitals of her older brother concerning the first vision and visitations of moroni she was present when the
prophet first brought home the book of mormon plates and she hefted
the covered plates on several occasions 5 in succeeding years katharine
experienced the events associated with the coming forth of the book of
mormon and the establishment of the church shortly after the church s
organization she was baptized and confirmed by two of the three witnesses and she was present at the earliest conferences of the church 6
when the call came to gather to kirtland ohio katharine migrated
with the fayette branch of saints and was privy to the miracles and hardships common to that company 7 A few months after her arrival in ohio
katharine married a young lawyer named wilkins jenkins salisbury an
enthusiastic new york convert 8 the couple eventually settled in chardon
ohio several miles southeast of kirtland 9 jenkins as he was called served a
mission for the church in 1833 and marched with zion s camp the following

vols salt lake city deseret
4 dean C jessee ed papers of joseph smith 2 VOIS
book 1989 92 119
the prophet s sister testifies she lifted the B of M plates messenger
5
berkeley california october 1954 1i 6 see also mary salisbury hancock the
101
three sisters of the prophet joseph smith saints herald iol
loi january 25
1954
251954
10 11
23
1123
6 joseph smith manuscript history A i 42 see also william smith
william smith on mormonism A true account of the origin of the book of mormon
lamoni iowa herald steam book and job office 1883 16 william smith omit
ted katharine s name from his list of those who were baptized june 991830
1830 but he
did state that those who were baptized on that day were confirmed by oliver cowdery the following day
7 for a discussion of events associated with the migration of the fayette
branch see larry C porter ye shall go to the ohio exodus of the new york
saints to ohio 1831 in regional studies in latter day saint church history ohio
ed milton V backman jr provo utah department of church history and doctrine brigham young university 1990 1 25
8 the couple was married on june 8 1831 by sidney rigdon margaret 0
in geauga
geaugh county burton ohio ap
np nd 205
ford ed early marriages in
9 joseph smith journal 1832 34 2 church archives
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year because of his service in the camp jenkins was called to the first quorum of seventies organized in 1835 although his standing in the church
was erratic he and katharine migrated with the saints to far west and
then on to illinois 10
once the saints established themselves in nauvoo the salisburys
Salis burys
settled in the outlying community of plymouth illinois some forty miles
southeast of nauvoo despite the distance katharine remained close to her
family and made frequent trips to visit her relatives residing in nauvoo
after several unsuccessful business ventures following the martyrdom of
salisburys
burys went to live with the surviving
joseph and hyrum smith the Salis
smith family members at nauvoo in 1845 here the family lived together in
the william marks home on water street I11I
when the majority of saints left nauvoo the following year katharine
stayed behind with her mother two sisters and only surviving brother
william although not initially opposed to the doctrines of the migrating
Salis burys felt strongly that church leadsaints led by brigham young the salisburys
ership rightfully belonged to the smith family 12 ultimately katharine and
jenkins established their family in the communities of webster and fountain green illinois thirty miles east of nauvoo 13 in 1853 jenkins died of
typhoid fever leaving katharine a widow with four children to care for for
the next twenty years she managed to provide a meager living for her
family until her sons were able to lend financial assistance
in 1873 thirteen years after the reorganized church of jesus christ of
latter day saints now called the community of christ was formally
established katharine was received into the church on her original baptism she attended the pilot grove branch of the RLDS church which her
her life katharine also
son solomon presided over 14 toward the end of
other
1

1

smith jr history of the church ofjesus
fay saints ed
latter day
of jesus christ of
oftatter
B H roberts 2d
ad ed rev 6 vols salt lake city deseret book 19571332
1957 1332 2385
2185204
204
hereafter cited as history of the church jenkins was excommunicated from the
1836 1i
church on may 161836 journal history of the church may 16
161836
fled autumn leaves 37
11
recalled
ii solomon J salisbury old nauvoo days Reca
april 1924
151
1924151
Mil likins
millikens
12 kyle R walker katharine smith salisbury and lucy smith millikins
attitudes toward succession the reorganized church and their smith relatives
in utah mormon historical studies 3 spring 2002 165 72
13 webster was known as ramus and macedonia during the saints stay
in illinois
14 pilot grove branch minutes original in community of christ library
archives independence missouri
10
io joseph
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attended the annual RLDS conference held in either iowa or missouri each
april 15 she won the respect and admiration of RLDS members and citizens
of hancock county where she resided until her death on february 221900
1900

significance of the document

at an

annual conference of the RLDS church held at independence
missouri april 10
io 1895 katharine shared the recollections of early mormon history reproduced below A reporter from the kansas city times
newspaper covering the conference took down katharine s discourse verbatim and recorded her demeanor during those reminiscences the document is significant because it recounts some of the earliest events of the
restoration its limitation is that it is late reminiscence so katharine could
have been influenced by written sources that were prevalent during her
lifetime including her mother s history still katharine s account appears
to have significant historical value this conclusion is supported by several
statements that are entirely unique to her account she notes that moroni
wore a girdle about his waist she recounts that following the loss of the
116 pages joseph fasted for several days in order to have the plates and urim
arim
and thummim returned to him and she states that her father and two of
her brothers were the first to hear josephs recital of moroni s visitations
regurgitat
these unique remembrances verify that katharine was not just regurgitate
ing what was available in print in fact mrs salisbury s recollections add
significant details to existing accounts regarding early events in latter day
saint history
contained within the narrative there is also evidence regarding the
accuracy of katharine s remembrances most noteworthy is the fact that
she rehearses details that parallel other early converts written accounts to
which she had no access during her lifetime for example her identificaogalvin
tion of
alvin and then emma hale smith as the individuals who were to
ofalvin
accompany joseph to the hill cumorah to obtain the book of mormon
plates harmonizes precisely with joseph knight sr s account 16 knight s
corresponding description of these events had been unique until the

15

for evidence of katharine s attendance at

RLDS conferences see

aunt

1893 275 katharine
katharine salisbury s testimony saints herald 40 may 661893
smith salisbury to the sisters of the RLDS church in lamoni iowa cited in saints
herald 40 august 12 1893 506 katharine smith salisbury to the sisters of the
RLDS church in lamoni iowa cited in saintsherald
saints
herald 42 july 24
1895 473
Saint sHerald
241895
16 dean C jessee joseph knight s recollection of early mormon history
BYU studies 17 no 1i 1976 31
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discovery of katharine s history and although katharine incorrectly
reports several specific dates the sequence of events that she recounts is
remarkably correct further substantiating the accuracy of her memory
the narrative is also important because it verifies joseph smith jr s
early recital of the first vision something historians have challenged in
years past 17 katharine remembers that her elder brother had been pon
dering over his first vision just before moroni s initial visitation a signify
signifi
cant fact that both establishes a time line and clearly differentiates between
the two events as joseph smith related she also recounts important
details of moronis visitations and the impact they had on members of the
smith household
besides verifying other accounts written by early members of the
church katharine s testimonial is important because she was one of a very
small group of believers before 1830 which makes any of
her reminiscences
other
valuable in understanding mormon origins

context of the document

the account below was published on the front page of the kansas city
times the day after the conference april 11
1895 under the title an angel
111895
told him joseph smith s aged sister tells about moronis talk in keeping with the journalistic style of the time the headline is followed by several sub
subheadings
headings

the RLDS membership had gathered

at this particular session of conference to pray for alexander H smith katharine s nephew and son of
joseph smith jr and emma hale smith who was suffering intensely due
to illness following an hour of prayer the meeting was then opened up for
testimonies katharine smith salisbury was the first to speak following
her recital prayers of thankfulness were offered by many members to the
divine being expressing gratefulness to him for allowing the conference
18
the privilege and blessing of having mrs salisbury present 1118

17

for discussions on the timing of the first vision

see marvin

S

hill
hiu
hie the first

vision controversy A critique and reconciliation dialogue A journal of mormon
thought 15 summer 1982 31 46 and richard L bushman joseph smith and the
Mormonism urbana university of illinois press 1984 43 58
beginnings of
ofmormonism
18 leaders of the reorganized church often requested that katharine sit on
the platform with them during such conferences as she was viewed as a living
link to the founding days of the church warren L van dine catharine smith
salisbury unpublished manuscript 1972 30 31 typescript copy located in community of christ library archives
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excerpts from the kansas city times april 11
1895
111895

AN ANGEL TOLD HIM

joseph smith s aged sister tells about moroni s talk

THE FINDING OF THE RECORD

standing in air the heavenly visitor told many things

fulfilling ISAIAHS WORDS
proceedings of the mormon conference in independence

MORE revelations COMING

the story of joseph smith s conversation with the angel moroni

from

which sprung the mormon church was the main feature of yesterday s session of the conference of latter day saints at independence
the story was told by mrs catharine salisbury joseph smith s sister
and the last survivor of his immediate family
mrs salisbury is a very old woman now 83 years of age but she
claims to recall the time of the wonderful vision as vividly as though it were
but yesterday she told how the angel had come to her brother in the night
and had stood refulgent midway between the floor and ceiling of his
room and had talked for hours telling where the golden record was to be
found in the hill of conoran cumorah and then she told how the plates

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss3/12
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I111I1

had been found and after much tribulation on account of mobs of evil
men raised up to create trouble how they were translated and how the
church of jesus christ was founded
mrs catherine salisbury arose from her seat by the reporters table
and removed the shawl she has worn about her shoulders since the conference began seeing her intention to address the members elder terry
requested her to step upon the rostrum which by his assistance she did
mrs salisbury is 83 years of age and as has already been stated in the
times is the only surviving member of the family of which joseph smith sr
the founder of the saints church was one
mrs salisbury was several times overcome with emotion during her
allusion to former scenes incidents and characters so dear to her heart and
mind after a few short preliminary and unimportant remarks she began
her recital it was heard with rapt attention she said

salisburys
MRS SALIS
BURYS STORY
1I

stand before you a remnant of the family that brought forth the
sacred record to bear my testimony
1 I can remember the time that this work commenced that my
brother
had the vision that he saw the angel and talked with him after he had his first
vision he lay in bed one night studying what he had seen 19 and his room
became light and it grew lighter and lighter until an angel descended and
stood by the side of his bed he did not touch the floor but he stood in the
air he was dressed in white raiment of whiteness beyond anything joseph
had ever seen in his life and had a girdle about his waist he saw his hands
and wrists and they were pure and white and he talked with him 20 he
said that he was moroni and that he was sent as a messenger to tell him

ig this is the only record that indicates joseph was contemplating his first
19
vision experience just before the appearance of moroni however joseph stated
1 I had full confidence in
obtaining a divine manifestation as 1I had previously had
one at least connecting the two events joseph smith manuscript history book

ai

A i1

5

1
20 joseph described his experience as follows I discovered a light appearing
in the room which continued to increase untill the room was lighter than at noonday when immediately a personage appeared at my bedside standing in the air
for his feet did not touch the floor he had on a loose robe of most exquisite whiteness it was a whiteness beyond anything earthly 1I had ever seen
his hands
were naked and his arms also a little above the wrists
not only was his robe
exceedingly white but his whole person was glorious beyond description joseph
smith manuscript history book A 1i 5

ai
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21
conoran21
which was a
concerning the record that was hidden in the hill conoran
history of the people that once inhabited this continent and also that it was
the pure gospel of christ that the gospel that he had had been adulterated
and this was the pure gospel of jesus christ and would be preached in
these last days
he also talked with him and told him concerning the prophecies of
isaach
isaaih sic and told him what was coming upon the earth 22 and he also
opened the vision and showed him the hill conoran where the records
laid and talked with him a while and then ascended 23 and while joseph
was still thinking over what he had seen and what the angel had told him
he descended again and stood by his side and repeated the same things he
isaaih were being fulfilled and would come true
told him the prophecies of isaach
and that this record must be brought forth to the church established in the
last days for there was no true church on earth 24 he ascended again and
then he descended the third time and then my brother said that the chickens crowed for day showing that he had conversed with the angel all the
21
blessed night 25

21

the reporter for the kansas city times

was likely unfamiliar with the

term cumorah
22 joseph said that moroni quoted to him the eleventh chapter of isaiah and
told him that the prophecies contained therein were about to be fulfilled joseph
smith manuscript history book A 1i 6
23 joseph alleged that while he moroni was conversing with me about the
plates the vision was opened to my mind that 1I could see the place where the plates
were deposited and that so clearly and distinctly that I1 knew the place again when
I1 visited it joseph smith manuscript history book A 1i 6 joseph knight sr also
remembered that the prophet was able to ascertain the location of the plates in
the hill cumorah because it was revealed so plainly in the vision that he had of the
place jessee joseph knight s recollection 30 31
24 mother smith recalled that earlier that same evening the family had been
discussing the diversity of churches that had risen up in the world and the many
thousand opinions in existence as to the truths contained in scripture she said
that moroni then addressed this very topic in his visit with joseph telling him
nef and has not been since
there is not a true church on earth no not one nep
peter took the keys of
Melches idec priesthood
lavina fielding anderson
odthe
the melchesidec
ofthe
ed lucy s book A critical edition 0of lucy mack smiths family memoir salt lake
city signature books 2001 335
25 joseph remembered when almost immediately after the heavenly messenger had ascended from me the third time the cock crew and I found that day
was approaching so that our interviews must have occupied the whole of that
night joseph smith jr manuscript history book A i1 7

ai

ai

ne

1

ai
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the

next morning when my brother got up he went to the field to
work but he could not the spirit of god was upon him and the angel was
with him father told him he was not well and he had better go to the
house joseph started to the house but fell by the way and the angel
moroni appeared to him and said
1I
joseph tell your father what you have seen and what you are com126
26
manded to do 026
he said I am afraid my father wont believe me
but the angel told him his father would believe him so he went to the
house and sent for father and my two brothers and they came to the house
and sat and talked quite a spell I1 wondered at it I1 was young and I1 didn
dian t
know what they were talking about because I1 knowel
knowed they were so busy
with their harvesting 27
28
father said joseph go and do just as you are bid 128
so he went to the hill comoran
cocoran cumorah this was I think the
22d day of september iSz
18229
1827 29 and found it exactly as he had seen it in
isz29
the vision the earth was rounding on top and he got a stick and pried the
dirt away from the edges and got a lever and raised the lid and there
beheld the records that were to be translated and the urim
Thum mim
arim and thummim
and the sword and the breast
plate of laban and the brass plates lehi
breastplate
brought from jerusalem
1

1

the prophets brother william

remembered that moroni told him
joseph to call his father s house together and communicate to them the visions
he had received william smith william smith on mormonism 9
27 alvin was certainly one of the two brothers mentioned as mother smith said
that joseph had been working with his father and alvin lucy mack smith bio
progenitors for many generagraphical sketches ofloseph
of joseph smith the prophet and his progenitorsfor
tions liverpool S W richards 1853 81 the other brother was william who
1I
stated that on the morning of september 22 1823 1
was at work in the field
together with joseph and my eldest brother alvin william smith william smith
on mormonism 9
28 joseph said that he was commanded
to go to his father and tell
him of the vision joseph sr responded that it was of god and to go and do as
commanded by the messenger joseph smith manuscript history book A 1i 7
mother smith also recalled joseph s reluctance to tell his father recounting that
moroni questioned joseph as to why he did not tell his father to which joseph
replied 1 TI was afraid my father would not believe me the angel rejoined he will
believe every word you say to him lucy mack smith biographical sketches 82
1823
221823
29 katharine is mistaken on this date as it was actually september 22
26

ai
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moroni told him the time had not yet come for them to be brought
forth but that in due time he should bring them forth and translate them
arim and
joseph said I am not learned and the angel said there is the urim
330
130
30
them
will
how
to
show
interpret
you
Thum mim and they
thummim
the next year at the same time joseph visited the same place again
and the third year he went expecting to get the records so he raised up the
lid and took them out and he thought that somebody might come along
and see these things not thinking that the lord had watched them 1400
years and laid the record down and covered up the box when he turned
to take his record it was gone the angel told him he must persevere and
must not give up
he raised the lid again and there was the record just as it laid before
homm
horn
hom
he reached forth his hands to take it and he felt a pressure pushing horm
him away he tried the second time and the third time he fell to the earth
with the pressure and he cried in the bitterness of his soul
lord what have I1 done that 1I can not get these records
moroni said you have not obeyed the commandments as you were
commanded to you must obey his commandments in every particular you
were not to lay them out of your hands until you had them in safe keeping
joseph said what shall I1 do
he said come here the next year at this time and bring your oldest
31
brother with you and you can receive the records 131
in november my brother alvin took sick and through the ministering of medicine by the doctors he passed away 32 joseph went to the
place and inquired of the angel what he should no do now the angel
said you must bring some person with you
and joseph said who shall I1 bring my oldest brother is gone
the angel said you will know her when you see her
1

30 joseph specified that during moroni s initial visitation september 21
irn had been prepared for the transthummirn
arim and thummim
1823 moroni said that the urim
Thumm
lation of the plates joseph smith manuscript history book A 1i 5 however
katharine s account agrees with joseph knights
knights who reported that initially joseph
smith did not know how to translate the characters on the plates but afterwards
learned that he could transcribe them by the means he found with the plates
jessee joseph knights recollection 35
31 katharine s account concurs with joseph knight who also remembered
that moroni instructed joseph to bring his eldest brother alvin with him to the
hill jessee joseph knights recollection 31
1823
191823
i9
32 alvin died on november ia

ai
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that fall he went down to pennsylvania and became acquainted with
his wife miss hale and he knew when he saw her that she was the one to
go with him to get the records 33
in march they were married and he brought her home and on sepdian t see the records but
tember 22 she went with him to the place 34 she didn
she went with him he took them up and brought them part way home and
hid them in a hollow log my father in a few days heard that they had got a
conjurer who they said would come and find the plates and he came
home emma was weaving and he said to her
you will have to go after joseph joseph was away at work for they
are determined to find them records
she said if I1 had a horse I1 could go
A few days before a stray horse we had nothing but oxen then had
come to our place and father said I will get you a saddle and bridle and
you can ride that horse
she went to where joseph was at work and told him that the records
were in danger and that father was anxious for him to come and take care
of them he came right home and went to the place where the records were
and wrapped them up in his frock and started home he stepped on a log and
a man raised up and struck at him joseph knocked him down he stepped
on the second and third logs and three different men struck at him but he
made his escape and came home when he got to the door he said
father 1I have been followed look and see if you can see any one
he then threw himself on the bed and fainted and when he came to
he told us the circumstances he had his thumb put out of place and his
arm was very lame 35 we got a chest and locked the records up in the house
from that time on our house was searched all around and our field and
our wheat stacks were searched the mob was around our house nearly
1

once again katharine s reminiscences parallel joseph knight s who
described the same sequence of events however knight indicated that joseph
smith was able to identify emma hale as the right person by looking in his
flection 31
glass jessee joseph knights Reco
recollection
33

1827
181827
34 joseph and emma s marriage date was actually january 18
katharines
catharines
rines grandson herbert salisbury remembered his grandmother
35 Katha
he was completely out of
relating when he joseph came in the house
breath she katharine took the plates from him and laid them on the table temporarily
pora rily and helped revive him until he got breathing properly and also examined
his hand and treated it for the bruises on his knuckles
the prophets sister
of M plates 1i 6 mother smith also present failed to
testifies she lifted the Bboam
bofm
mention that joseph fainted but noted that when he arrived at the house he
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every night and one night they went into father s cooper shop and tore up
his floor and dug the earth up and from that time until we went to pennsylvania we had to keep watch for the enemy 36
and when he went to pennsylvania he commenced translating the
book of mormon and translated some one hundred and sixteen pages that
martin harris took home and lost and when my brother found they were
lost he was very much troubled and said
1 I
am afraid I1 have broken the commandments and will not be
37
allowed to translate the record 137
the angel came and took the urim
arim and thummim from him 38 he
fasted and prayed several days and the angel returned them again and told
him that his sins were forgiven and for him to go ahead and translate but
not to translate that that was lost but to begin where he had left off 39 he
commenced and when he had got the record partly translated persecution
rose there and he wrote for david whitmer to come and take him to his
house david came and he asked how he should carry the plates and he
was told that they would be there when he got there in the garden
when he got to father whitmer s he found the records as he had been
0O
told he would 40
and there he finished translating the book of mormon

altogether speechless from fright and the fatigue of running additionally
additionary
mother smith commented on josephs dislocated thumb but did not mention his
lame arm or bruised knuckles lucy mack smith biographical sketches 105 6
36 for more information on the smith family s efforts to protect the plates
see andrew hedges take heed continually protecting the gold plates ensign
31 january 2001 37 43 see also kyle R walker the joseph sr and lucy mack
smith family A family process analysis of a nineteenth century household
phd diss brigham young university 2001 45 50
AH
all is lost
ali
ail
37 mother smith reported that joseph had said oh my god
all is lost what shall 1I do 1I have sinned it is 1I who tempted the wrath of god
I1 should have been satisfied with the first answer which I received from the lord
she then stated that joseph wept and groaned and walked the floor continually
lucy mack smith biographical sketches 121
38 joseph said that the arim
urim and thummim and the plates were taken in
consequence of my having wearied the lord in asking for the privilege of letting
martin harris take the writings 116 pages smith history of
the church 121 see
orthe
also joseph smith letterbook
jesus christ of
Letter book 1i 6 church archives the church of
ofjesus
lesus
latter day saints salt lake city
39 see doctrine and covenants 3 and 10
io
40 lucy mack smith related when joseph commenced making preparations for the journey he inquired of the lord to know in what manner he should
carry the plates the answer was that he should commit them into the hands of an
angel for safety and after arriving at mr whitmer s the angel would meet him in
was

1
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Salis buryss recollections
katharine smith salisburys
sails
salls
sailsbury
salisbury

17

and there is where the three witnesses were showed the plates by the angel
that turned the leaves over one by one and the angels told them that when
the church became pure and the rest of the record some of the plates
were sealed would be translated and brought to the church after that
the eight witnesses saw the book and turned it over leaf by leaf and saw the
characters that were on them from that time on they commenced printing
the book of mormon and soon after the book was printed there were six
that met together and organized the church of jesus christ as it now exists
41
in these last days 1141

the garden and deliver them up again into his hands
on arriving at waterloo actually fayette joseph received the record according to promise lucy
mack smith biographical sketches 137
41 katharine identified the first six members of the church as follows
joseph smith jr oliver cowdery samuel H smith hyrum smith david whitmer and peter whitmer jr herbert S salisbury things the prophets sister
told me july 2 1945 san rafael california church archives the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

kyle R walker received a BS in pamily
family science in 1995 an MS in marriage
and family therapy in 1997 and a phd in marriage and family therapy in 2001
all from brigham young university he currently holds a faculty position in the
counseling center at brigham young university idaho and teaches part time in
the religion department there
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most eclectic of all of the american indian tribes they borrowed silver
LL
smithing from the mexicans basket making from the plute and weaving
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from the pueblos in reaching out and embracing other cultures ideas and
s
work and life frewin continues that won
workand
rp orating them into her o0wn workans
incorporating
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darful tradition in navajo art
i derful
tradi
frewin became fascinated with buckskin and beadwork art that aradi
J
tio nally was practiced by the plains indian people her interest in plains
tionally
making9 buckskin dolls these
indian arts led her to that peoples tradition of makin
small figurative pieces done with buckskin are quite simplified anatomically
meticulouslyy done in the style of indigenous
but the beadwork on them is meticwousl
great plains tribes someone
with a trained eye can look at the style of the
someonewith
beadwork and of the costume and tell exactly which tribe each doll is from
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many native americans of what some call the navajo tribe prefer to
call themselves the dinee
ainee was raised in ari
ainee harrison begay jr a dinee
cifes family
zona the custom of his people is for a man to live with his wifes
in her village so when he married a woman from the pueblo of santa
clara new mexico he moved and also adopted pueblo culture he
became a potter
the pueblo people were agricultural and needed the means to store
grains and carry water because their lifestyle did not require portability
they developed pottery which became a distinct pueblo art form clay pot
tery is a natural medium for an agricultural people since both their sustenancee and their art materials come from the earth
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god
behold the condescension of god55
A

scriptural perspective on three nativity scenes

doris R dant and richard G oman

n the midst of the christmas season s commercialization frenzied
preparations and parties families worldwide set aside time to arrange a
nativity scene on a mantelpiece or table more than any other traditional
christmas object these nativity sets bid us heed the message of christs
nativi ties specifically say differs with the endless variations
birth what the nativities
played out by their creators and those who arrange the scenes but certain
scriptural themes are common to show how some of these themes are presented by nativity scenes this article will analyze three world class nativi
ties created by latter day saints gerd sjokvist harrison begay jr and
capita K frewin see facing page for information on the artists
lapita

1Iin

1

behold the condescension of god

i ne 1126
1

long before the event nephi saw in vision what we celebrate annually
the great jehovah descended to earth as a lowly baby look an angel commanded and nephi beheld the condescension of god a virgin most
beautiful and fair
bearing a child in her arms from i ne 1115 26 we
are unlikely to receive a vision similar to nephus
nephfs
nephis nonetheless we experience something of what he saw for each time we view a traditional nativity
scene we behold the condescension of god here is something more
than a babe in a manger gordon B hinckley emphasizes he continues
11 I think of the words of john in the beginning was the word and the
word was with god and the word was god the same was in the beginning with god all things were made by him and without him was not any

I

thing made that was made in him was life and the life was the light of
112
2
men john 11 4 312
byustudies
no 3 2002
BYU
studies 41 n03
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nephis vision reminds us that the virgin and her child are the fundamental elements in the christmas nativity while a seemingly obvious
nativi ties are under attack from
point it is one to remember in an age when nativities
several fronts at the least critics claim inauthenticity dismissing the stable
nativi ties often collapse time to show the wise
setting and complaining that nativities
men and shepherds arriving simultaneously 3 but those are not elements
essential to the condescension of god other critics adamantly state that
jesus was an ordinary man who certainly did not have an immortal father 4
in that view reminding us of the condescension of god is not a legitimate
function of nativities
nativi ties as such condescension did not take place
ties as do most traditional nativity
nativities
but the begay and frewin nativi
scenes have it right our focal point is a child the king of kings upon
whom we with mary and joseph the shepherds the wise men and even
animals reverently gaze figs 1i 2 in the sjokvist nativity fig 3 the child
is the physical center as christ and his atonement should be the center of
our lives here the shepherds and wise men have not joined the holy family
but we know they will be there soon in the meantime we are invited to
share a quiet moment with just mary and joseph this is a time when we
condescender
con
too can reverence the baby our lord marveling that jesus condescended
descended
to be slain for the sins of the world and to submit to all the indignities
and suffering that preceded his crucifixion i ne 1132 33

harrison begay jr

dinee
ainee nativity redware pottery 9 2000
this nativity maintains the rounded nature of pueblo pottery and is a beautiful
example of a modern artistic sensitivity expressed through a folk medium
FIG i
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capita
lapita keith frewin creche buckskin bead fabric ca 12 1999 nativity
scenes bid us to behold the condescension of god this nativity follows the tradition of the buckskin dolls created by the plains indians in this tradition the
focus is on membership rather than individualism thus the costumes are accurate
re
recreations of tribal dress while the faces are stylized
creations
FIG 2

gerd sjokvist swedish creche painted wood and ceramic 36 x 5812
582 2001
Sw
dalanna
sjokvist has applied the two dimensional decorative tradition of swerens
swedens
edens dalarna
district to her nativity scene true to the dalanna
dalarna tradition the figures are rather
stiff and stylized they are dressed in formal eighteenth century costumes and the
scene is very colorful the more generalized faces encourage us to share the joy of
seeing our salvation
FIG 3
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nativi ties each figure s posture and gesin both the sjokvist and begay nativities
tures are significant in worshipful awe her hands crossed sjokvist s mary
looks gently and quietly down at the baby joseph also appears awed and
perhaps he is still trying to process the meaning of the event the wise men
are formal and proper symbolizing the dignity required for the occasion
in the begay nativity mary kneels beside the child one arm gesturing
toward the baby perhaps to say this is the promised child the motion
is sufficiently ambiguous to allow viewers their own interpretations
joseph is the most humbly engaged of all the participants with his whole
body he both offers himself to and reaches for the child the wise men
dressed in long robes are examples of gentleness reverence and humility
their poses and gestures impart nothing of pride or arrogance their attitude conveys the fact that they worship a heavenly king not an earthly one
the varied responses portrayed by all these nativity figures underscore
the richness of the nativity experience while also emphasizing the divinity
of the savior that range of response makes the nativity story universal
allowing each of us to behold the condescension of god in our own way

for mine eyes have seen thy salvation luke 230
ties are not the focus of the scene
nativities
the faces in the frewin and begay nativi

begay gives only hints of features while frewin s faces are simplified and
sjbkvists shepherds and wise men individualized when
stereotyped nor are sjokvists
faces are generalized the characters become more inclusive they are not just
mary and joseph and wise men they are people of other races cultures and
times who also worship the christ who was once a child we are encouraged
to imagine ourselves using the words of simeon mine eyes have seen thy salvation which thou hast prepared before the face of all people a light to lighten
the gentiles and the glory of thy people israel luke 230 32
in ironic contrast to the shepherds and wise men who see with their
ofsjokvists
spiritual eyes are the absent villagers of
sjbkvists nativity the buildings in
the village cluster behind the stable but no citizens are coming through the
passage leading toward the child nor are they even looking out the windows which are blank and dark the villagers are living in a separate world
unaware of what is happening right at their own doorstep and blind to the
way leading to christ the village serves as a metaphor for those who do
not have eyes to see the salvation of the lord

invite th them all
he inviteth

black and white
bond and free male and female 2 ne 2633
begay sjokvist and frewin relocate the nativity scene geographically
chronologically and culturally as do many other artists one reason for
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bests when the scene is placed within the artists
the popularity of creche fests
own cultures if not their time the shift is a way of likening the scriptures
unto ourselves i ne 1923 on a deeper level the practice of locating the
scene in many cultures countries and eras reminds us of christ
christss universal
invitation to come unto him for he inviteth
invite th them all 2 ne 2633
sjokvist relocates the nativity to eighteenth and early nineteenth
josepha5 are dressed in clothing
joseph5
century sweden the participants except Joseph
from that period with the shepherds looking like swedish peasants straight
off the farm the three wise men wear formal suits and top hats the appropriate dress for swedish men of wealth and prominence the wise men ride
horses camels would be quite out of place in sweden one carries his gift
of gold in a leather moneybag as proper men would the frankincense and
myrrh are obviously not common in sweden so these gifts are symbolized
by small generic containers bethlehem has the architectural design of an
old swedish village
begay who is a navajo or dinee
ainee also draws upon an older form of his
culture mary appears as a traditional dinee
ainee woman with her hair in a
bun joseph also has a very traditional dinee
hair style and the shepherd s
ainee hairstyle
costume is complete with breechcloth and high topped moccasins begay
could have placed his infant jesus in the type of manger that the dinee
ainee
would use to feed their sheep but instead the child is placed on a sheep
pelt sheepskin is used on beds and on floors it is soft and warm and comfor ting in a traditional dinee
forting
ainee hogan there is not much furniture one sits
on the ground or on a mattress or a sheep pelt or a rug the posture of the
figures follows that style of sitting the dinee
ainee keep sheep and horses not
cattle and donkeys so neither of the latter two is included
frewin s nativity dolls figs 4 8 are dressed in meticulously accurate
costumes from various native american tribes the wise men are three
medicine men the most respected men of their tribes because the wise
men in the biblical story came from afar and tradition holds that they came
from a variety of places frewin sets the wise men in the context of three
far flung tribes iroquois cheyenne and navajo these men will carry the
news of the birth back to their own peoples spreading the gospel the iroquois shaman wears a black velvet cap with feathers identifying him as
iroquois fig 4 the cheyenne shaman s clothing is buckskin dyed with
earth pigments he carries the shield of a cheyenne warrior and his braids
are traditional with his people fig 5 the navajo medicine man wears a
necklace with turquoise his hair is in a bun a distinctive navajo style
fig 6 frewin represents her own people in the navajo wise man her
father was a navajo medicine man for many years before he became a
member of the church
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FIG 4 below the iroquois
in frewin s nativity scene

shaman wise man
to represent the
nations of the world and remind us that all are
invited to come to christ Frewins three wise
men are from widely separated native american
tribes often called nations this wise man presents a valuable pair of beaded moccasins to the
christ child

Fr ewins cheyenne
he offers the baby a
blanket representing tribal prestige
top right
shaman wise man
FIG

5

FIG 6 bottom right

the navajo

medicine

man wise man in recognition of christ as
the chief of the world he proffers a third
phase chiefs blanket
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mary baby
jesus
lesus and joseph identified
by their costumes as members of the lakota tribe
they take refuge in a steepee
teepee
and strap the newborn child
onto a cradleboard
FIG 8

below

above Frewins angels
dressed in buckskin and beads
they carry a native drum and
flute with which to create songs
of praise and joy at the time of
FIG 7

christ s birth

21

0
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the

angel and the heavenly host appearing to the shepherds springtime
flowers and color abound in this celebration of the joy of new birth the message
of the heavenly host is depicted as flowers cascading to earth this arrangement
follows the artist s guidelines in placing the sheep contrast it with figure 3 to see
how the difference in arrangement affects the import of the scene if the background is altered as well as it is in figure 14 other emotions become the focus
FIG 9
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lakota they wear beaded buckskin clothing and
the cradleboard is completely covered with beads the decoration being of
the highest quality to reflect the sublime nature of the baby fig 8 they
is

live in a teepee
steepee and are joined by animals true to the environment a
buffalo an eagle and a deer the angels are also dressed in buckskin and
beads they carry a drum and a flute instruments of the people with whom
they rejoice fig 7 flying high above the nativity is a fully beaded american bald eagle symbolic of the holy ghost the eagle symbolizes a con-

nection of heaven to earth and also power majesty and courage hence the
use of eagle feathers for chiefs in this sense the eagle is also a symbol for
christ as the chief of this world
the meticulous care taken for costumes rather than facial features
emphasizes community rather than the individual a common folk
art
folkart
trait 6 by following this tradition frewin highlights the worshipful presence of representatives of four tribes her nativity scene becomes a type of
the millennium when nations will respond to christs invitation the time
when as the psalmist wrote all nations whom thou hast made shall come
and worship before thee 0 lord and shall glorify thy name psalm 869
1I

will be glad and rejoice in thee

psalm 92

sjokvists image christs nativity is a time for joyful celebration and
in sjbkvists
thankfulness it is springtime the season of birth and new beginnings
and flowers are everywhere since flowers in folk art represent celebration and thankfulness it is appropriate that flowers abound in this scene 7
flowers grace the stable and background and ornament the bases holding
up the angel the shepherds and the wise men on their horses the manger
is decorated with flowers to symbolically convey that this event is a special
occasion flowers even cascade down from the heavenly host as if their
words have turned to flowers and their praises are visible the joyous message of the angel is printed on a banner she holds where the words 1 I bring
you good tidings of great joy are written in old swedish calligraphy and
grammars
grammar8
grammar 8 fig 9
the people are dressed in their festive clothing the shepherds and mary
are clothed in peasant holiday best to celebrate and honor the babe although
ordinary peasant clothing tended to be monochromatic for festivals people
chose lots of color and ornamentation so the mother s dress is beautified with
color and embroidery 9 fig 10
io in addition to signifying status the formal
suits and top hats of the wise men fit the nativity s celebratory air
the whole scene is filled with light and bright yellows are everywhere
most significantly in the back of the stable where they radiate horizontally
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mary joseph and baby jesus in the stable the holiday best dress and the
decorated stable and manger honor the baby the scene reminds us to give thanks
for the condescension of god
FIG 10
lo
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from the holy family the light and the flowers springing up on every side
seem to reflect the artists experience of learning that jesus is the life and
the light of the world dac
d&c 1128 upon finding the gospel sjokvist
writes she felt she was being moved from a room in darkness to a place
with light 10 joy and gratitude accompany those who walk in light rather
than in darkness see john 812

what doth the lord require of thee

micah 68

the wise men of course offer gifts to the christ child gifts central to
the cultures they represent the well to do swedish wise men bring representations of the gifts mentioned in the scriptures of their bible believing
society fig 11
ainee wise men are gifts of
ii the gifts brought by the dinee
great value in their culture a blanket a rug baby moccasins and pottery
the iroquois shaman also offers a pair of small beaded moccasins the
cheyenne shaman brings a blanket with an ornately beaded strip that covers the seam such a blanket is an item of prestige in the tribe the navajo
medicine man presents a special navajo rug a third phase chiefs blanket again a recognition of christ s role as chief of this world
all these nativity gifts signify bringing our best most valued possessions to christ aside from temporal tithes and offerings these nativity

N
A

01

XV

S

ii the three wise men these dignified swedish men carry frankincense
myrrh and gold symbolic of the spiritual offerings we should bring to christ
FIG

11
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scenes can inspire us to present to the lord many other gifts such as justice mercy and humble obedience micah 68 a broken heart and a contrite spirit 3 ne 920 and service to our fellow beings since we then are
also serving christ matt 2535 36
james E faust s description of the saviors message sums up the gifts
that the wise among us will offer

at the heart of the message of the savior of the world is a single

glori-

ous wonderful still largely untried concept in its simplest terms the
message is that we should seek to overcome the selfishness we all seem to
be born with that we should overcome human nature and think of
others before self we should think of god and serve him and think
of others and serve them 11

shali
shail
shab 1I do then with jesus which is called
shah
caned christ
what shall

matt 2722

because creating a nativity formed of multiple pieces is incomplete
until someone arranges it such scenes require their owners to literally consider what shall I1 do then with jesus which is called christ
christ1212 in deciding
where to place the figures in relationship to each other and what background if any to use devout arrangers seem to convey perhaps subconsciously their own beliefs about the savior and his birth
for example what might one communicate in placing the sheep in the
sjokvist nativity while setting up the scene to be photographed a volunteer at the museum of church history and art made the choices pictured
in figure 3 if we remember that sheep symbolize christ s human flock it is
significant that one sheep stays close to its mortal shepherd and turns away
from the shepherd of all the bodies of the other sheep are turned toward
the christ child the sheep in the foreground on a path leading directly
to the manger but several of the sheep seem ambivalent torn in two directions the black sheep the scriptural symbol for the sinner is one of those
still torn but is nonetheless in the group closest to the savior in the
arrangement that follows a placement guide provided by sjokvist see fig 9
the black sheep is almost lost to our view 13 and the other sheep seem to
mill around oblivious to either angel or child
A comparison of two arrangements of the begay nativity14
nativity14 reveals
obvious differences in the relationships of the figures to each other and to
us differences that impart very different messages forming a slight curve
the men and animals in figure 12 function more as an honor guard to mary
and her baby than as active participants particularly the men who are
standing the kneeling mary in turn is secondary to the baby lying before
her on a sheepskin and seems to beckon the viewer to him the gazes of all
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rsjtegtfafra

rather formal arrangement of
ofbegay
begay s nativity set As co creators of the nativity
scene those who arrange the pieces often communicate their own beliefs about the savior
this arrangement highlights the paradox of the lowliest being the mightiest
FIG 12 A

FIG 13 A different response to

what shall I1 do then with jesus which

is called

christ

with this intimate grouping emphasizing quiet wholehearted worship the viewer

is

invited to complete the circle
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sj6kvists nativity with a black background when compared to figure
this version conveys a more dramatic awe of the wonders of the advent
FIG 14
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A

scriptural perspective on three nativity scenes

33

converge on the christ this arrangement symbolizes two paradoxes the
smallest is the greatest and the lowliest is the mightiest the one to whom
we all must look for our salvation see luke 948 matt 1129
in contrast the arrangement in figure 13 is an intimate protective circle
far less formal the parents and visitors are directly engaged in quiet worship of the christ child they all bend humbly toward the savior even
those who are standing A gap in the arrangement invites the viewer to join
the fellowship and finish the circle 0 come the arranger seems to say
let us worship and bow down let us kneel before the lord our maker
psalm 956
the choice of background also changes the nativity message A black
background was used in one arrangement of Sjokvist s nativity scene fig 14
although flowers are still abundant in the bases of the figures the black
is the more dominant element heightening the drama but subduing and
almost eliminating the joyous celebratory air of the scene as shown earlier
see fig 9 the feeling is of awe at the miracle of christ s advent and of its
herald the great joy is yet to be realized for the shepherds must first act
upon the message as we must move beyond hearing to faith and action
james 122 for us to be reborn as joyous new creatures
2 cor 517

conclusion
by allowing us to feel their faith and see through their eyes the creators
of these and other nativity scenes convey many implications of the savior s
birth and the salvation it portends through our own annual ritual of setting up a nativity of partaking in the creation of an image of christ s
birth we can communicate our own vision of the wonder joy and love of
this evidence of god s condescension nativity scenes help center us in a
season of many distractions reminding us that he whose birth we commemorate
me morate this season is more than the symbol of a holiday he is the son
of god the creator of the earth the jehovah of the old testament the fulfill
fillment
ment of the law of moses the redeemer of mankind the king of kings
7315
1115
15
the prince of peace 7115

ofbyu
BYU studies and
doris dantbyuedu is executive editor of
doris R dant doris
associate teaching professor of linguistics and english language at brigham
young university
richard G oman byu studiesbyuedu is senior curator and curator of
acquisitions at the museum of church history and art in salt lake city he holds
a BA in history from brigham young university and a BA in art history from the
ofbyu
BYU studies
university of washington he serves on the editorial board of
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all three are owned by the museum of church history and art each
christmas season the museum displays nativity scenes from its collection
2 gordon B hinckley what shall I do then with jesus which Is called
christ 7 ensign 13 december 1983 3
3 some critics also say other elements are fictional see for example
http www geocities
geo cities compaulntobmjesus htmlnativity a page which claims
httpwwwgeocitiescompaulntobinjesushtmlnativity
i

1

1

the nativity story is almost surely ioovo
100
loo mythological italics in original
4 richard gilbert the christmas myth De constructed and reassembled
html december 141997
http www rochesterunitanan org1997
org 1997 98971214html
httpwwwrochesterunitarianorg1997
98971214 heml
5 joseph s clothing represents the eighteenth century folk perception of
middie eastern person would wear
what a middle
6 one reason the museum of church history and art commissions and collects and displays folk nativities
nativi ties is that the nativity scene by its nature amplifies and
communicates the universality of the gospel and the savior s message the gospel
is not restricted by geography or culture or time it transcends all of those things
folk art is the perfect medium to express that community and continuity
because folk art celebrates those values As we become an increasingly worldwide
church we can use folk art to communicate with other cultures cultures we cannot understand linguistically can be understood visually we can feel of their faith
and see through their eyes their spiritual insight is a gift to be shared by understanding more pieces of the worlds cultural puzzle we come to an understanding
of the whole
dalanna
7 the flower patterns are based on a very traditional motif used in the dalarna
district of sweden the actual translation of the name of the motif is cucumber
8 across the top of the nativity setting is written an explanation of the scene
translated the text reads about the birth of christ in bethlehem the shepherds
and their herd and also the wise men from the land in the east according to
sjokvist the traditional folk painters whose style she duplicates in her nativity set
ic
often had an accompanying text of explanation to the pictures gerd sjokvist email
to richard G oman november 5 2002
9 color is sometimes the only luxury that exists in peasant cultures
10 gerd sjokvist email to BYU studies october 2001
A pattern of love ensign 29 december 1999 2 3
11 james E faust
12 in applying pilots question to ourselves we are following president
gordon B hinckley s lead see note 2
13 sjokvist stated that she put the black sheep in for interest gerd sjokvist
phone conversation with richard G oman october 2001
14 these nativity scenes were arranged by museum volunteers and staff
months before the ideas in this section were developed the scenes were not staged
specifically to make our point
shail I1 do then 5
shali
shau
15 hinckley what shall
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which are the most important
mormon books
arnold K garr

he very abundance of books in our days a stupefying and terrifying
abundance has made it more important to know how to choose
observed historian james bryce the first piece of advice 1I will venture
to give you is this he added read only the best books
let not an
be wasted on third rate or second rate stuff if first rate stuff can
hour
be had this wise counsel is in harmony with the scriptural injunction
seek ye out of the best books words of wisdom dac
d&c 88118 this mar
velous passage of scripture is exhilarating but leaves one to wonder which
are the best books or as bryce might say what is the first rate stuffl
stuff
certainly the scriptures are most important by far but next to them which
titles should be given highest priority how would you answer if a serious
but novice student were to ask you which mormon books should 1I be
sure to read
through the years secular scholars have produced various lists to help
guide readers most people appreciate such lists because modern men and
women are extremely busy these recommendations help give preference to
certain books one might hope to read someday such lists include the harvard classics C lewis hinds one hundred best books and clifton fadiman s lifetime reading plan jasper lee company has published a work
entitled have you read one hundred great books which compiles several
different lists produced by others
some latter day saints have produced lists of the best mormon titles
curt bench published a work in 1990 entitled fifty important mormon
books 2 his contribution was valuable but it considered only titles published through 1980 bench received input from twenty one scholars and

tThe

1

BYU studies 41 no 3 2002
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he divided the books into categories but chose not to rank them in impor
imbor
tance 3 obviously any survey or list of such a kind including the present
one will be colored by a high degree of subjectivity
at the turn of the new millennium the time seemed right for another
attempt to identify the books that currently appear to be the most prominent among mormon titles I1 desired to conduct a formal survey of a large
group of believing mainstream latter day saint scholars to determine
which titles they thought were the most important books of mormonism
vaughn call chair of the sociology department at brigham young university kindly gave helpful advice on how to make such a survey a legitimate scholarly enterprise his counsel was to survey at least 350 scholars
and strive for at least a 70 response rate in fact with support from john W
welch and the staff of BBYU studies 412 scholars were invited to participate
and 73 of them responded 303 out of 412 see the survey results on
pages 42 to 47
this survey was limited to scholars who teach research and write in
the field of mormonism under the guidance of independent professional
designers of surveys the BYU studies staffandu
staff fand
staffand
and 1I sent questionnaires to ranstaf
domly selected members of these groups
1

BYU rel ed full time faculty of religious education at
BYU provo this group made up gg
99
9.9
99 of the respondents

2 BYU non

rel ed scholars at

BYU provo in areas related to

mormon studies the joseph fielding smith institute for
latter day saint history and the foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies FARMS the group also
includes scholars in other BYU departments who have
demonstrated interest in and publish in mormon studies
172
17.2
172 of the respondents
byul
BYUI1I rel ed professors of religion at BYU idaho gg
66
6.6
3 BYU
66 of
the respondents
H rel ed professors of religion at BYU hawaii 07007
BYUH
4 BYU
.7
of the respondents
5 other univ professors of various departments at universities
who are interested in and publish in mormon studies 131.3
13 of
the respondents
6 CES dinst
inst full time church educational system CES institute of religion instructors and CES administrators who subscribe to BBYU studies 327
32.7
327 of the respondents
7 CES coor full time CES coordinators who subscribe to BYU
studies log
109
10.9 of the respondents
109
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss3/12
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sem full time seminary teachers who subscribe to BYU
46
studies 46
446
.6 of the respondents
9 other ch employee scholars at the family and church
history department and various other departments of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in salt lake city
ilg
11.6
116 of the respondents
10
io others scholars of mormon studies not currently associated
with any university or CES 46
46
446
.6 of the respondents
8 CES

the demographics of our 303 respondents were as follows

had at
least a master s degree 52 had a doctors degree 94 worked for the
church or BYU 65 taught religion for the church either in the church
educational system or at one of the three BYU campuses 61 were over
fifty years old and 60 had read five or more latter day saint books durwell
weli
weil educated
ing the past year we were satisfied that this group qualifies as a wen
well read mature faithful group of latter day saints naturally this group
also has its own inclinations and proclivities but readers or teachers interested in knowing which books might be recommended by a large group of
scholars who fit within this profile should find the following results to be of
distinct interest
the survey contained only two brief questions first excluding the
scriptures which would you consider the three most important books
written by latter day saint authors about mormonism in each of the folinspirational
lowing categories the five categories were fiction
devotional biography history and doctrine respondents were
asked to list the most important book first and the other two in descending
order the second question simply inquired which one book would you
consider the most important book overall we then explained the purpose of the survey is to identify which are the most important books in the
minds of latter day saint scholars not necessarily the most popular or best
multivolumed
Multi volume works
selling ones among the general readers of the church multivolume
under the same title and written by the same author were considered as one
book choosing to leave respondents as free as possible to answer however
they wished the survey made no attempt to define most important any
further the open ended nature of this question was frustrating to some
respondents and it is impossible to determine how they ultimately defined
this term in their own minds readers may puzzle over how they would
have responded under similar circumstances
in tabulating the results of all the categories except the one entitled
the first book listed by a respondent received three points
overall
the second two points and the third one point the question concerning
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2002
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the one most important book overall asked for only one response therefore one point was given for each answer As a result the total points in
that category are much smaller
no claim is made that this survey has produced anything close to a
perfect list it is neither definitive nor final readers personal preferences
will sometimes agree with the survey results and sometimes not indeed
we were surprised at a few books that appeared especially near the bottom
of the twenty listed for each category perhaps similar surveys can be conducted in ten twenty or thirty years to update this list and see which books
have withstood the test of time
if we were to conduct this survey over again we would add another
category entitled scripture studies another possible classification might
be books by sympathetic non mormon authors we certainly acknowledge that members of other faiths such as jan shipps hubert H bancroft
richard F burton thomas L kane thomas F odea and wallace stegner have made important contributions to the field of mormon studies
nevertheless we believe that this modest survey was worthwhile members of the church can benefit from the collective wisdom of 303 latter day
saint scholars BYU students often ask their professors which latter day saint
books they should buy and read this is an excellent list to help them start
their personal libraries we also believe the survey can help new seminary
instructors and gospel doctrine teachers throughout the church even well
read scholars will probably find a few titles here that they have overlooked
1I am grateful to the staff of B
BYU studies especially glenda egbert who
efficiently helped administer the survey the questionnaires were num
bared so that she could receive the mail check off those who had
bered
responded and mail out a followup
follow up to those who had not yet responded
she then cut the tracking number off of the returned questionnaires before
they were sent to other assistants who tabulated the results in this way the
survey was kept as anonymous and confidential as possible we also
express our sincere thanks to the religious studies center at BYU for providing a grant for the project

results of the survey
fiction we discovered that a significant portion of latter day saint
scholars apparently do not read mormon fiction in fact 40 percent of the
respondents left the fiction part of the survey blank and many others
listed only one book we therefore included on this table the last name of
the author for the benefit of those who have had little contact with this
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genre nevertheless those who voted left little doubt as to what they
thought was the most important book of fiction it should surprise no one
that gerald lund s the work and the glory came out on top this series is
so highly regarded that it received seven times more points 371 to 54 than
the book in second place maurine whipple s the giant joshua another
indication of gerald lund s tremendous current prominence is that he
authored three others in the top eleven books of fiction fishers of men
fifth fire and the covenant sixth and the alliance eleventh
another important contemporary novelist is dean hughes whose children of the promise finished third the nineteenth century classic added
upon A story by nephi anderson finished fourth an amusing side note
fawn brodies controversial biography of joseph smith no man knows my
joseph smith the mormon prophet received four points
history the life of ofjoseph
as a work of fiction

inspirationaldevotional
Inspirational Devotional the voting on inspirationaldevo
dional
tional books was much closer believing christ by stephen E robinson
took first place this book received a great deal of support from BYU religious education next on the list was the miracle of forgiveness by
spencer W kimball BYU nonreligious
non religious education and CES institute
instructors gave this title its greatest support this book actually would
have been in first place had all the points it received under inspira
inspire
tionaldevotional and doctrine been combined finishing third
fourth and fifth were standing for something by gordon B hinckley
jesus the christ by james E talmage and A marvelous work and a wonder by legrand richards jesus the christ is the ubiquitous title
respondents listed it under all the nonfiction categories and ranked it
Iinspirationaldevotional
ansp
nsp i rational devotional sixth in biography sevenfourth in 1 Inspirational
teenth in history third in doctrine and second overall
biography the top five biographies are an interesting mix of old and
new go forward with faith the biography of gordon B hinckley by sheri
dew finished first it received over half of its support from the church eduional system two time honored nineteenth century titles finished in
cational
cat
the top five the history of joseph smith by his mother second and autobiography ofparley
parley RP pratt fifth spencer W kimball by his son and grandof barley
son edward kimball and andrew E kimball jn
jr finished third and
brigham young american moses by leonard arrington finished fourth
history perhaps the two most influential historians in the long life of
the church appear prominently at the top of our history category B H
roberts and leonard arrington the first title on the list is the multivol
ume treasure history of the church by joseph smith introduced and
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edited by B H roberts all but one of the ten groups of scholars voted this
series number one on their list A comprehensive history of the church the
multivolumed
multi volume narrative by B H roberts finished a distant but strong secmultivolume
ond on the list leonard arrington s great basin kingdom an economic
1830 1900 finished third followed just six
history of the latter day saints j 830
points behind by the story of the latter day saints which was co authored
allen
alien and glen leonard joseph smith and the restoration by ivan
by james ailen
barrett finished fifth receiving the majority of its support from employees
in the church educational system richard bushman s joseph smith and
the beginnings of
mormonism finished seventh but it would have been in
ofmormonism
third place in history had all the points it received under biography
and history been combined
doctrine the number one book in the category of doctrine is
appropriately teachings of the prophet joseph smith edited by joseph fielding smith five books or series written or edited by bruce R mcconkie
appear in the top fourteen titles an indication of the high esteem scholars
hold for him mormon doctrine second doctrines of salvation fourth
the messiah series ninth doctrinal new testament commentary tenth
and A new witness for the articles of faith fourteenth finishing third on
this list is jesus the christ and fifth is the encyclopedia of mormonism
edited by daniel H ludlow
overall adam S bennion was known to sometimes ask his students
if you were going to be a prisoner in a concentration camp for the next
four years and could take with you the works of any ten authors which
114
take 314
would you taked
take4
the respondents to the overall section of our survey
can help answer that question by an overwhelming margin they selected
teachings of the prophet joseph smith as the most important nonscriptural
volume perhaps the reason this book is held in such high regard can be
found in its introduction the members of the church quite generally
desire to know what the prophet joseph smith may have said on important
subjects for they look upon his utterances as coming through divine inspiration 1155 number two on the overall list is jesus the christ As noted
above our respondents loved this book even though they did not agree
how it should be categorized it received most of its points as a book of
doctrine the next two titles found in the top five overall were number
three history of the church which was followed closely by the encyclopedia of
mormonism some have wondered whether the encyclopedia pubofmormonism
lished in 1992 has taken its rightful place as a prominent reference book in
the church our respondents say it certainly has especially in the field of
doctrine finishing fifth overall is mormon doctrine one of the more
widely quoted books in the church
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some observations
of 94 books made it on the top 20 lists in some categories
there were more than 20 because of ties thirteen books received points in
jesus the christ 4 catemore than one category other than overall
gories encyclopedia of mormonism 3 journal of discourses 3 and ten
others 2 fourteen of the 24 titles on the overall list are books of doctrine
only 8 of the 94 books were published in the nineteenth century and
4 of those 8 were biographies five titles written since 1990 have had especially wide appeal the work and the glory fiction believing christ
Devotional standing for something inspirationaldevo
Inspirational
inspirationaldevotional
ti onal go forward with faith biography and encyclopedia of mormonism the only newly published title to make the top five list in the
overall category
stirling W sill once declared the influence of great books upon us is
miraculous they can make us into their own image and you may judge a
he reads than the company that he
man more truly by the books
keeps 1166 we hope this survey will help many people in their quest to find
the best books or in other words the first rate stuff
A total

11

arnold K garr arnold garrbyuedu is associate professor and associate
department chair of church history and doctrine at brigham young university
he received a BA in history from weber state college an MA in history at utah
state university and a phd in american history from brigham young university
1i richard L evans
richard evans quote book salt lake city publishers
press
2

1971

71

curt bench fifty important mormon books sunstone 14 october 1990

54 58

bench fifty important mormon books 54
of books salt lake city deseret book 1974 108
4 stirling W sill the majesty ofbooks
5 joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith salt
lake city deseret book 19633
1963 3
6 sill majesty of books 26
3
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young and an unidentified wife copy print of photograph of a
daguerreotype ca 1850 54 attributed to marsena cannon although a 1965 artifact record in the museum of church history and art clearly describes this image
FIG i brigham

the image itself had disappeared until this year when this copy was found in the
collections of the deseret news
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A mysterious image
brigham young with an unknown wife

richard neitzel holzapfel and robert

E schwartz
F

of
0

f the hundreds of images of brigham young until recently only two
were known that show brigham posing with one of his wives while
rumors of a third such image have existed for some time no one could find
a copy of it until this year what we found was a photograph of the original
daguerreotype fig 1i the original itself printed on a small coper plate is
still missing this rumored image was mysterious not only because it had
disappeared but also because the wife s face on the daguerreotype had been
completely obliterated unanswered questions regarding its damage make
this image intrinsically interesting in addition finding the copy determining the daguerreotype s creation date and trying to identify the wife have
presented investigative challenges almost as intriguing as the image itself

general context of the image
richard neitzel holzapfel and R Q shupe gathered all the known images of brigham young produced during his lifetime
from

1994 to 1999

published in brigham young images of a mormon prophet 2000 the collection came to include hundreds of images including daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper
wood cuts engravings and pencil
tin types ambrotypes
ambro types paintings woodcuts
tintypes
tintyper
sketches in addition to publishing these images of the prophet brigham
holzapfel and shupe attempted to provide dates background information
and detailed descriptions for each image however determining the correct information was often difficult and sometimes impossible in the
introduction to their book the authors note that virtually all publications reproducing visual images of brigham young contain flaws in date
B
BYU
YU

studies
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FIG 2 brigham young and margaret peirce young daguerreotype ca 1852 53
238 x 234 6 cm x 7 cm attributed to marsena cannon detail this is one of

only two known photographs of brigham posing alone with an identified wife

identification
dating photographs and identifying photographers can be
challenging particularly when the only surviving image is a copy of a copy I
while researching their book holzapfel and shupe came across only
two photographs of brigham posing with individual wives the first is a
bangham and margaret peirce younga
6 cm x 7 cm daguerreotype of brigham
young2 fig 2
bngham
the second is a portrait of brigham and amelia folsom young taken in
the year they were married 3 however holzapfel and shupe heard
1863
from a number of young family members image collectors and archivists
about a third image of brigham with a wife an unidentified woman whose
face on the daguerreotype had been completely smeared or scratched away
unfortunately holzapfel and shupe were unable to locate the image in
time for their volume however a copy of the picture owned by the
deseret news company was rediscovered just this year following a lead
from joseph M bauman a collector and writer at the deseret news
1
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holzapfel s student research assistant marc bohn spent two days in the
newspaper s library before he found this copy of the image librarians
there had not been aware that they had a copy of this rare print
image history

the daguerreotype belonged

to a collection that today is housed in the
museum of church history and art of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints although a record of this image has existed in the
church s artifact catalog since july 71965
7 1965 the image itself is missing from
the museum s collection the churchs
churche artifact record 142623 contains the
following description

one photograph of brigham young and

leather
case the case has red velvet cushion with design and glass with gold trim
to keep picture clean face of wife has been smeared away finishing on
photograph in gold and pink the case has a design and two hooks to
hold together when closed dark brown in color 4
a wife encased in a

the only other information the catalog entry gives that would help to identify the image is the date 1849 no donor is named 5
before it arrived at the museum during the latter igmos
ig6os and through
i96os
the 1970s the collection containing the picture of brigham and his mystery
wife was stored in various places on temple square including the base-

ments of the north visitors center and the tabernacle this situation continued until may 1984 when the church dedicated its new museum of
church history and art and relocated the collection to the museum however when they tried to match all objects with their record numbers in
1992 the curators never located item h2623 and declared it unavailable
its position unknown 1166 thus all that can be said of the daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper
disappearance is that it occurred sometime between july 7
1965 and 1992
7 1965
some witnesses claim to have seen the original daguerreotype after
1965 for instance nyal anderson manager of beehive collector s gallery
in salt lake city says that sometime in the early to mid igmos
ig8os
1980s a collector
approached him seeking a price appraisal of a daguerreotype showing
brigham young with a wife whose face had been scratched out although
interested in the daguerreotype s worth the collector remained unwilling
to sell the image 7
more concrete evidence of the missing daguerreotype appeared on
february 24
1971 when the deseret news ran an article regarding a diary
241971
of brigham young 8 the article included a small photograph showing only
brigham youngs face and neckerchief however the article s view of brigham
was merely part of a larger photograph that the deseret news company
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had in its possession fig 1i 9 the newly found complete photograph
shows a nail mounted daguerreotype of brigham with his arm around a
wife whose face is smeared away apparently the photograph shows h2623
n2623
removed from the leather and velvet casing described in the museum
record the photograph was evidently taken before the daguerreotype
entered the church collection
although this photograph of the daguerreotype clearly matches the
museum s description of their missing artifiact the newspaper s information conflicts with the museum s record the deseret news article claims
that the image shows brigham at about the time the diary was writ
ten 10 president young dictated the diary from may 27
1857 to september 21
271857
of the same year while the museum archive record dates the daguerreotype
to 1849 adding to the confusion about dates pencil handwriting on the
back of the deseret news company s copy reads simply brigham young
in the early 60 s and the deseret news library contains no documentation
of its acquisition of the photograph in view of such confusing or incomplete documentation we turn to the image itself which reveals that it
was probably taken in the early 1850s
i85os

details that help determine the date
even in frontier utah fashions in dress and grooming changed frequently
quent ly following trends elsewhere thus details of styles shown in the
photograph present clues to the time of its
creation by comparing the photograph
with fashion trends and with other
photographs of brigham we can place the
image in the early i85os
1850s
h2623 cannot have been taken later
than 1860 because it shows president
young before he wore a beard which
appears in other photographs beginning
in 1861 moreover the brigham we see in
h2623 looks significantly younger than
the brigham who appears in two photographs from the 1857 period suggested by FIG 3 detailed view of brigham
young from figure i the lack
the diary I11I
a beard and the youthfulness of
of
a
is
silk
wearing
brigham
in 12623
his appearance suggest that the
neckerchief with a floral pattern fig 3
daguerreotype could have been
this is significant because the same neck- taken as early as 1850 his neck
erchief appears in several images from the erchien
erchief also provides clues to the
daguerreotyper date
daguerreotypes
early 18505 we first see the neckerchief in
1
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brigham young detail from
daguerreotype december 12 1850
marsena can
13 cm x 10 cm
5 x 4
non this is the first dated photo of
brigham wearing his floral necker
chief
intellectual reserve inc
courtesy museum of church history
and art the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints
FIG 4

53

brigham young detail from
steel engraving january 1853 334 x
234
A 95
995
.5 cm x 7 cm frederick H
piercy this engraving is based on one
daguerreotyper taken
of the 1851 52 daguerreotypes
by marsena cannon the clarity of
detail here makes it easy to identify
the neckerchief as the same one he
was wearing in figure i courtesy
museum of church history and art
FIG 5

12
daguerreotype taken december 12
fig 4 it
cannon12
1850 by marsena cannon
121850
shows up again in two daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper also taken by cannon sometime in
1851 or 1852 13 fig 5 the neckerchief appears a fourth time in the 185253
daguerreotype of brigham with margaret peirce fig 2 and then finally in
14
185414
see
two images thought to have been taken sometime in 1853 or 1854
fig 6 for one of the images from this pair the neckerchief appears in all
but one of the known photographs taken in the 1850 54 period but it never
appears again in any known photograph after 1854 this evidence suggests
that h2623 was taken sometime before 1854 perhaps as early as 1850
further evidence of the daguerreotype s time period can be seen in
other articles of clothing that appear in h2623 including brighams
Brig hams
Brig
trousers his vest and his jacket brigham
brighams
hamss plaid trousers and vest fig i
indicate the late i84os
1840s when plaid was popular
by 1845 the reign of queen victoria which reflected her preference

a

for all things scottish created a rush of fabrics on the market and plaid
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designs of all kinds there was
a massive increase in
woolen plaids and checkers
for cloaks and trousers seen all
over the english world 15

JFM

A
FIG 6 brigham young detail from copy
print of a daguerreotype ca 1853 54
413 x 312
32 11 cm x 9 cm attributed to

marsena cannon in this later photo
brigham again wears his floral neckerchief courtesy museum of church history and art

this english world definitely
included mormon pioneers of
the i84os
1840s many of whom were
english and scottish immigrants we have evidence of
p laid and scots traditions in
utah in 1848 on the twenty
fourth of july 1848 there were
some scots in salt lake city
who did have plaids and
dancing scottish reels became
standard for celebrations 16
the preponderance of plaid in
this image suggests that the
daguerreotype was probably
taken in the late 1840s
i84os or early
i85os17
1850s 17 fig 1i

the

jacket that brigham is
wearing in h2623 also indicates
the early 185os
i85os because it
matches the jacket in another photograph whose date we know the jacket
in h2623 bears a striking resemblance to and is probably the same as the
jacket that appears in the 1852 53 daguerreotype taken with margaret
peirce figs 2 3 both jackets have double breasted M cut lapels and
both were tailored without the fullness at the top of the sleeves that was
characteristic of jackets in the early to mid 1840s
i84os 18
the similar jackets coupled with the neckerchief in both images the
rarity of photographs showing brigham with a wife and the fact that both
daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper appear to have been taken near the same time make it
valuable to compare h2623 more closely with the photograph of margaret
peirce young in h2623 the wife wears a striped dress that was most likely
made from a fine wool fig 7 above the shirring at the waist we see a
gathered point in the bodice a detail popular from 1838 into the 1840s
i84os the
dress s snugly fitting sleeves with white cuffs also mark it as being of i84os
1840s
vintage 199 these features do not match the dress worn by margaret peirce
young in the marsena cannon image of 1852 53 fig 2 margaret s dress is
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somewhat looser in the bodice and it has pagoda sleeves which became
popular in the i85os20
1850s20

there

were many styles of sleeves during the eighteen fifties from
flared to straight one of the most notable and characteristic was the
pagoda sleeve this sleeve retained the shape of the upper arm and then
flared into a wide open sleeve in the area of the elbow often a full or
bloused undersleeve usually gathered into a wristband was worn
beneath the pagoda sleeve 21

such undersleeves
under sleeves visibly extend from under margaret s pagoda sleeves
ests
ists 22
reaching down to her wr
wrists
the fact that margaret peirce appears in her daguerreotype in a dress
that can clearly be dated to the 1850s
h2623 appears in an
ofh2623
i85os while the wife of
1840s
i84os dress suggests that h2623 was taken before the image of margaret and
brigham if this were so h2623 would stand as the earliest known image
of brigham posing with a wife still the evidence is sketchy comparing
brigham s appearance in the two images reveals only that his hair is shorter
in the margaret peirce image and seems thinner there than in 1 12623 while
somewhat compelling these differences might be merely the result of a
haircut and the impression of a recently removed hat in the peirce image
brigham s face appears almost
identical in the two images
in summary our examination
of details points to a conclusion
that the daguerreotype was made
sometime in the early 1850s
i85os the
neckerchief placing it possibly as
late as 1854 still although the date
is important perhaps the most
t
important missing fact is the iden
city
tity of the wife by 1854 president
young had already been plurally
plurally
married to forty eight different
wr
women making the task of identifying the wife in h2623 very difficult 23 however what remains of
the wife s image can help us guess FIG 7 detailed view of wife s clothing
who she might be particularly from figure i her distinctive bracelets
which appear to be native american in
remarkable are her beaded brace
style suggest that this wife is one of three
lets fig 7 which appear by their
wives known to have had close associadistinctive patterns to be native tions with native americans
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american in origin the native american design is notable because a few
of brigham s wives had considerable contact with native americans
indigenous to the western united states lucy ann decker young
brigham s first plural wife adopted a native american girl named sally in
1847 24 we also know that mary ann angell young and augusta adams
cobb young took an active role in the indian relief societies of the i85os
1850s 25
while the bracelets constitute evidence that is circumstantial at best they
might point toward angell decker or cobb as the wife in h2623

conclusion
while we have narrowed the possibilities for the date of this image and
for the identity of the wife shown in it we may never identify her with cerdaguerreotyper
tainty because it was the original image that was damaged daguerreotypes
were never produced in multiple copies as we often print photographs
now so no undamaged copy exists nor is the identity of the wife the only
question about this image we may never answer for example where is the
original daguerreotype who damaged the daguerreotype and why was
this damage an accident or a deliberate attempt to obliterate the face
despite these mysteries h2623 provides a significant view of brigham
posing with one of his wives although his expression there is very similar
to the one we see in the daguerreotype of him and margaret peirce his
smile in 1 12623
h2623 is a little broader his demeanor marginally more self
content and worry free if h2623 was indeed taken as early as 1850 then it
shows us a valuable picture of president young before he began to shoulder
the tremendous burden of being the territorial governor in 1851 moreover
as mentioned previously h2623 might be the earliest known picture of
brigham with one of his wives the possibility that h2623 was taken as
early as 1850 is consistent with the visual information that we can glean
from the available copy of it especially when the information is compared
to other images from the same time period unfortunately the daguerreotype s origin including its photographer and original owner can only be
guessed at h2623 serves as a reminder of the difficulties involved in providing accurate information for any antique image and of the fact that pictures of brigham are still lost
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richard neitzel holzapfel and R Q shupe brigham young images of a
mormon prophet provo utah BYU religious studies center 2000 2
121 the image
2 holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 118 ig
19121
is thought to have been taken sometime in 1852 or 1853 and it is attributed to
marsena cannon although margaret peirce s name is often spelled pierce in
i

i

i

historical commentary she and her family members spelled their last name ei
not ie margarets immigrant grandfather george peirce from england originally spelled his name pearce but eventually changed the spelling to peirce for
reasons not known for more on this subject see earl harvey peirce robert and
hannah harvey peirce 1847 utah pioneers ath
4th ed provo utah ap
np 1996 particul arly page 167
ticularly
3 holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 162 63 the existing
photograph of brigham and amelia is a copy print from an unknown source that
was taken by C R savage there is a possibility that this copy is a composite two
separate images joined later see images of a mormon prophet 163
2623 museum of church
652623
4 brigham young and wife accession no LDS 65
history and art the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
artifact LDS 65
catalo gued as h2623 on july 71965
catalogued
2623 was originally cataloguer
652623
brigham young and wife
5
6 brigham young and wife
7 nyal anderson interview with robert F schwartz salt lake city june 332002
2002
02002
8 maxine martz
U to receive rare diary deseret news february 24

bii

1971 B

the

marks that appear in fig i above brigham s head on both sides are
crop marks used by photo editors at the deseret news they are a feature of the
copy not of the original daguerreotype
10 martz U to receive rare diary B
io
bii
11
ii holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 136 37 the image on
page 136 shows brigham in 1857 the image on page 137 dates back to 1858 holzapfel
and shupe note that the 1857 ambrotype reveals the strain and burden that president young governor of the territory of utah experienced when the federal government invaded utah images of a mormon prophet 136 this strained
burdened president young is a far cry from the smiling vibrant brigham we see in
the photograph of h2623
12 holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 102 3
13 holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 105107
9
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122 23
holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 119
ilg
119122
cormons and
A historical overview of the mormons
15 carma de jong anderson
their clothing 1840 1850 phd diss brigham young university 1992 37
mormons
16 anderson cormons
Mormons and their clothing 36
17 carma de jong anderson interview with robert F schwartz provo utah
june 19 2002 anderson surmises by its workmanship and the visible wear on its
bottom hem that brigham possibly acquired the vest on his 1839 41 mission to
great britain
18 anderson interview
ig
19 anderson interview
20 anderson interview
21 virginia vogel striped silk dress sleeve httpwwwunredusb204
theatrestp4html vogel s credentials are found at httpwwwunredusb204
14

theatreabouttochtml
holzapfel and shupe images of a mormon prophet 119
ilg
brigham youngs homes
23 jeffery 0 johnson wives of brigham young
ed colleen whitley logan utah utah state university press 2002 appendix B
24 johnson wives of brigham young appendix B 219 225
25 richard L jensen forgotten relief societies 1844 67 dialogue A journal of mormon thought 16 spring 1983 113
22
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the seduction of our gifts
pat debenham

ome time ago I1 and other faculty members of the BYU dance depart
oment
partica
ament
ment discussed our concern about the future of our students particu
barly those in music dance theatre these are highly skilled young people
larly
who can and should by virtue of their technical and spiritual training be
lights unto the world many succeed professionally or semiprofessionally
we are excited for them many however far too many do not fare as well
spiritually they are seduced drawn away from things that are essential
not only by the world but by the very gifts that take them into the world
the artistic gifts that god endowed them with

S

opposition and gifts
seduction I1 realize this is not a word that would usually surface in a
gospel forum about gifts ordinarily when I1 think about seduction 1I see
gwen verdon in bob fosse s damn yankee as the female devil incarnate
lola tempting joe hardy singing whatever lola wants lola gets with
her long legs and corseted
cors eted body she is definitely beguiling and thoroughly
seductive in this scene lola fulfills the most common definition of what it
means to seduce that is to lead astray by persuasion of false promises
what she offers to joe is not in reality what he will actually get nor will it
fulfill his most important desires
you may be saying 1 I understand seduction by the lolas of life but as
a latter day saint pursuing my art to edify the children of men how could
I1 be seduced by my gift the answer lies in the fact that there is opposition in all things 2 ne 211 including those things that are meant for our
good such as artistic gifts opposition in this instance has less to do with
BYU studies 41 no 3 2002
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being tempted by the evil things of the world and more to do with the attitudes and choices we make regarding the gifts we have been given when
our gifts are misunderstood and misused they will take us away from that
which is precious beyond our understanding
the reasons for this possibility were clarified for me by neal A
maxwell two of his statements about satan s tactics during christ s forty
day fast are particularly enlightening the evil one
avoids that which is
most apt to be deflected by us and the points of our personal vulnera1122
will be exploited 312
bility
satan will not tempt us with the things in
which we have no interest but he can hold us hostage by that which we
want most that in which we have an investment that which we care for
and nurture satan knows that if he can get the gift he can get the person
in this regard our gifts themselves can become instruments of seduction
and can lead us away from the eternal work that we have been given to do
the forces of our cultural landscape and the perceptions that we hold
about our gifts make us vulnerable in ways we may not even realize in far
joes get her way
too many instances and even without our knowing it lola does
1

patterns of obvious seduction

our gifts make

us open to ways of being attending thinking and acting that can be positive forces in developing a discipline grounded in eternal values but when these ways of being go unchecked obvious seduction
takes place we are lured into situations places and attitudes that compromise our relationship to the gospel meaning becomes transitory and
there is no centering agent or hierarchy for making choices we lose our
orientation and eventually find ourselves struggling with who we are
family and institutional voices become muffled and we guiltily distance
ourselves hoping to silence the disapproval of our disobedience ultimately this journey moves us away from christ
our most potentially seductive characteristics relate to our focus our
perspectives and values and our boundaries some of the possible ways
these characteristics route us to destructive paths are listed below

seductive focus
artist each of us seeks for a personal unique voice in
the process we are encouraged to improve by focusing on
ourselves and on our technique our quest can lead to promoting the self rather than the message
As an

the arts

move us toward expression when unchecked
expression becomes self expression only an engrossment in
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the ego and in our own art we are then not available to the
guidance of the spirit neither in the creative process nor in
our personal lives the joys experienced when our souls are
negotiated by the spirit are lost
we enjoy mobility freedom and independence but we can
end up focusing on our own journey to the exclusion of serving others
being part of an artistic community is important to us community is satisfying because we are in contact with like
minded people similarity is comforting but this community
is an elite and often privileged population this separateness
moves us away from consideration for the general populace
we take pride in our work and often have a high need for
recognition we enjoy the fame power persuasive ability
money and acceptance that often come with achievement but
assuming the role of an artist can lead us away from humility

seductive perspectives and values
we have an ability as creative people to see several possibilities
for solution our regard for alternatives can diffuse into our
overall lives and become an acceptance of others moral codes
by valuing moral alternatives even when in some ways they go
against our own original beliefs we become susceptible to
joining the adherents of those alternatives
we are often painfully aware of injustices in the world our sensiti vity to social wrongs may cause us to align ourselves with
sitivity
individuals groups or causes that ultimately are at odds
with the church

we have an ability to live with disconcerting ambiguities in
other words we can understand see feel and possibly
embrace that which may be inharmonious with the gospel
we entertain the its on many levels when we entertain the
its through protracted consideration elder maxwell suggests we will succumb to temptation 3
seductive boundaries
restrictions can become confining rules are broken to
achieve an effect although a disregard for constancy can feed
creativity it can also result in a disregard for the boundaries
set by god
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being an artist often brings about a desire to be on or at the
edge of our discipline or at least a desire to stay current with
what is happening to be at the edge we may drop the core
gospel principles that ground us
being an artist encourages each of us to explore with a sense
of immediacy we may abandon past practices for new ones
that although they seem to serve us better in the moment
will not prepare us for the eternities
if you are anything like me there are many of these ways of being that
you hold dear whether they move us toward or away from the gospel often
becomes an issue of the incremental choices we make A web page entitled
tips on how to flirt caused me to see more clearly the cunning with
which we are led away from goodness without even realizing it for a
person to be successful at flirting and I think the master seducer has
perfected these techniques it is important to have repeated contact
it always gets their attention sitting alone is
whispering is essential
effective you must treat the object of the flirtation gently it is important to
look over your shoulder and smile as well as look over the object from head
to toe 4
through gentle persuasion we accept advances then with time our
sense of appropriateness changes our flirtations beguile us ever so subtly
into making choices that our more refined spiritually sensitive natures
would not have made what at one point would have been undesirable
becomes acceptable behavior nephi describes the process with these
leadeth them away carefully others he flat
telling phrases the devil
bereth
whispereth
pereth in their ears until he grasps them with his
tereth away and he whis
awful chains 2 ne 2821 22 5
flirting produces heat not light heat consumes you and leaves nothing but dross light moves through space and time to reveal and brighten
the way the following example of an artists flirtation points out the difference one of our students took her mother to see rent the mother
though uncomfortable sat through the whole show but could not understand how her daughter could support such a production especially knowing its content beforehand if I1 am not mistaken this was the second or
third time the young woman had seen the show when questioned about
the lack of values in the show the student outlined how the production
values were high and the music singable yes she agreed there may have
been some objectionable parts and the morals of the characters portrayed weren t what we profess but the ultimate message was one of love
and acceptance which more than made up for the lack of moral content
1
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by flirting with others standards this student had been seduced into confusing heat with light
we could discuss in greater detail where and how obvious seduction
through our gifts takes place but 1I think those circumstances are apparent
and need no further consideration it is the subtle seduction that most concerns me

patterns of subtle seduction
patterns of subtle seduction manifest themselves as thought attitudes
and actions that on the surface seem innocent enough but when more
thoroughly examined reveal attitudes and practices where allegiance to the
art the gift and the self are more apparent than allegiance to the gospel
others and christ this allegiance ultimately underlies movement away
from spiritually informed practice toward activity that is counterproductive
to spiritual growth for me this allegiance to the art rather than the gospel
is perhaps the most challenging aspect of being an artist and a dedicated
saint because satan s seduction happens within the context of our
gospel practice
subtle seduction begins when words phrases and concepts from the
scriptures and the words of the prophets are unwittingly modified exaggerated and taken out of context to support a righteous desire to magnify
and ennoble the gift doing so however expands the gift beyond its origi
nal function when we amplify the gift beyond its intended purpose or
role we have in essence violated the first of the ten commandments
thou shalt have no other gods before me ex 203
1I have identified three misconceptions that when magnified eventually
shift us away from the restored gospel of christ these beliefs are 1i artists
are particularly blessed 2 artistic gifts are callings and 3 strong positive emotional responses to artworks
artworks or performances housed in a gospel
related context are always manifestations of the spirit
misconception i As artists we are particularly blessed to be in posamans are awarded special consider
sh
shamans
session of our gifts artists like seamans
atlon in society artists are seen as different set apart through our gifts
we persuade attract entice and move people beyond themselves this
ability is perceived as making us special and focuses an inordinate amount
of attention on the individual
As an artistic community we often relish our uniqueness and even foster it but the resulting self centeredness can be destructive I1 call this effect
the myth of speciality in the world the myth of speciality often manifests itself both in abhorrent behavior and in art that runs the gamut from
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absurd to perverse within the context of the gospel this myth causes us to
see ourselves in subtly skewed ways and if unchecked or unexamined it
creates an atmosphere where the other two misconceptions flourish
for example this feeling of specialness manifests itself in an odd troubling way in the prayers that I1 hear BYU performers offer before rehearsals
or performances on these occasions the students and I1 find myself saying the same words thank heavenly father for our gift for our light we
thank him for the positive things we perceive we can accomplish with the
gift we ask help us to bless the audience tonight to bring light to them
through what we have to share though such prayers voice care for others
and concern for gods work they also seem self directed and congratulatory too often the word we occurs in conjunction with our special position
in manifesting the gift making our gift and ourselves rather than god
and others the center of our prayers
this sense of special blessedness also appears under the guise of
what 1I call the myth of creative power which suggests that artists by virtue
of their creative power are more godlike than others we like to assume
that god the first creator the creator of worlds without end is also the
first artist As artists involved in the creative process we believe we are thus
more like him or at least more connected more familiar with him than
others we support that reasoning with questions that on the surface are
righteous but again uniquely link artists with god what we ask ourselves
can be for us as latter day saints more important than to be like god who
is the source of all light and truth arent light and truth what art provides
the world and shouldna
shouldn t we aspire to be vehicles of light truth beauty
love and pure intelligence both the myth of speciality and the myth of
creative power are based in prideful attitudes that potentially separate us
from others as well as from the gospel
cat
misconception 2 artistic gifts are cai
callings
tings As meaningful as this
concept is and as committed as it can make us to our art we must be careful about this belief this perception can as mentioned earlier be traced to
our own interpretations of the scriptures and of the words of the brethren
regarding gifts we have all read scriptural passages or heard addresses that
confirm for us the importance of our gift in relation to the grand scheme
of life in many cases we are impressed enough by the words and possibly
by a personal spiritual prompting to consider our gift a calling but callings
in the church are priesthood appointed positions we must be careful not
to infer that our artistic gift though divinely given is a divine appointment when we suggest that we are called or in some way appointed to
use our gift we precariously position ourselves as official representatives
of god in so doing we are presumptuous 1I believe and in danger of
11
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blasphemy of course we feel a responsibility to magnify our gift but to
represent it to either the public or ourselves as a calling possibly perverts
the original intent and certainly distorts the source of the gift A church
calling is directly from god as an appointment with all the pertinent
rights and blessings bestowed upon us but viewing our gift as a calling is
seif applin
a self
appoin
tm ent
appointment
now for what 1I consider to be the heart of my concern just as we can
be seduced into believing that our gift is our calling we can also be lured
into thinking that our proclivities are equivalent to gifts given to us by the
holy ghost or by the spirit of god when we interpret scriptural and
prophetic references about gifts to mean our god given proclivities we
confuse our talent with the actual gifts that god enumerates in the scriptures even by simply using the word gift to identify our proclivities as 1I
have in this article we can be seduced not only by our talents but also
by the very label attached to them although the talents we call gifts are
not in actuality the gifts referred to in the scriptures we all too often
equate them
in making this association we step onto slippery ground we are in
effect seduced into thinking our talents are more than they are for we are
claiming that our talent has a similar if not the same function that spiritual gifts have and therefore that our discipline is equal in weight and
magnitude to the gifts that are named we endow our talent with privileges
and rights that may not be intended for it 1I realize that this line of thinking is not on the surface how we perceive ourselves in relation to our talent or how we perceive the talent itself but if we listen carefully to our
language as we speak about our talents we will find this perception lurking
under our words
three major discussions of gifts occur in the scriptures moroni
108
108 17 1i corinthians 121 11 and doctrine and covenants 468 29 by
examining these passages to clarify the nature of the scriptural gifts and
their relationship to our talents perhaps we will more faithfully honor
and fulfill the nature of both As we will see one is ultimately in the service
of the other without this foundational concept we are as I1 have suggested open to seduction
during his last opportunity to record words of worth moro 14
moroni outlined the spiritual gifts and spent a good deal of time exhort108 he
ing us to deny not the gifts of god for they are many moro 108
tells us that they are for the profit of men the apostle paul also listed these
gifts and states they are important enough that he would not have us be
ignorant of them i cor 121 clearly our understanding of them is vital
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in the three scriptural passages about spiritual gifts those gifts are
clearly identified to teach the word of wisdom to teach the word of knowl
edge that all may be taught to be wise dac
d&c 4618 to have exceedingly
great faith moro 1011
lom
loil
ioli to heal and be healed to work mighty miracles
moro 1012 to prophesy to behold angels and receive the ministering of
spirits and to speak and interpret languages and tongues these gifts
come by the spirit of christ moroni reminds us moro 1017 and are
given by the holy ghost in support of our progression these are the gifts
that god presents to us as important
nowhere do these passages mention the gift of dance song music
or painting nor do these scriptures mention the gift for building or
troubleshooting machines the gift of public speaking the gift of medicine
or the myriad of other gifts that we often refer to I1 believe that herein lies
part of the problem what we label this proclivity that heavenly father has
bestowed upon us can produce an exaggerated sense of what our abilities
are for
david tinney one of our music dance theatre faculty has a unique
perspective on our gifts and talents that helps to place our art making
within a larger context his feeling is that we need to consider our professional involvement in the arts as a job pure simple and pointed it is a job
our work in our art form is a vehicle that allows us to accomplish other
things in life it is not and these are my words not his a calling As
much as I the artist the choreographer the dancer performer have in the
past reveled in perhaps even been self congratulatory for my status in
life dave s awareness helps me to understand that my discipline
ne related
talents are not the spiritual gifts that god bestows
bestons upon us to assist in the
redemption of mankind
misconception 3 strong positive emotional responses to art
works
artworks
or performances housed in a gospel related context are always manifestations of the spirit during an encounter with a work of art or a performance strong emotion is often confused with manifestations of the spirit
physical sensation emotion and artistic conventions can indeed be pathways to spiritual experiences but in many instances what is experienced as
a spiritual manifestation is merely heightened sensation emotion tears
and physical stirrings not the spirit are witnessing to the individual in
other words the experience is not a response to the still small voice but is a
response to theatrical trappings and a dynamic that rides on a flow of manufactured heat rather than eternal light this problem leads to my concern
that creators and audiences alike sometimes participate in a phenomenon
I cab
cali
call
cail performed spirituality
cah
1

11

1
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performed spirituality appears when craft and art are used in such a
way that physical and emotional responses are mistakenly experienced or
represented as spiritual enlightenment the spirituality is feigned and false
we have all experienced performances that in some way impressed us but
left us unfulfilled this response occurs when spirituality is manufactured
the experience is about artifice rather than what is actual it is practiced the
performers and creators are skillful at knowing what techniques to use to
obtain a desired emotional effect they can move others and themselves by
sheer technique for example pianists by the skilled use of crescendos
crescen dos
diminuendos and ritardandos alone can heighten emotional response
without the presence of the spirit although the performers or audience
may label such a technique based response as a spiritual manifestation the
spirituality is manufactured rather than real
in performed spirituality emotion and passion become a vehicle for
heat a simulation of light and spirituality the form in a postmodern
sense becomes the substance which makes distinguishing heat from light
difficult the form is enactment rather than embodiment and uses skill to
impress rather than bless it lacks the spiritual depth that ultimately connects on a level beyond the veneer of craft
this performed spirituality appears when a performance or a creation
is grounded in talent and not in eternal principles sustained by light and
truth when a work is grounded in the art itself we will be impressed
whether we know it or not by the technique and skill of the artists not by
the spirit that should accompany the work it seems to me that spirituality
just is As with humility you cannot try to be humble either you are
humble or you are not when an individual tries to be humble the
humility feels hollow the same is true of spirituality
in 2 timothy 31 7 paul cautions us about having a form of godliness
but denying the power thereof when the passage is applied to creators
and performers I1 find it a chilling indictment of art that is more about
form than eternal substance

this know also that

flous times shall come for
in the last days per
perilous
men shall be lovers of their own selves
without natural affection
high minded lovers of pleasures more than lovers of god
heady highminded

having a form of godliness but denying the power thereof from such
turn away for of this sort are they which creep into houses and lead captive
tivessilly women laden with sins led away with divers lusts ever learning
and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth italics added

performed spirituality can lead us away so that we are ever experiencing the heat of a work of art but are never able to come to a knowledge of
the truth performed spirituality is thus suspect even dangerous it is a
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misuse of our gifts, and in many instances, it is manipulative, though not
always intentionally so. When feeling the powerful stirrings that art can
produce, the inexperienced may not sense when outward form is not
attended by the Spirit. They become confused about the way manifestations of the Spirit are dispensed. Passion and technique then become substitutes for spiritual sensation; outward form becomes a substitute for
inner spiritual peace. Because the emotional high manufactured by the
craft is not self-sustaining, occasional substitution is followed by increasing dependence on artistic experiences to provide "spiritual" sensations.
A transient counterfeit replaces the enduring peace of the Spirit, leaving
the person anchorless in times of seduction. And thus some of our dance
and theatre students and some of the rest of us are lured away.
Protection from the Seduction of Our Talents
Obvious and subtle challenges attend the work we do as Latter-day
Saint artists. The Master Seducer knows that the artistic gifts we hold most
precious have the potential to entice us away from eternal life. How then
can we protect ourselves from the seduction that accompanies our talent?
As a defense against performed spirituality, partakers of art have a
personal challenge to discern between the Spirit and the elements of
emotion and physicality used to support artistic intent. Through awareness and experience, art audiences will come to know whether a work of
art is a result of well-designed artistic conventions and/or dynamic eternal principles.
Makers of art need to be sensitive to and skilled at creating art that
enlightens, not only through heightened emotional and physical feelings,
but also through the transforming power of the Spirit. We should take
responsibility for the potential of our craft to simulate spirituality and
must distinguish between the emotional or physical effects of our art
and the stirrings that come only from the Spirit. Furthermore, we cannot
leave our art at the level of form only, of performed ritual. Our art needs to
amplify eternal principles, generate gospel truths, and change understanding. But note that religious content alone-whether explicit or implicitis not the answer. If unshaped by powerful technique, it also substitutes
sentiment for substance. We must engage all our talent and training plus go
underneath the form to get at the underlying spiritual elements. By such
means, we can invite the Spirit to lead our audience, and us, to a more
refined spiritual sensibility.
For me, the primary insights on protecting ourselves from seduction
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol41/iss3/12
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a context for the section's list of spiritual gifts. The passage admonishes us
to ask God in all things
who giveth liberally; and that which the Spirit testifies unto you even
so I would that ye should do in all holiness of heart, walking uprightly
before me, considering the end of your salvation, doing all things with
prayer and thanksgiving, that ye may not be seduced by evil spirits, or
doctrines of devils, or commandments of men; for some are of men, and
others of devils. Wherefore, beware lest ye are deceived; and that ye may
not be deceived seek ye earnestly the best gifts, always remembering for
what they are given.

How do we protect ourselves? First, we ask God for awareness. He will
give us answers liberally-not just a few answers, but many. He tells us that
the Spirit will confirm what we should be about and that, whatever we do,
we should do it with "all holiness of heart," with prayer and thanksgiving,
considering the end of our salvation. (I do not know about you, but 1 am
not yet reconciled between my art and the end of my salvation.) He tells us
to ask, to listen, and to act so that we will not be seduced by either men or
devils. (Oh, but Lola is so attractive!) In addition, so that we will not be
seduced, he offers us his "best gifts." Obviously, the gifts have eternal significance and protective power, or they would not keep us from seduction.
And what are the "best gifts?" They are the spiritual gifts listed in
the scriptures. They are eternal gifts. They are gifts bestowed upon us by the
power of the Holy Ghost. They are not our discipline-specific talents.
These talents are to be used in service of the spiritual gifts. As the spiritual
gifts become the focus of our attention, we will be able to fulfill the measure of our talents and use them in tangible ways as aids to move others and
ourselves on to eternal life.
Through awareness we can identify and label our personal challenges,
guarding against desire, putting our passion for our discipline in perspective. When we secure our practice in the light of the scriptures, our talents
can be used in tandem with gifts of the Spirit. Then, when Lola appearsin whatever form-we will be able to say, "I have no need of thee."

Pat Debenham (paCdebenham@byu.edu) is Professor of Modern Dance and
Music Theatre at Brigham Young University. He received his M.A. from the University of California, Los Angeles, and is a certified Laban Movement Analyst. This
article was first presented at the Art, Belief, and Meaning Symposium, 2000. It will
appear in the forthcoming collection, published by BYU Studies, of presentations
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the full text reads and others will he pacify

and lull them away into carnal security that they will say all is well in zion yea zion prospereth
pros pereth all is well
and thus the devil cheateth
chea teth their souls and leadeth them away carefully down to
cleateth
hell and behold others he flattereth
flatt ereth away and delleth
telleth them there is no hell and he
saith unto them 1I am no devil for there is none and thus he whis
whispereth
pereth in their
ears until he grasps them with his awful chains from whence there is no deliverance for a sense of how 1 I am no devil applies to flirting read that phrase as
there is no harm intended or the good outweighs the bad
5
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aw libraries are generally boring places to outsiders and to many
insiders row upon row of identically bound books containing the arguments of long dead judges hardly make the blood boil or excite the imagination of most yet latter day saints venturing into the volumes of united

law
L

states supreme court decisions from the closing decades of the nineteenth
century may well be surprised by what they find for example in 1890 the
court suggested that the church of jesus christ of latter day saints was
not entitled to constitutional protection because mormonism was not
really a religion I in another case the court held that states could and they
did pass laws denying the vote to any who believed in the doctrine of
celestial marriage 1122 such cases are the dusty remains of the massive legal
war waged by the federal government against the church over the practice
of plural marriage
when 1I first read these cases in college as a latter day saint I1 had a visceral tribal reaction notwithstanding the passage of time and the change
of practice 311I felt betrayed by america and the constitution and 1I was dischurche early legal struggles
appointed at the scholarly treatment of the churchs
despite the evocative power of these decisions mormon historians have
written comparatively little on polygamy and antipolygamy from a legal
perspective 4 law it seems has remained a relatively neglected field within
mormon studies this omission is unfortunate because the legal history of
the church is a fascinating story that touches on many of the most fundamental questions in american jurisprudence in particular the legal war
waged over polygamy was one of the titanic and largely unstudied
struggles of american legal history
1
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the mormon question susan barringer gordon tackles this particular story currently on the history and law faculties of the university of
pennsylvania she specializes in the history of church state relations in
nineteenth century america although she has published articles related
to mormon history 5 the mormon question is her first book it has three
main strengths it offers a much more nuanced and sympathetic portrayal
of the ideology of
ofantipolygamist
antl polygamist activists than one generally finds in moranti
antipolygamist
mon history it offers insights culled from the vast records of the utah territorial
rit orial courts and it places the supreme courts polygamy cases in their
legal and historical contexts
mormon writers have often described nineteenth century anti
polygamists in harsh terms painting them as hypocrites more interested in
scoring cheap political points than in earnestly protecting hearth and home
B H roberts summed up this view writing
honorable individual exceptions to this arraignment of the anti
mormon crusaders are cheerfully and gladly conceded but they are
exceptions for the rest the indictment for hypocrisy sex immorality
indifference to the purity of the home on the part of the crusaders
stands their concern about the alleged evils of polygamy was mere pretense the real cause of this anti mormon crusade was a fight for the
political control of utah on the part of the crusaders 6

modern mormon historians may lack roberts s stridency but they
often agree in substance with his views 7 gordon in contrast argues that
concern with polygamy was actually central to the federal governments
crusade and formed an important part of the cosmology of the GOP
politicians who dominated post civil war politics
according to gordon the roots of the crusade lie in the sentimental
antipolygamy novels of the 185os
i86os written by middle class
i850s and 186os
women these novels appealed to a middle class audience portraying
polygamy as a barbaric and soul destroying despotism often sensationalistic and having little basis in fact 30 the novels served an explicit political function they were meant to excite their readers to action
accordingly they belong to the same genre as antislavery novels such as
uncle tom s cabin which were meant to encourage participation in abolitionist politics in this sense whatever their limitations as literature or history the antipolygamy novels were wildly successful as were the
antislavery novels 32
the sentimental and reformist calls of the antipolygamy novels combined with a republican ideology dominated by ideas of human progress
and the social preconditions of democracy to form a powerful and coherent
mormons
attack on cormons
Mormons peculiar institution in this cosmology it was progress
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that had brought man to the point where he was fit for self government
1870s man had
186os and 18os
according to the antipolygamy theorists of the i86os
passed from a primordial sexual promiscuity to an ancient polygamy and
finally to modern monogamy it went without saying of course that the
movement was from bad to good from barbarism to civilization thus
polygamy represented a form of sexual regression against the evolutionary
progress of history however this was not all it also rendered its pracki
practi
tioners unfit for the task of self government like slavery polygamy produced a stagnant despotism inconsistent with the dynamism of a free and
democratic society accordingly in the minds of antipolygamy activists
mormons could not be allowed to govern themselves until they had abancormons
doned their relic of barbarism and progressed to the point already
reached by the rest of the country
gordon chronicles the increasingly harsh measures that this ideology
mormons
justified against cormons
Mor mons beginning in the 1860s
i86os successive republican
congresses passed laws punishing polygamy in the territories the pace
and severity of these laws increased after the civil war as penalties were
ratcheted up and procedures to facilitate conviction were devised culmi188os and the financial and
nating in a massive wave of prosecutions in the i88os
corporate dismemberment of the church gordon records that during the
territorial period the federal government prosecuted over two thousand
criminal cases in utah and fully 95 percent of these were for sexual
crimes polygamy unlawful cohabitation and fornication the sheer volume of prosecutions for sexual offenses she notes is literally unique in
american legal history 156 virtually all of the prosecutions for sex
crimes were tied to plural marriage
the massive scale of prosecutions resulted from two factors the success of the church leaders in evading arrest and the success of mormon
lawyers in defeating overreaching prosecutorial
prosecutor ial legal theories initially fed
eral officials hoped to crush plural marriage by imposing very long sentences on a few prominent leaders such as the first presidency and the
quorum of the twelve in order to accomplish that aim prosecutors first
needed to catch the leaders and next persuade the courts to segregate
offenses because of the difficulty of proving multiple marriage cere
monies federal officials relied on the offense of unlawful cohabitation the
crime of actually living with more than one woman as a wife ingenious
prosecutors piled on the punishment by segregating the offense tempo
rally thus lorenzo snow was prosecuted for three counts of unlawful
cohabitation one count for each of three successive years in theory the
offenses could be infinitely segregated for example one year of plural
marriage could be divided in 365 separate counts of unlawful cohabitation
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one count for each day this allowed prosecutors to pile very large fines and
long prison sentences on targeted defendants in effect segregation trans
formed unlawful cohabitation which was technically only a misdemeanor
cormons successfully
into a major criminal offense however the mormons
stymied the initial federal strategy first mormon leaders went on the
underground an elaborate system of safe houses and hiding places that
allowed them to avoid arrest second the church s lawyers succeeded in
persuading the US supreme court to strike down the practice of segregation 8 the federal prosecutors responded by shifting to a strategy of wider
but less dramatic convictions the result was an all out effort to prosecute and jail every polygamist that federal marshals could arrest regard
less of prominence
mormons responded by resisting while most of the fighting
the cormons
involved the bloodless tourney of lawyers 156 gordon notes that some
players descended into violence as in 1885 when sarah nelson beat two
deputies with a broomstick as they attempted to serve process on her husmormons
Mor mons however resisted through perband s other wives 156 most cormons
jury and concealment many especially women were sent to prison for
contempt of court when they refused to answer questions implicating
family members and fellow saints
gordon also documents how this mormon resistance frustrated
antipolygamists who responded with harsher legislation in addition the
legalization of the antipolygamy movement in the late 1870s
18os and especially
188os marked a masculinization of the process while the chief
in the i88os
figures in antipolygamy politics during the i85os
186os had been
185os and i86os
female novelists and lecturers in the 1870s
18os and mos these women were
increasingly marginalized as male legislators lawyers and judges emerged
as the key players also as it became apparent that latter day saint women
were partners in resistance rather than the imagined passive victims of
domineering and lascivious mormon patriarchs sympathy for them
among eastern antipolygamists faded reinforcing a harsher more punitive
attitude thus the political support for the edmunds tucker act which
dismembered the institutional church confiscating its property was
generated in part by the fortitude of the mormon response to federal prosecutions yet despite the ultimately self defeating logic of mormon resis
tance gordon praises the political and legal sophistication of the
polygamist re sisters indeed despite continual legislative defeats from 1882
on mormon lawyers were able to score some notable victories in court and
at the very least forced federal attorneys to fight for each conviction
gordon s book shines brightest in its treatment of the cases that
the church fought all the way to the supreme court her discussion of
11
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the landmark decision in reynolds v united states9
states9 provides an example of
her analysis the reynolds decision handed down in 1878 is generally
acknowledged as a seminal case because for the first time the supreme
court positively interpreted the content of the first amendment s religion
clauses the traditional account 0of reynolds goes something like this in the
mid 1870s
i87os mormon leaders decided to test the constitutional validity of
antipolygamy laws george reynolds provided the information necessary
to convict himself appealed to the supreme court and argued that the law
violated his right to the free exercise of his religion the court responded
by ruling that the term free exercise in the first amendment referred
only to religious belief and did not cover religious action
according to gordon this account is overly simplistic and largely
misses the main issues in the case she argues that reynolds was not simply
mormons turned to the courts for protection
a test case in which the cormons
rather it was part of a broader political strategy aimed primarily at congress president george Q cannon who was utahs delegate to the house
of representatives instigated the suit as part of a costly strategy
to turn
to law in the hope of tying up republicans in the tangles of supreme court
doctrine 149 in fact prior to reynolds there had been no polygamy convict ions for the simple reason that proving polygamous marriages was
victions
nearly impossible it was only after the court s decision that congress
responded with unlawful cohabitation statutes that allowed for the first
time wholesale prosecution polygamists
of
ofpolygamists thus reynolds was aimed not
at halting federal law enforcement but at providing cannon with constitutional arguments that he could use with political fence sitters in congress
fired not only because it cleared the
backfired
ultimately cannon s strategy back
constitutional road for convictions but also because it provided the political impetus to pass laws facilitating them
gordon also attacks the simple jurisprudential account of the traditional reynolds story she notes that reynolds s attorneys actually directed
most of their attention not to the first amendment but to the continuing
10 decision I I
scott10
vitality of the dred scott
in dred scott the supreme court overturned the missouri compromise and by implication the compromise of
1850 and held that the federal government could not forbid slavery in the
territories most modern lawyers assume that the civil war amendments
1 1

which outlawed slavery and granted constitutional protection to freed slaves
overturned dred scott eviscerating any precedential value it might have
however as gordon demonstrates in the years following the civil war
many lawyers assumed that while the thirteenth amendment banned
slavery dred scott continued to be good law to the extent that it limited
the power of the federal government to regulate domestic issues in the
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territories the traditional account of reynolds thus assumes mistakenly
that the federal government had an unquestioned right to legislate for the
territories and that the only issue was whether or not the first amendment
protected polygamy in reality the power of the federal government over
the territories was still an open question in 1878 and notwithstanding the
court s silent rejection of his arguments reynolds had good reasons for
believing that congress did not have the power to legislate on domestic
issues such as marriage
gordon also points out that reynolds presented an argument that was
as much an establishment clause argument as a free exercise clause argument today at least in part because of the reynolds decision lawyers tend
to think of the first amendment s religion clauses as two parts of a single
national law of religion the free exercise clause protects private religious
conduct from the government while the establishment clause forbids religious activity by the state gordon however shows that imposing such an
understanding on the reynolds decision is anachronistic the supreme
court did not apply the religion clauses of the first amendment to the
states until well into the twentieth century 12 even then the religion clauses
were not applied directly but rather were applied as part of the supreme
courts evolving interpretation of the concept of due process under the
fourteenth amendment in contrast during the nineteenth century
lawyers conceptualized the religion clauses in terms of jurisdiction the
first amendment allocated power over religion by forbidding any federal
action on the issue reynolds argued that these limitations protected local
autonomy in matters of faith because mormonism was in a sense the
established church in utah the federal government was forbidden from
intervening with it through antipolygamy legislation
the court brushed all of these issues aside through a simple move it
aw to interpret the federal constitution thus rather than viewused state law
ing the first amendment as allocating power over religion to various levels
of government the court analogized it to early legislation in virginia
sponsored by thomas jefferson and james madison this legislation had
provided for some measure of local religious toleration and had weakened
the established episcopal church in virginia the court then applied this
analysis to the first amendment arguing that it too was a general mandate
of religious toleration having created a substantive rather than jurisdictional law of religion using the first amendment the court ruled that this
national law provided no protection for the practice of us
as opposed to belief
in plural marriage this jurisprudential sleight of hand gordon notes
substituted the democratic experience of one jurisdiction virginia for
11

11
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that would have allowed each jurisdiction to determine for itself
the meaning and scope of the law of religion within its boundaries this
substitution was profoundly nationalizing 134
gordon also almost grudgingly acknowledges that prejudice against
mormons and their alternative faith played a role in the decision 142
cormons
she notes that the court used racist arguments to support its conclusion
mormons outside of its nationally homogenous sphere of proplacing the cormons
analog izing them to the asiatic and
african peoples
tection in part by analogizing
142 both of these groups in turn were identified in the nineteenth
century white american imagination with sexual immorality and anticormons shared what
democratic indolence the court thus implied that mormons
one nineteenth century writer called the negroes ungovernable
propensity to miscellaneous sexual indulgence 13 and the supposed asiatic predilection for despotism
on the whole this is an excellent book I1 would have enjoyed a more
detailed blow by blow account of the raid and more of gordon s detailed
analysis of judicial decisions others may wish that the discussion of
antipolygamy fiction were longer this tension between the discussion
of legal issues and the discussion of social context however is inherent to
contemporary legal history for many years anglo american legal historians wrote about the law as though it were a self contained social phenomenon their work tended to focus almost exclusively on the development of
legal doctrine with occasional side notes on the life of the bench and bar 14
in response to this insularity modern legal historians have focused on the
ways in which the law reflects and interacts with its social context 15 on this
spectrum gordon has put more weight on the social side and less on the
a process

legal side

reflection on the legal storm recorded by gordon gives latter day
saint scholars two valuable opportunities first the tenacity and commitcormons
Mor mons which gordon details provides a
ment of nineteenth century mormons
powerful reminder of the importance of this period for modern latter day
saints As orson scott card has written
mormons still treasure the myth of persecution abuse a mormon
cormons
because of his beliefs and he is almost grateful for the chance to bravely
resist you for it proves that he is worthy of the sacrifices of his ancestors
polygamy named us as a people and though polygamy is gratefully
behind us now we still live on the strength of its legacy 16

to her credit gordon has the sensitivity to understand

this connection
to the past writing that the loss of the battle for polygamy was bitter and
cormons historical scholarship the authority of the
still resonates in mormons
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reflected the interest of the enemies of zion 222
thus despite the oft repeated identification of mormonism as the quintessentially american religion 17 the relationship of the saints to the legal
ideology of the united states is ambiguous it is worth remembering that
at the supreme moment of confrontation between mormonism and the
state the constitution and its institutions failed the saints ironically this
failure is something that most american latter day saints who take an
unabashedly celebratory attitude towards the constitution seem to
have forgotten 18
second the ultimate failure of the constitution to protect zion from
her attackers gives latter day saints a unique position from which to critically understand the current legal system even while mormon scripture
cormons
foreclosed
fore closes a complete break with constituted legal authority 19 mormons
forecloses
today tend to place almost exclusive emphasis on being subject to kings
presidents rulers and magistrates in obeying honoring and sustaining
the law A of F 12 gordon s work however provides a powerful
reminder that there are other possibilities within mormon theology and
experience confronting the tenacious powerful and at times radical
arguments offered by mormonism s legal defenders in the nineteenth century contains a promise for latter day saints who care about jurisprudence
in the twenty first century law requires that we work out the limits of collec
lective
tive government authority and the strength of the claims of faith to
individual and communal self definition this constant negotiation and
confrontation between god and caesar is a central question of legal theory
gordon s book illustrates mormonism s past ability to provide valuable
perspectives on that question perspectives that powerfully question the
law s claims to authority more generally her work suggests that mormon thought and experience contain rich opportunities for latter day
saints who have the luxury of thinking about such problems in less
troubled times 20

constitution

nathan

oman noman
lawharvardedu attends harvard law school
nomanlawharvardedu
an articles editor on the harvard law review he graduated from
B

where he is
brigham young university with a BA in political science in 1999 he also moderates an email discussion list hosted by harvard law school on the topic of law and
mormonism idslaw
ldslawlistslawharvardedu
listslawharvardedu he reviews the mormon question
also in brigham young university law review 2002 no 3 2002 745 57

united states v late corporation of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 136 US i1 1890
disincorporation
ncorpo
scorpo ration of the church under the
1890 upholding the disi
edmunds tucker act
i
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upholding an idaho test oath dis1890
davis v beason 133 US 333 0180
1890
cormons
Mor mons
enfranchising mormons
3 see doctrine and covenants official declaration i1 the manifesto by the
church renouncing plural marriage
4 there are of course important exceptions to this claim see for example
edwin brown firmage and richard collin mangrum zion in the courts A legal
history of the church oflesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1830 1900 urbana university of illinois press 1988
our national hearthstone
5 see for example sarah barringer gordon
antipolygamy
anti polygamy fiction and the sentimental campaign against moral diversity in
antebellum america yale journal of law and the humanities 8 summer 1996
depredation polygamy woman suffrage and
the liberty of self degredation
295 350
consent in nineteenth century america journal of american history 83
december 1996 815 47 in addition mormon historians have used gordon s
phd dissertation the twin relic of barbarism the judicial campaign against
polygamy in nineteenth century america phd diss princeton university
1995 see for example davis bitton george Q cannon A biography salt lake
city deseret book 1999 123
6 B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints century one 6 vols provo utah corporation of the president
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1965 6135 italics in original
in the courts chapter 8
7 see for example firmage and mangrum zion in
rn argue that eradicatMangru
the war against mormon society firmage and mangrum
ing polygamy was secondary to the goal of dismantling the unique social and economic institutions of the mormon commonwealth
8 see ex parte snow 120 US 274 1887
9 98 US 145 1878
10
io dred scott v sandford 60 US 393 1856
11 gordon however is not the first writer to notice the role of dred scott in
the reynolds case see randall D guynn and gene C schaerr the mormon
especially 9 io
10
polygamy cases sunstone 11
ii september 1987 8 17 especiafly
applying the free exercise
12 see cantwell v connecticut 310 US 296 1939
clause to the states under the fourteenth amendment and everson v board of edu
cation 330 US 1i 1947 applying the establishment clause to the states under the
fourteenth amendment however as late as 1963 the application of the establishment clause to the states remained controversial enough on the supreme court that
justice brennan felt called upon to write a concurrence defending the idea see
abington school district v schemp 374 US 203
230 1963 brennan J concurring
203230
13 gordon mormon question 142 citing nancy F cott public vows A his
tory of marriage and the nation cambridge mass 2000 88 which in turn is cit1865
121865
ing negro suffrage and polygamy new york world october 12
14 lawrence friedman of stanford law school has graphically characterized
the early stages of american legal historiography
2

legal scholars and lawyers were interested in precedents but not in
history they twisted and used the past but rarely treated it with the rigor
that history demands historians for their part were not aware of the
richness and importance of legal history the lawyers jealous of their
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area showed them only a dreary battlefield of concepts historians were
unwelcome there the landscape was technical and strewn with corpses
and mines lawrence M friedman A history of american law 2d
ad ed
new york simon and schuster 1985111
1985 n 12

for an influential example of this modern approach see morton J
horowitz the transformation of american law 1780
i78o 1860 cambridge mass
15

harvard university press 1977
16 orson scott card saints new york TOR books 1984 627
17 see for example harold bloom the american religion the emergence
of the post christian nation new york simon and schuster 1992 for bloom of
course there is the american religion
a single form of gnostic spirituality
native to the united states of which mormonism is the quintessential expression
18 but see R collin
coffin mangrum mormonism philosophical liberalism and
the constitution BYU studies 27 no 3 1987119
1987 119
ilg 37 writing during the celebration of the constitutions bicentennial mangrum after noting the historically
mormons and their values by the constitution posed the
shabby treatment of cormons
question why then mormon hoopla over what could be characterized as political degeneracy mangrum
mormonism philosophical liberalism and the
constitution 119
ilg mangrum goes on to argue that the answer to this question can
be found in the congruence of mormon theology with the classical liberal political
ideas embodied in the constitution
19 see especially doctrine and covenants 134 and article of faith 12
20 fortunately there seems to be a recent increase in interest in discussions
of law and mormonism the J reuben clark society at the J reuben oark
clark law
dark
school brigham young university hosted a conference in october 2001 entitled
LDS perspectives on the law articles from this conference are being printed in
brigham young university law review in addition latter day saint legal scholars
interested in using their religion as a lens for the study of the law can look to recent
examples by traditional christian scholars see for example michael W
mcconnell robert F cochran jr and angela C camella eds christian perspectives on legal thought new haven conn yale university press 2001 and
harold J berman faith and order the reconciliation of law and religion
atlanta scholars press 1993
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sarah barringer gordon the mormon question
polygamy and constitutional conflict in
nineteenth
nineteen th century america
chapel hill university of north carolina press 2002

reviewed by terryl

L

givens

polygamy
best selling potolygamy makes for fascinating social history and for bestselling
polygamy
boilers as well this study by sarah barringer gordon who teaches
both law and history at the university of pennsylvania is the first attempt
to write a full length legal history of the principle it turns out that even
in this dry as dust genre polygamy fuels a very dynamic story indeed one
that reveals the rich malleability of the constitution the endless resourcefulness of determined guardians of public morality and the resilience of a
peculiar people committed to the practice of plural marriage
in this story gordon traces how views and methods changed over the
antipolygamist
view of mormon women was gradudecades of conflict the polygamist
anti
ally transformed by the rhetorical arsenal of zealous crusaders at first
mormon women are objects of pity and paternalistic federal intervention
then deluded collaborators and finally indicted fornicators
fornica tors antipolygamist
Anti
polygamist
politicians and prosecutors changed their methods from righteous indignation to legal prohibition adopted the strategies of criminal indictment
and imprisonment and eventually resorted to disfranchisement and confis
fiscation
cation of church assets to destroy the twin relic mormon leaders
evolved from belligerent and defiant saints into constitutionally astute
rene gades living in basements
apologists before ending up as underground renegades
and hidden rooms and in one of many twists and turns thomas jefferson
was transformed in court opinions from an apostle of localism and individual rights into an apologist for federal action against local deviance
132 33 italics in original
the history of the mormon question is largely the history of how
the second most contentious political issue of the nineteenth century
found a tortuous path to resolution passing along the way as gordon
writes through moral argument coercion and inhumanity 225 but also
through paradox contradiction and irony where this study transcends mere
legal history is in emphasizing the profound role of rhetorical representation

P
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in shaping and controlling both public and legal opinion As gordon
writes in one representative instance if liberty included the right to differ
on moral questions of vital importance such as polygamy then morality
itself was subject to diverse interpretations in the name of
liberty 40
ofliberty
but it was not only liberty that became a contested term christianity
religion
democracy morality and marriage all came in for their

11

share of semantic negotiation and gordon does a beautiful job of tracing
these rhetorical struggles ultimately the war over polygamy would be won
by those who defined the terms of the debate in the courts of public
opinion as well as of justice As gordon demonstrates in another example
the concept that man and woman become one flesh lost legal authority in
the realm of marriage law laws of coverture in particular as the
metaphor s literal power dissipated but its cultural currency and power
to found spiritual and romantic meanings increased as its poetic appeal
grew in the popular literature of love 67 68 time and again novelists
crusaders mormon leaders and judges vied to give more compelling cultural currency to their competing definitions of constitutional rights and
religious aspiration
one of the central constitutional dilemmas of the mormon question
of course involved the public s desire to suppress polygamous practice as a
blatantly unchristian practice within the context of a legal system increasingly committed to disestablishment in other words the challenge was to
outlaw polygamy in the name of christian morality without outlawing
polygamy in the name of religion in part the challenge was met by rhetorical strategies operating at the level of popular culture as well as by sitting
judges so we have it that at one and the same time antipolygamists could
theoc rats were undermining the distinctions
protest that mormon theocrats
between church and state and between church and home 35 even while
the novelists harriet and catherine beecher successfully blended family
church and home in the person of the ideal americanchristian
American Christian housewife 40 monogamy protestant morality and the nuclear family
famay were
not seen as so many selections on a cultural smorgasbord their
ineluctable amalgamation by culturally attuned writers was american culture or as jurists such as justice field put it more bluntly general christianity could hardly be equated as a religion with the cultus or form of
worship of a particular sect 227 or as state courts of the era routinely
ruled the incorporation of christian principles was entirely distinct from
fhy
bly entailed denominational
fly
necessarily
an establishment of religion which necessar
particularity 138
on occasion gordon might have done more to explore the ways in
which rhetorical practice worked to avoid this thorny distinction altogether
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given the vexing imperative to honor both religious freedom and general christian morality it would make sense to accord some attention
to ways in which the power of rhetorical representation was employed to
minimize mormonisms
Mormonismss association in the public mind at least with
mormonism
genuine american status and therefore constitutional protections and
thereby avoid the whole problem of protecting general christianity while
allowing an american minority its rights to religious freedom the govern ment s strategy of linking polygamy to images of hindu widows
ernment
hurling themselves on the funeral pyres
ayres of their husbands east
comislanders
exposing their newborn babes indian thugs
mitting gruesome murders is notable in gordon s analysis because it
focused on the potentially gory consequences of allowing polygamists to
escape criminal punishment 126 but surely this rhetoric and the caption on a cartoon she reproduces a little later in the text are notable
instances of another strategy as well in that image a depiction of the
catholic church as an alligator and the mormon church as a turtle both
sprawled across a famous american dome is captioned religious liberty
is guaranteed but can we allow foreign reptiles to crawl all over the US
143 italics added A more blatant instance of superimposing the red herring of ethnicity or foreignness into the debate over mormon claims to free
exercise of religion is impossible to imagine the strategy is repeated in the
cartoon that labels three irksome children clambering on mother columbia the china question the indian question and the mormon question 205 and in the language of the reynolds decision that links
polygamy to asiatic and african peoples 142 certainly such a grouping
had racist overtones as gordon states but like the prior three examples
this strategy also did the cultural work of suggestively recasting an american religious group as an ethnically alien one therefore though she is
right that the supreme court in reynolds explicitly differentiated mormonism from other religious separatists on the basis of polygamy s
impact on political stability 143 the rhetorical associations had already
implicitly erected a much more powerful distinction
in addition to gordon s commanding examination of the legal history
of the antipolygamy crusade she performs two other useful services first
she convincingly situates the reynolds case as the foundation of current law
on first amendment issues most readers will be surprised to learn that previous cases dismissed the claim that the bill of rights afforded any protection
to individuals against state governments second she provides her readers
an apt overview of the legal background necessary to better understand
and evaluate the current debates swirling around first amendment issues
polygamy was not just a fascinating and traumatic episode in the social
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history of a peculiar people it also provided the forge in which legal definitions and constitutional interpretations would be hammered out with
implications that are with us even now it is to the author s credit that we
are left desiring an ampler discussion in more contemporary terms of the
heritage of this painful rite of passage a fuller exploration in the contemporary context of how the constitutional conflict over polygamy remade
american legal consciousness 231 today for instance a host of political
issues are as hopelessly interfused
inter fused with inherited christian values as ever
polygamy was or is debates over modern polygamy abortion gay marriage public prayer and most recently the pledge of allegiance all involve
to greater or lesser degrees and either explicitly or implicitly a vaguely
familiar pairing of antagonists asserting constitutional support for their
versions of constitutionally sanctioned values personal freedom biblically
derived morality and a place for religion in public life that is compatible
with a wall of separation 133 perhaps the relevance of the mormon
question to these controversies is part of an unfolding story that it is too
early to narrate even so professor gordon has written a history that is at
once erudite compelling and remarkably timely

terryl L givens tgivensrichmondedu is professor of religion and literature at the university of richmond virginia he received his phd in comparative
literature from the university of north carolina at chapel hill he is the author of
the viper on the hearth and by the hand of mormon both published by oxford
university press
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weews
weeks first day
weeds
this virgin chamber
like rock hollowed stable
is a briefly borrowed room
chisled
the table chilled
to lay linen wrapped dead

berthing
bir thing bed
today becomes a birthing
earth travails A shudder
breaks sealed silence
of womb dark tomb
like lightning attending angels
split deaths gloom
to witness this resurrection morn
the cavern s mouth is opened

the triumphant king is born
sharon price anderson
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the tower of antonia the herodian antonia fortress is thought

to be near
the place where christ stood before pontius pilate mark records that pilate
scourger
delivered jesus when he had scourged
sco urged him to be crucified and the soldiers
and clothed him in purled him away into the hall called praetorium
mark
ple and platted a crown of thorns and put it about his head
1515 17 this fortress is probably the castle spoken of in acts 21 and 22
where paul was held under arrest
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latter day saint writings on christ and
the new testament

2002supplement
2002 supplement

BYU studies staff

n the longstanding tradition of bibliographic publications generated by
BYU studies the following bibliography lists the books and articles on
the new testament and early christianity published by latter day saint
authors or in latter day saint publications mainly from 1994 to 2002 this
compilation was assembled by nicolas W thompson and victoria F johnson under the mentoring of john W welch assisted by anastasia M
sutherland aaron C cummings maurianne dunn and kelli skinner
this 2002 supplement follows guidelines similar to those set forth in the
preface of the previous new testament bibliography published by welch
and daniel B mckinlay in BYU studies in 1994 under the title we rejoice
in christ which this publication now updates and enlarges
As in the previous bibliography the current collection is divided
into two lists one arranged by subject and the other by author every
entry in the author listing appears at least once in the subject section
the subject section includes a short abstract about each publication
many of these abstracts list a scripture reference on the BYU studies

1
in

website byustudiesbyuedu this supplement has been merged with
the former publication for combined reference and convenient searching
the etchings reproduced as illustrations throughout this bibliography
were made available by the generosity of the late hugh W pinnock they
come from william M thompson s the land and the book or biblical
illustrations drawn from the manners and customs the scenes and scenery
of the holy land southern palestine and jerusalem london T nelson and

sons 1880
1881
readers may be surprised at the number of publications by latter
day saints on the new testament in 1994 the number of entries in the
BYU studies 41 no
byustudies41
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bibliography totaled 851 in this supplement 420 further titles appear and
others have undoubtedly been inadvertently overlooked additions to
these bibliographies are always welcome please send bibliographic information about any missing items to BYU studies for inclusion in the consoli
solidated
dated list on the web
this research and publishing activity itself speaks volumes about the
christian essence of latter day saint scholarship and faith we hope that
these books and articles will inspire and inform as readers continue to talk
of christ and rejoice in christ 2 ne 2526

abbreviations
the following is an abbreviation
BMMFG

list for sources commonly cited in this bibliography

the book of mormon and the message of the four gospels ed ray L
huntington and terry B ball provo utah religious studies center
BYU 2001

BYUDFS

CNT

brigham young university devotional and fireside series 1984 1996
provo utah
charting the new testament john W welch and john H hall provo

utah FARMS 2002
EM

cogs
JCSGS
c5gs
MEC

MWNT
RRLTJC
SBSS
1998
sbss1998

encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow new york
macmillan 1992
jesus christ son of god savior ed paul H peterson gary L hatch
and laura D card provo utah religious studies center BYU 2002
mormonism and early christianity ed todd M compton and
stephen D ricks vol 4 of collected works of hugh nibley salt lake
city deseret book and FARMS 1987
masada and the world of the new testament ed john F hall and
john W welch provo utah BYU studies 1997
lesus the christ
the redeemer reflections on the life and teachings ofjesus
of jesus
ed robert L millet salt lake city deseret book 2000
the testimony of john the beloved sydney B sperry symposium
ed daniel K judd craig J ostler and richard D draper salt lake

city deseret book
SBSS 2001
SBSS 2002
sbss2002

TA
WRS
TAWRS

TTE
WBC
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1998

covenants prophecies and hymns of the old testament sidney B
sperry symposium salt lake city deseret book 2001
go ye into all the world messages of the new testament prophets acts
through revelation sidney B sperry symposium ed ray L huntington and others salt lake city deseret book 2002
temples of the ancient world ritual and symbolism ed donald W
parry salt lake city deseret 1994
the temple in time and eternity ed donald W parry and stephen D
ricks provo utah FARMS 1999
we believe in christ comp victor W harris orem utah granite
publishing 2001
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bibliography by category
acts
brandt edward J and he gave some apostles eph 411
ensign 29 july
1999
14 19 outlines the major responsibilities and duties of apostles ancient
199914
and modern as described in the book of acts also in apostles lives
matthews robert J A crisis a council and inspired leadership ensign 25 oct
1995
54 59 examines the causes proceedings and consequences of the
jerusalem council held by early christian church leaders to discuss the preaching of the gospel among non jewish people as described in acts 15

acts through revelation in general
anderson richard lloyd guide to acts and the apostles letters reprint provo
utah FARMS 1999 Is a supplementary manual for BYU students studying
the writings of the early apostles provides study questions as well as historical cultural and doctrinal commentary on the book of acts through the book
of revelation
crowther duane S the gospel rolls forth new testament events from acts
through revelation bountiful utah horizon publishers 1999 commentates
ates
Comment
on the chronology and historical context of the writings of the early apostles
timeliness
includes useful maps and timelines
tim elines of the new testament world
mulholland david H A reading guide to the new testament salt lake city
deseret book 1990 contains chapter by chapter study questions to enhance
and focus ones reading of the new testament
odgen D kelly and andrew C skinner new testament apostles testify of christ
guide
gulde
gul
A Gui
guidefor
denor
for acts through revelation salt lake city deseret book 1998 examdefor
ines in detail the new testament books from acts through revelation
includes useful diagrams maps and photographs to better understand the
setting and history of the new testament world
smith joseph joseph smith s commentary on the bible comp and ed kent P
jackson salt lake city deseret book 1994 compiles excerpts from joseph
smiths sermons and writings that contain commentary on biblical passages
also in gospels in general
valleta thomas R ed the new testament for latter day saint families
bookcraft salt lake city 1998 contains the KJV of the new testament along
with illustrations book and chapter introductions and topic headings also
includes footnotes that provide definitions of difficult words historical commentary and doctrinal insight from latter day revelation
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in epistle of
jude epistles of john epistles of paul and hebrews epistles
james epistle of
ofjude
of peter
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welch john W and john F hall the apostlic
apostolic
Apost lic era CNT section 13 details the
chronology of the new testament era lists the original twelve apostles lists
names of the new testament and their meanings and draws parallels between
luke and josephus
doctrine and practice CNT section 12 displays new testament
beliefs including the nature of the father son and holy ghost the offices of
the priesthood and the duties of an early christian bishop also in teachings
in general
overviews of the epistles CNT section 14 gives a chapter by chapter
overview of each book in the new testament
paul CNT section 15 organizes the life and teachings of paul also in
paul s life pauls teachings
people and places CNT section 16 lists the people and places in acts
and epistles
the revelation of john CNT section 17 charts many aspects of the book
of revelation including key themes and the significance of the number seven
williams clyde J the JST and the new testament epistles in the joseph smith
translation the restoration of plain and precious things ed monte S nyman
and robert L millet 215 35 provo utah religious studies center BYU
1985 discusses how the JST clarifies points of doctrine in the epistles of the
early apostles

apocrypha
anderson richard lloyd imitation gospels and christs book of mormon ministry in apocryphal writings and the latter day saints ed C wilfred griggs
53 107 provo utah religious studies center BYU 1986 gives examples of
apocryphal literature from the time of christ and compares them with 3 nephi
cloward robert A lost scripture EM 2845 46 discusses scriptures no longer
flable to mankind john 2125
available
ava
griggs C wilfred apocrypha and pseudepigrapha EM 155 56 discusses the history of apocryphal beliefs and their place in latter day saint theology john 2125
welch john W and james V garrison the hymn of the pearl an ancient
counterpart to 0 my father BYU studies 36 no 1i 1996 97127
97 127 38 compares an early christian hymn portraying a souls journey from a heavenly
court with regal parents through an earthly probation to a divine inheritance with the LDS hymn 0 my father
0

apostasy
brown S kent whither the early church ensign 18 oct 1988 6 io discusses
the growth of the early church among the jews and gentiles the persecution
of christians and the apostasy of the church
compton todd apostasy EM 156 58 discusses latter day saint belief and
writings on the apostasy matt 2424
hamblin william aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by study
and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 1202 21 salt
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1990 deals with the similarities
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between early christian rites and their counterparts in the restored gospel
also in ordinances
jackson kent P foretelling the apostasy new testament contains a wealth of
information about the early church church news published by deseret
news november 251995512
251995 512 discusses the meaning of apostasy and gives
examples of new testament prophecies about the apostasy of the early

christian church
from apostasy to restoration salt lake city deseret book 1996 examines in the first few chapters the causes of the apostasy and its effect on early
christianity
munsey michelle
Mic hefle the lost apostolic age and its implications for the early
christian church an examination of primary sources in selectionsfrom
selections grom
from the
BYU religious education 2001 student symposium ed dianna douglas and
linda hunter adams 71 83 provo utah religious education BYU 2001 discusses the loss of apostolic authority in the first century AD and examines the
influence of various philosophies on the doctrine of the early christian church
nibley hugh W baptism for the dead in ancient times MEC 100
loo 167 proposes
that the primitive church taught salvation for the dead a concept that was lost in
later years and identifies the gates of hell
heii from matthew 1618 with the detenheil
heh
tion of spirits in the spirit world and the keys of the kingdom with the
restoration of all things on the mount of transfiguration also in baptism
conflict in the churches between the god of the bible and the god of the
philosophers provo utah FARMS paper 1979 includes a collection of
statements from christian fathers and modern scholars that acknowledge
that views concerning god changed the early church was based on the
hebrew bible but churchmen were later influenced by the arguments of different philosophers
what Is a temple MEC 355 90 suggests reasons for the loss of knowledge of the interrelated facets of the temple in the christian tradition and
demonstrates how LDS temples fit into the ancient pattern also in ordinances
when the lights went out three studies on the ancient apostasy provo
utah FARMS 2001 examines the causes of the apostasy and its effects on the
christian church
oaks dallin H apostasy and restoration ensign 25 may 1995 84 87 explains
what differentiates mormonism from other branches of christianity by
detailing the causes and effects of the great apostasy and by pointing out several lost truths made available through the restoration
skinner andrew C apostasy restoration and lessons in faith ensign 25 dec
1995 25 31 explains the nature of apostasy and how it occurred within the
early church after the deaths of the apostles touches on the restoration
the role of modern apostles and the avoidance of personal apostasy

apostles lives
brandt edward

and he gave some apostles eph

ensign 29 july
1999 14 19 outlines the major responsibilities and duties of apostles
ancient and modern as described in the book of acts also in acts
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griggs C wilfred john the beloved EM 2757 58 chronicles the life of the
apostle john mark ilg
ing 20
139
119
hall john F new testament witnesses of christ peter john james and paul american fork utah covenant communications 2002 gives historical background
to the new testament and biographies of peter john james the brother of the
lord and paul acts 15 also in cultural setting paul s life peter s life
fulps
Phi
flips R douglas james the apostle EM 2716 17 discusses the life and works
phillips
of james the son of zebedee matt 102 luke 614

baptism
bradshaw william S baptism of fire and the holy ghost EM 197 98 explains
baptism of fire as taught by jesus and the prophets john 35
faust james E born again ensign 31 may 2001 54 55 58 expounds on the
importance of baptism and reception of the holy ghost as taught by the savior in john 31 13
hales robert D the covenant of baptism to be in the kingdom and of the
kingdom ensign 30 nov 2000 6 9 explains how the baptismal covenant
allows us to be in the world yet not of it as spoken of by the savior in john
171114 17 1836
harris victor W jesus youth and baptism WBC 29 42 discusses the few
accounts of jesus boyhood and explains the doctrine of baptism luke
241 51 also in childhood
nibley hugh W baptism for the dead in ancient times MEC 100
loo 167 proposes
that the primitive church taught salvation for the dead a concept that was lost in
heii from matthew 1618 with the detenheli
later years and identifies the gates of hell
heu
tion of spirits in the spirit world and the keys of the kingdom with the restoration
of all things on the mount of transfiguration also in apostasy
ostler craig J baptism BMMFG 139 57 discusses the illumination the book
of mormon provides on new testament episodes involving baptism
schaelling J philip jesus christ baptism of jesus christ EM 2730
2370 discusses
2330
LDS beliefs concerning the baptism of christ 2 ne 317
tvedtnes john A baptism for the dead in early christianity TTE 55 78 draws
fly on ethiopic and coptic documents to shed light on baptism for the
primarily
primar
dead in the early church

birth of jesus
black susan easton she shall bring forth a son salt lake city deseret book
reteus
retells the story of the annunciation and the birth of the savior
1999 briefly meteus
matt 1 2 luke 1 2 also in mary
hall john F april 6 EM 161 62 discusses the dating of the birth of christ
dac 201
johnson sherrie tasting the bread of life ensign 28 dec 1998 47 48 draws
on personal experience from a visit to bethlehem to testify that jesus is the
bread that can forever satisfy our spiritual hunger also explains the symbol
ism of the shepherds sheep gold frankincense and myrrh john 635 58
also in christology symbols
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lund gerald

N the light of the world insights into the birth of christ salt lake
city eagle gate 2000 provides brief historical and cultural commentary on

the story of jesus birth
marsh W jeffrey unto Us a child Is born salt lake city bookcraft 1994
expounds on the prophecies concerning jesus birth and details the annunciation to mary the birth of john the baptist and the birth of the messiah
also in foreordination
mcconkie joseph fielding witnesses of the birth of christ salt lake city
bookcraft 1998 discusses all of the witnesses of christs birth mentioned in
the scriptures from gabriel to herod
pratt john P yet another eclipse for herod planetarium 19
ig dec 1990 8 13
discusses data concerning the date of the birth of christ
skinner andrew C jesus christ birth of jesus christ EM 2729 30 discusses
the events surrounding the birth of the savior matt 2 luke 2
smith paul thomas birth of the messiah ensign 27 dec 1997 34 45 recounts
the story of christs birth and enumerates the prophecies fulfilled by his coming
comments on herod zacharias mary and joseph also in foreordination

book of revelation
draper richard D the apocalyptic witness of the messiah SBSS 1998 36 57
analyzes what the four visions of the book of revelation reveal about jesus
and his mission rev 1i 5 14 19
the message behind the passive voice in the book of revelation
JCSGS 366 88 suggests the prevalence of passive voice in the book of revelation shows that god and jesus christ work behind the scenes but will ultimately play a more active role as they dwell with christs people revelation
59 213 4
fowles john L john s prophetic vision of god and the lamb SBSS 1998
199874
74 82
beloveds
examines john the Belov
eds throne theophany in revelation 4 and 5
hedges andrew H john s revelation and the restoration of the gospel SBSS
1998 83 93 discusses the doctrinal clarification provided by section 77 of the
doctrine and covenants on several passages of the book of revelation
lund gerald N insights from the JST into the book of revelation in the joseph
smith translation the restoration of plain and precious things ed monte S
nyman and robert L millet 250 70 provo utah religious studies center
BYU 1985 explains how the JST allows us to better understand the prophecies of the book of revelation
john revelations of em2753
EM 2753 55 discusses the contents of the book of
revelation rev 11
in
parry jay A and donald W parry the temple in heaven its description and
significance TAWRS 515 32 discusses the temple as an earthly counterpart
lilg 19 and more also in
to heaven heb 9 rev 41 11 51 14 81 5 1116
epistles of paul and hebrews
understanding the book of revelation salt lake city deseret book 1998
offers verse by verse commentary on the meaning of the book of revelation
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rnwman
FEnnw

interior of the golden gate this eastern gate of the temple mount whose
exterior opens toward the mount of olives faces the east from which direction
christ will return at his second coming the book of acts affirms that this
shail so
shali
shan
same jesus who ascended into heaven from the mount of olives shall
come in like manner as ye have seen him go into heaven acts 111
ml
ili
lii thus commencing the glorious millennial reign of the messiah described in the twentieth
chapter of john s book of revelation
ricks stephen D the garment of adam in jewish muslim and christian tradition TAWRS 705 39 discusses the belief in and role of holy garments passed
down from adam gal 327 rev 35 69 11 713 14 also in pauls teachings
heavenly visions and prophetic caus
calls in isaiah 6 2 nephi 16 the book
calis
of mormon and the revelation of john in isaiah in the book ofmormon
of mormon ed
donald W parry and john W welch 171 90 provo utah FARMS 1998
compares Isaia
isaiahs
isaials
hs vision of god with similar visions given to lehi and john
the revelator
smith mick the book of revelation plain pure and simple salt lake city
bookcraft 1998 provides background information summaries and doctrinal
commentary on each chapter of john s revelation
strathearn gaye revelation john s message of comfort and hope SBSS 1998
281 300
ooo
000 discusses the comfort and hope the modern reader can find in john s
revelation about the last days
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patience of the saints A hypothesis based on the revelation of
john the beloved lindon utah dry canyon ranch 1996 hypothesizes about
the meaning of the prophecies found in chapters 6 20 of the book of revelation draws primarily on latter day scripture modern prophecy and current
events for support
R

the

apocalyptic imagination and the new testament SBSS
2002 305 18 looks at the meaning of apocalypse and the principles of
understanding apocalyptic literature
wright dennis A the celestial jerusalem SBSS 1998 327 40 analyzes the
meaning of john s prophecy about the transformed earth and the celestial
jerusalem in the book of revelation
wayment thomas

A

childhood of jesus
black susan easton jesus christ son of man the early years shelton connecticut greenwich workshop press 2001 describes jesus birth childhood bap
cism
tism and ministry also discusses jewish customs and rituals also in jewish
backgrounds old testament culture
harris victor W jesus youth and baptism WBC 29 42 discusses the few
jesus boyhood and explains the doctrine of baptism luke 241 51
accounts of jesusboyhood
lesus
also in baptism

christology
isaiah and the messiah JCSGS 80 100
isaiahs
isaials
hs teachloo discusses Isaia
ings of both the mortal messiah and the millennial messiah and the effect the
coming of the millennial messiah will have on the world matt 118 25
2751 60 rom 816 17 heb 214 18
ballard M russell the law of sacrifice ensign 28 oct 1998 6 13 explains the
telis how christ was the fulfillment of the mosaic sacrifipurpose of sacrifice tells
cial laws and discusses what types of sacrifices are required of us today
ballard melvin J et al the gift of the atonement favorite writings on the atone
ment of jesus christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 contains statements
from many LDS authors scholars and general authorities on the significance of the atonement and the resurrection also in resurrection
bateman merrill J and he did invite them one by one JCSGS 1 17 discusses the meaning of an infinite and eternal atonement as well as the
concept that all people have an individual relationship with jesus christ and
ball

terry

B

heavenly father
because he first loved Us brigham young university speeches
1997 1998 203 10 speaks of the love shown to us by the savior through
the atonement
the power to heal from within ensign 25 may 1995 13 14 testifies
of the saviors power to mend broken hearts and broken bodies includes an
analysis of the parable of the ten lepers luke 1712 19 also in parables
benson ezra taft five marks of the divinity of jesus christ ensign 31 dec
2001 8 15 focuses on five parts of christ s ministry that testify of his div
anity ranging from his miraculous birth to his glorious second coming also
inity
in ministry
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orem utah granite publishing 1997 outlines four portions of the saviors divine mission his work as
jehovah his atonement his resurrection and his second coming quotes
from the new testament book of mormon doctrine and covenants and

burton alma

P

the divine

mission of jesus christ

extensively from the writings of latter day prophets and apostles
callister tad R the infinite atonement salt lake city deseret book 2000
expounds on the infinite nature of the atonement in gods plan and on
christ s unique ability to accomplish it also in passion week gethsemane
carmack noel A images of christ in latter day saint visual culture 1900 1999
BYU studies 39 no 3 2000 18 76 gives an exhaustive art historical analysis
of visual depictions of jesus produced or used by latter day saints
Chri stofferson D todd the redemption of the dead and the testimony of
christofferson
jesus ensign 30 nov 2000 9 12 discusses the power and reach of christs
atonement and resurrection specifically for those who have died without a
knowledge of the savior also in salvation
christensen james C that s not my jesus an artist s personal perspective on
byustudies
studies 39 no 3 2000 9 17 shares the experience of
images of christ BYU
painting pictures of jesus christ
compton todd was jesus a feminist dialogue 32 winter 1999 1 17 uses
examples from the gospels to argue that jesus was a feminist also in women
cornish J devin learning how the atonement can change you ensign 32
apr
aar 2002 20 23 preaches of our need to understand christ s atonement to
gain eternal life and addresses common misunderstandings about the savior s
sacrifice likens jesus feeding of the five thousand to the atonement john 173
mark 637 43
dahl larry E the morning breaks the shadows flee ensign 27 apr
aar 1997
12 19
ig focuses on the additional insight and clarification latter day revelation
provides about christs roles as son father and redeemer
edgley richard C the condescension of god ensign 31 dec 2001 16 21 discusses the meaning of condescension and its application to jesus mortal
life suggests how we may also condescend through service also in teachi-

ngs

in general

the condescension of the lamb of god

JCSGS 101 21 dis1618 ig
cusses different aspects of the condescension matt 1618
19 luke 2436 39
faust james E the atonement our greatest hope ensign 31 nov 2001
18 20 explores the meaning of the atonement and testifies of the blessings
that the savior s supreme sacrificial act provides for mankind
woman why weepest
deepest thou ensign 26 nov 1996 52 54 explains
how a firm belief in the resurrection and the atonement described in the
gospels can help us overcome trials with courage understanding and purpose john 2015 also in teachings in general
fronk camille the great exemplar RRLTJC 123 76 draws on episodes from
the gospels and from 3 nephi to explain how jesus set the perfect example for
all mankind to follow in any situation also in exemplary life
gillum gary P christology EM 1272 73 discusses the changing view of christ

parley
farley

S

brent

during the apostasy
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hinckley gordon B he Is not here but Is risen ensign 29 may 1999 70 72
highlights events from the savior s mortal ministry and testifies of the surety
of the resurrection also in resurrection
this glorious easter morn ensign 26 may 1996 65 67 testifies of the
atonement and resurrection also in resurrection
the wondrous and true story of christmas ensign 30 dec 2000
2 5 uses a modern story to illustrate and testify of the significance of the
atonement
holland jeffrey R an high priest of good things to come ensign 29 nov
1999 36 38 testifies that christs atoning sacrifice is a promise of hope for
the suffering heb 86 gai
gal
911 also in teachings in general
gli
hollingshead billie the jewishness of jesus and his teachings in from this
place lectures in honor of david 0 mckay delivered annually at
BYU hawaii campus 1963 1992 ed and comp jesse S crisler and jay fox
17 30 laie BYU hawaii 1998 examines the jewish influences evident in
jesus actions and teachings
holzapfel richard neitzel thats how I1 imagine he looks the perspective of
a professor of religion BYU studies 39 no 3 2000
2000 91 99 reflects on various artistic representations of jesus
howick E keith the mission ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1990
discusses chronologically the mission of the savior from the creation to the
second coming focuses most heavily on the events of his mortal ministry as
described in the gospels
huntington ray L and camille fronk latter day clarity on christs life and
teachings ensign 29 jan 1999 22 29 comments on the contributions of
latter day revelation to our understanding of christ s mortal ministry
includes a list of latter day scriptures that provide insight into numerous
events and doctrines covered by the gospels also in gospels in general
jackson kent P jehovah lord of heaven and earth in the restored gospel and
the book of genesis ed kent P jackson 6 16 salt lake city deseret book
2001 explains the meaning of jehovah and discusses christs mission as the
creator the revealer and the redeemer
johnson sherrie tasting the bread of life ensign 28 dec 1998 47 48 draws
on personal experience from a visit to bethlehem to testify that jesus is the
bread that can forever satisfy our spiritual hunger also explains the symbolism of the shepherds sheep gold frankincense and myrrh john 635 58
also in birth symbols
johnson sherrie mills think it not strange concerning the fiery trial SBSS
2002 230 43 relates jesus wilderness trial of forty days to peter s wilderness
experiences as well as our own wilderness trials also in peter s life
judd daniel K A scriptural comparison concerning anger 3 nephi 1222 and
matthew 522 BMMFG 57 76 examines the morality of anger by focusing
on alternative translations of KJV matthew 522 and on christs cleansing of
the temple also in teachings in general
keller
keiler roger R jesus Is jehovah YHWH A study in the gospels JCSGS
122 53 identifies jesus as the old testament jehovah contrary to traditional
christian thought that jehovah is god the father matt 2537 mark 25 12
522 43 luke 1i 2 john 1i 2 85 also in gospels in general
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the living christ the testimony of the apostles the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints ensign 30 apr
aar 2000 2 3 contains the testimony of the
modern apostles concerning the divine mission of the savior
lund gerald N the grace and mercy of jesus christ JCSGS 18 50 focuses on
the LDS concepts of grace mercy and justice
RRLTIC 293 330 discusses ways
the savior and modern revelation RRLTJC
in which latter day revelation expands our understanding of the events of
christs life mission and death as described in the gospels
madsen truman G the suffering servant RRLTJC
RRETIC 223 48 reflects on the signific
nificance
ance and consequences of the atonement also in passion week gethsemane and atonement
marsh W jeffrey the living reality of the saviors mercy JCSGS 154 77 discusses the savior s role of mercy in our lives and the purpose of his life the
atonement luke 2249 51 2333 34 40 43 john 1926 27
matthews robert J jesus christ in the scriptures jesus christ in the bible EM
2745 48 discusses the portrayal of christ in the bible
maxwell neal A apply the atoning blood of christ
ensign 27 nov 1997
22 24 explains how certain episodes from jesus mortal ministry and atonement are common in the lives of all those desiring spiritual development
enduring well ensign 27 apr
aar 1997 6 io points to jesus unwavering
endurance in accomplishing the atonement as a pattern we must all follow
when facing trials
testifying of the great and glorious atonement ensign 31 oct 2001
10
io 15 discusses some of the consequences of the atonement
cogs
JCSGS
millet robert L A different jesus the christ of the restoration
c5gs
178 208 discusses what it means to be a latter day saint christian and how
such a person is different than other christians also talks about our different
perceptions of christ acts 174 23 1i john 54 5
the historical jesus A latter day saint perspective in historicity and
the latter day saint scriptures ed paul Y hoskisson 171 96 provo utah
religious studies center BYU 2001 discusses different types of biblical criticism and explains the importance of the first vision and the book of mormon in confirming the truth of the new testament gospels also in new
testament scholarship
jesus christ the only sure foundation salt lake city bookcraft 1999
expounds on the nature of god s grace offered to us through christ also in
salvation teachings in general
RRLTJQ 1 38 explores the meaning of the phrase
the son of man RRLTJC
son of man as it is found in the new testament and other scripture
loppe
millet robert L ed the redeemer reflections on the lopie
lipe
lifie
of jesus the
life and teachings oflesus
christ salt lake city deseret book 2000 contains a compilation of writings
by latter day saint authors on the life and teachings of jesus
morrison alexander B his name be praised understanding christ s ministry and
mission salt lake city deseret book 2002 provides insight on the mortal
ministry and mission of the savior highlighting several events recorded in the
gospels also in ministry
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nelson russell M the atonement ensign 26 nov 1996 33 36 discusses the
faul and the atonement in the plan of
fali
fail
connection between the creation the fall
salvation recounts christs suffering in gethsemane and on the cross and
also in passion week
explores the meaning of the word atonement
gethsemane and atonement
gratitude for the mission and ministry of jesus christ brigham young
university speeches 1997 1998 345 51 testifies of the savior s atonement
ates on several passages from
and of christ as the perfect example commentates
Comment
the gospels
jesus the christ our master and more ensign 30 apr
aar 2000 4 17
explores the various roles of jesus from creator to messiah as outlined in the
new testament and other scripture
oaks dallin H his holy name salt lake city bookcraft 1998 explores the
meaning of scriptural references to the name of jesus christ including those
from the new testament and throughout the scriptures
ogletree mark the individual nature of christ WBC 1 22 discusses the
nature of christ s love and concern for all mankind comparing christ to a
shepherd who knows each of his sheep by name
olmstead thomas F the savior s use of the old testament ensign 32 july
2002 46 51 examines christ s extensive use of old testament scripture and
history during his mortal life also in jewish backgrounds old testaturel
culture
cui
ment Cul
oman richard G what think ye of christ an art historian s perspective
BYU studies 39 no 3 2000 77 90 reflects on various artistic representations of jesus
ostler craig J the divine nature of jesus christ during mortality JCSGS
209 26 discusses the divine nature of the mortal messiah his glory and
power despite his mortal limitations and the physical and spiritual dimensions of the atonement john 1017 18146 phil 25 8 heb 711 12
packer boyd K the touch of the master s hand ensign 31 may 2001 22 24
explains how the atonement can rescue us from the torment brought on by sin
porter bruce D the king of kings salt lake city deseret book 2000 provides
doctrinal and historical commentary on several passages from the new testament while testifying of jesus divine mission
redeemer of israel ensign 25 nov 199515
1995 15 16 testifies that each of us
is a prodigal son or daughter in need of jesus atonement to permit us to
come home parallels the elder son in the parable with jesus luke 1511 32
also in parables prodigal son
richardson matthew 0 jesus the unorthodox teacher JCSGS 227 50
describes jesus as a teacher and shows how he was different from other teach
ers at this time matthew 423 729 john 3 also in teaching techniques
robinson stephen E jesus christ names and titles of EM 2740 42 explains
several of the names of christ
satterfield bruce gethsemane and golgotha why and what the savior suffered
BMMFG 173 99 explains how the book of mormon clarifies the doctrine of
the atonement also in passion week gethsemane and atonement
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satterfield bruce K john and the feast of tabernacles SBSS
1998 249 65 comsbssi998
ments on the feast of tabernacles and on jesus activities and teachings during this feast as recorded in john 7 9 also in festivals
scott richard G finding forgiveness ensign 25 may 1995 75 77 expounds
on the power of the atonement and outlines the steps of true repentance
jesus christ our redeemer ensign 27 may 1997 53 5459 testifies of
the atonement and encourages us to do our part by repenting and completing the ordinances necessary to receive the full blessings of it
seely david rolph and jo ann H seeley jesus the messiah prophet priest
and king JCSGS 251 73 explains ancient israels practice of anointing
also explains jesus fulfilling his roles as prophet priest and king john 1919
acts 1038 hebrews 711 12 also in ordinances
sherry thomas E the savior s rejection insights from the joseph smith translation JCSGS 274 88 focuses on the JST to explain the reasons that some
people rejected christs teachings also in gospels in general
skinner andrew C the premortal godhood of christ A restoration perspective JCSGS 51 79 talks about the LDS perspective of christ as the first
born as creator as god of ancient israel jehovah as spokesman for god
the father and as chosen redeemer
special witnesses of christ ensign 31 apr
aar 2001 2 21 includes apostolic testimony from each member of the first presidency and the quorum of the
twelve of the reality of the events of the savior s premortal mortal and postmortal ministries outlines the role of the savior throughout time as
described in the bible and in latter day scripture
stephenson jonathan H 1 I am he ensign 29 apr
aar 1999 6 12 discusses the purpose of jesus frequent testifying of himself as recorded throughout the gospels
tingey earl C the atonement fulfilling god s great plan of happiness salt lake
city deseret book 2000 expounds on the purpose of the atonement and
christ s unique ability to accomplish it also in passion week gethsemane
and atonement
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life in the lord of the
gospels the 1990
.1990 sperry symposium on the new testament ed bruce A van
orden and brent L top 173 89 salt lake city deseret book 1991 portrays
the discourse of the bread of life in john 6 and the events surrounding it as a
reflection of john s testimony expressed with a fondness for symbolism
also in teachings in general
wayment thomas A jesus use of psalms in matthew SBSS 2001 275 89 provides commentary on jesus use of psalms to teach the gospel to his disciples
whitchurch david M jewish holy days and the testimony of christ SBSS
1998301 26 describes how jesus drew on the rituals and practices of jewish
holy days in his teachings in john 5 10 also in festivals
woods fred E the water imagery in johns gospel power purification and
pedagogy in the lord of the gospels the appo
19go sperry symposium on the new
jppo
testament ed bruce A van orden and brent L top 189 206 salt lake
johns water imagery which symbolizes
city deseret book 1991
iggi discusses johns
christs power over water his power to cleanse us of sin and his knowledge
of the gospel
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wright H curtis A thing of naught world judgments and the trial of christ
in things of redeeming worth scriptural messages and world judgments 1 51
provo utah religious studies center BYU 2002 commentates
ates on the trials
Comment
of jesus and discusses popular opinions about the nature and mission of the
messiah also in passion week trials and crucifixion

church organization the apostles in general
brown S kent apostle EM 159 61 discusses the role of apostles in the ancient
and modern church mark 314
packer boyd K the twelve apostles ensign 26 nov 1996 6 8 expounds on
the calling purpose and authority of ancient and modern apostles
underwood grant the same organization that existed in the primitive
church SBSS 2002
167 86 clarifies the meanings of the primitive church
2002167
apostles prophets pastors teachers and evangelists in article of faith 6
also in teachings in general

church organization john the apostle
brooks kent R john the beloved A special witness of the atonement SBSS 1998
1i 15 explains how the writings of the apostle john increase our knowledge of
and faith in the atonement also in epistles of john gospels in general
jorm D As flaming fire and a ministering angel ensign 29 oct
claybaugh jonn
borm
1999 54 60 discusses the insight and clarification provided by the book of
mormon and doctrine and covenants on the apostle john s life and writings
what the latter day scriptures teach about john the beloved SBSS
1998 16 35 discusses specific contributions of modern revelation and scripture to our knowledge of the apostle john and his writings
judd daniel K craig J ostler and richard D draper eds the testimony ofjohn
lohn
of john
the beloved twenty seventh annual sydney B sperry symposium salt lake
city deseret book 1998 includes the writings of scholars who participated in
the 1998 sidney B sperry symposium at BYU the focus of the symposium
was the writings and life of the john the beloved
marsh david B give unto me power over death SBSS 1998141 54 discusses
the doctrine of translated beings to provide insight on the current condition
of john the beloved

church organization peter
hinckley gordon B and peter went out and wept bitterly ensign 25 mar
1995 2 6 likens peter s denial of the savior and subsequent repentance to
our own loss of faith and need to return to the truth matt 2631
33 35 69 75
263133
also in peter s life
skinner andrew C peter the chief apostle SBSS 2002 187 219 details
peter s life call and apostolic role also in peters life
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the seventy

kent seventy in encyclopedia of latter day saint history ed arnold K
garr donald Q cannon and richard 0 cowan 1091 93 salt lake city
deseret book 2000 defines and gives a history of the seventy

brown

S

cultural setting
ailen
allen
alien marti lu the virgins lamps shine beautiful MWNT 170 95 presents
a history of lamps in the holy land and postulates a theory on what the
lamps mentioned in the parable of the ten virgins looked like matt 251 5
also in parables
baker shane A loosing a shoe latchet sandals and footwear in the first cen
tury MWNT 196 206 discusses footwear at the time of the new testament
and comments on biblical symbolism involving feet or footwear matt 311
luke 134 15
bybee ariel E from vestal virgin to bride of christ elements of a roman cult in
fall 2001 3 19 discusses how a
early christian asceticism studia antiqua i bail
roman cult influenced christianity in the move towards asceticism and celibacy
debloois nanci coins in the new testament MWNT 239 51 studies the references to coins and to monetary amounts in the new testament
nifle submit yourselves as unto the lord SBSS 2002
98 113 focuses
camille
fronk Car
200298
on the place of women in pauls day cultural background submissiveness in
women jesus as the perfect leader men as leaders and honoring mens and
women s specific responsibilities also in teachings in general women
galbraith david B D kelly
keily ogden and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 presents the history of jerusalem
1

0

from 2000 BC to the present and includes several chapters detailing the major
events in jerusalem during new testament times also in holy land travels
religious setting setting of scenes
Hista stones as weapons and death by
garrison james V casting stones Ba
ballista
stoning MWNT 351 62 explores the use of stones for defense at masada
and examines the practice of stoning in the old and new testaments
hafl
hali
hail john F new testament witnesses of christ peter john james and paul amerihall
can fork utah covenant communications 2002 gives historical background
to the new testament and biographies of peter john james the brother of the
pams life peter s life
paws
lord and paul acts 15 also in apostles lives pauls
judea A historical overview MWNT 319 36
ofjudea
the roman province of
examines the period of roman rule in judea
hamblin william J the roman army in the first century MWNT 337 49
discusses the organization weaponry and recruitment methods of the
roman army in new testament times
holzapfel jeni broberg and richard neitzel holzapfel the last to remain and
the first to return in every good thing talks from the 1997 BYU women s
conference ed dawn hall anderson susette fletcher green and diora hall
dalton 350 68 salt lake city deseret book 1998 discusses women s role in
jewish culture during the time of christ and talks about faithful women presented in the gospels
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holzapfel richard neitzel the social context of first century roman chris
ti anity the disciple as scholar essays on scripture and the ancient world in
honor of richard lloyd anderson ed stephen D ricks donald W parry and
andrew H hedges 241 67 provo utah FARMS 2000 describes the social
context of rome found in the book of romans discusses topics such as religion social status and foreign groups in rome
huntsman eric D and they cast lots divination democracy and josephus
MWNT 365 77 discusses divination and the casting of lots in the ancient
world and in roman times
jackson kent P revolutionaries in the first century MWNT 129 40 examines the jewish groups and individuals who rebelled against rome in AD 66
including the zealous
zealots mentioned in the new testament
macfarlane roger T hebrew aramaic greek and latin languages of new tesjudea at
ofjudea
tament judea MWNT 228 38 discusses the linguistic diversity of
the time of christ
np onyx press 1999 gives information
nielson donna B beloved bridegroom ap
on jewish family life betrothal traditions and wedding customs to provide
insight on new testament references to marriage also in jewish backtesta rn ent culture
re
grounds old testament
culau
cultu
peek cecilia M alexander the great comes to jerusalem the jewish response
to hellenism MWNT 99 112 evaluates the degree of jewish receptivity to
greek culture during the second and third centuries BC
seely jo ann H the fruit of the vine wine at masada and in the new testa
MWNT 207 27 focuses on the production use and symbolism of
ment MVVNT
wine in palestine during the first century AD discusses references to wine in
the new testament
welch john W and john F hall charting the new testament provo utah
FARMS 2002 gives historical cultural and linguistic background to the
new testament through charts with introductions
chronology CNT section i describes new testament times jewish celebrations
brat ions the roman calendar and the concept of time in the new testament
demographics of the roman empire CNT section 6 depicts the
temple major cities and the distribution of citizenship
legal and social perspectives on robbers in first century judea
MWNT 141 53 analyzes the conflicting views of the legal establishment and
of the common people towards robbers in new testament times
roman administration CNT section 4 presents roman leaders and
roman legal procedures
roman military CNT section 5 gives information about roman
armies campaigns and legions

epistle of james
hauglid brian M As the body without the spirit james s epistle on faith and
works SBSS 2002 276 89 argues for the authenticity of jamess epistle on
faith works perfection wisdom and pride
mackay thomas W james epistle of EM 2715
james s general epistle
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manscill craig

if any of you lack wisdom james s imperative to israel

SBSS

2002 244 57 discusses what james 15 says about wisdom
olson terrance D agency and self deception in the writings of james and i john
SBSS 2002 290 304 discusses jamess teachings on self deception and double
mindedness james 417
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in acts
through revelation in general epistle of jude epistles of john epistles of

paul and hebrews epistles of peter
whitchurch david M discipleship and the epistle of james SBSS 2002
ofdiscipleship
looks at the epistle of james and its implications of
discipleship

258 75

epistle of jude
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in acts
through revelation in general epistle of james epistles of john epistles of
paul and hebrews epistles of peter

epistles of john
brooks kent R john the beloved A special witness of the atonement SBSS
19981 15 explains how the writings of the apostle john increase our knowledge of and faith in the atonement also in church organization john the
apostle gospels in general
fawcett stanley E and amydee M fawcett the great invitation of john the
beloved SBSS 1998 58 73 explores john s writings on faith grace and
works as requirements for salvation also in gospels in general salvation
ludlow victor L light life and love in the epistles of john SBSS 1998113 24
provides commentary on 1i 2 and 3 john
marsh W jeffrey twilight in the early church SBSS 2002 319 34 focuses on
the epistles of john which were the last letters written by the last leader of the
church before the apostasy also discusses john s witness of the truth
newell lloyd D john s testimony and teachings on truth SBSS 1998186 200
explores john s writings on the definition source and effects of truth also
in gospels in general
richardson matthew 0 the love of god SBSS 1998 236 48 discusses the
theme of love in the writings of john the beloved also in gospels in general
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in acts
through revelation in general epistle of james epistle of jude epistles of
paul and hebrews epistles of peter
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epistles of paul and hebrews
draper richard D hebrews epistle to the EM 2581 83 outlines the contents
of paul s epistle to the hebrews
faulconer james E romans i notes and reflections provo utah FARMS 1999
uses the JST the KJV and the authors translation from the original greek
manuscripts to analyze the full meaning of paul s writings in romans i
hardison amy blake unity and atonement in ephesians SBSS 2002 114 29
searches paul s teachings of unity and the ultimate goal of unity with god and
christ also in paul s teachings
ablen
ahlen
allen
alien W A look at ephesians 28 9 dialogue 27 winter 1994 163 64
leigh ailen
draws on the greek translation of ephesians 28 9 to propose a replacement
of the word gift in the KJV text with the word sacrifice
parry jay A and donald W parry the temple in heaven its description and
significance TAWRS 515 32 discusses the temple as an earthly counterpart
to heaven heb 9 rev 41 11 51 14 81 5 1116
lilg ig
19 and more also in book
of revelation
richardson matthew 0 ephesians unfolding the mysteries through revelation SBSS 2002130 44 looks at paul s teachings concerning mysteries and
enlightenment that comes through the spirit also in paul s teachings
strathearn gaye law and liberty in galatians 5 6 SBSS 2002 57 74 talks
about the concepts of agency and choices in galatians includes historical setting for galatians also in paul s teachings
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in acts
through revelation in general epistle of james epistle of jude epistles of
john epistles of peter
11

epistles of peter
peter s principles an approach to the first epistle of peter SBSS
2002 220 29 focuses on different aspects of peter s first epistle dealing with
adversity strengthening one another and looking to the savior as an example
i1 peter 11 2
doxey roy W calling and election EM 1248 discusses having one s calling and
election made sure as taught in peter s writings 2 pet 13 10 also in salvation
mckinlay daniel B temple imagery in the epistles of peter TAWRS 492 514
discusses how temple imagery may be recognized in i1 and 2 peter
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 reorganizes the epistolary books of the new testament into
a single epistle according to primary and secondary topics also in acts
through revelation in general epistle of james epistle of jude epistles of
john epistles of paul and hebrews
ball

terry
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eschatology latter days and the destruction of jerusalem
sefl when shall these things be BYUDFS 1995 1996 185 93
ballard M russeli
Rus
russell
reprinted in ensign 26 dec 1996 56 61 examines how the saviors prophecies of the last days are coming to pass and suggests what we can do to avoid
problems amidst today s perils
perlis matt 24
brown S kent jesus sermon on the last days matthew 24 brigham young
university speeches 1999 2000 69 77 discusses the setting content and
effect of jesus prophecy about the fall of jerusalem and the events of the last
days as recorded in matthew 24
jerusalem to the second
draper richard D the savior s prophecies from the fall of ofjerusalem
coming american fork utah covenant communications 2001 discusses
fail of jerusalem
fali
jesus prophecies about the future of the early church the fall
and the second coming as recorded in joseph smith matthew doctrine and
covenants 45 matthew 23 24 mark 13 and luke 21 includes a chart paralleling verses from the five accounts
griggs C wilfred apocalyptic texts EM 154 explains general characteristics
of apocalyptic texts rev 11
in
marsh W jeffrey the second coming of jesus BMMFG gi
91 109
log shows the
clarification of the book of mormon on biblical prophecies of the last days
and of christ s second coming
mcconkie joseph fielding false christs in watch and be ready preparingfor
preparing por
for
the second coming of the lord 39 62 salt lake city deseret book 1994
repeats jesus warning about false christs and discusses the destructive role
of false christs since the savior s ministry JS M 16 21 22 also in teachings in general
ogden D kelly prophecies and promises of joseph smith matthew religious
educator 3 no 1i 2002 35 50 discusses joseph smith matthew verse by
verse and explains the prophecies and promises contained therein
perkins keith W the JST on the second coming of christ in the joseph smith
translation the restoration ofplain
of plain and precious things ed monte S nyman
and robert L millet 237 49 provo utah religious studies center BYU
1985 analyzes changes made by joseph smith to matthew 24 mark 13 and
luke 21 that provide information about the second coming
rogers V daniel armageddon EM 167 discusses the location and circum
stances of the battle of armageddon rev 1616
seely david rolph the joseph smith translation plain and precious things
restored ensign 27 aug 1997 8 16 explains the history and purpose of the
JST and gives examples of how it restores and clarifies gospel truths with
specific focus on the contents of JST matthew 24 also in gospels in general
parables for the latter days salt
skinner andrew C and W jeffrey marsh scriptural parablesfor
ates on the historical setting and applilake city deseret book 2002 commentates
Comment
cation of the parables recorded in matthew 13 24 and 25 also in parables

exemplary life
developing christlike leadership skills in may christ lift thee
up selections from the 1998 womens conference ed dawn hall anderson

brown cheryl
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summer threshing floor in the new testament threshing the process of
beating seeds out of grain symbolizes the great sifting of the wicked from the
righteous in the judgment at the second coming of christ the thresher separates the good seed from the tares during the harvest which harvest is the
end of the world matt 1338
13 38 39

and others 306 13 salt lake city deseret book 1999 discusses two pairs of
jesus leadership skills
suis justice and mercy and authority and advocacy
suls
featherstone vaughn J the incomparable christ our master and model salt lake
city deseret book 1995 discusses how jesus is the master of and model for
all mankind draws on several episodes from the gospels for support
fronk camille the great exemplar RRLTJC
RRLTIC 123 76 draws on episodes from
the gospels and from 3 nephi to explain how jesus set the perfect example for
all mankind to follow in any situation also in christology
holland jeffrey R the hands of the fathers ensign 29 may 1999 14 16 extols
heavenly fathers relationship with jesus during christ s mortal ministry as
the perfect pattern for all fathers to follow with their children
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maxwell neal A jesus the perfect mentor ensign 31 feb 2ooi
2001
booi 8 17
describes how jesus emulated the father and how we are to emulate the savior as his disciples
monson thomas S mercy the divine gift ensign 25 may 1995 54 60 discusses the importance of christlike mercy uses the savior s treatment of the
woman taken in adultery as an example john 81 11
strathearn gaye reflections on discipleship BYUDFS 1995 1996 277 85
uses examples from the life and ministry of the savior to show the cost
required of those who wish to follow him also in teachings in general
wirthlin joseph B guided by his exemplary life ensign 25 sept 1995 32 39
examines some of the leadership attributes exhibited by christ

festivals
fowles john

L

the jewish lectionary and book of mormon prophecy journal

of book of mormon studies 3 fall 1994 118 22 discusses the reading of the
law and prophets in jewish synagogues during new testament times and
explores the connection between jesus other sheep prophecy and the feast
1016 also in jewish backgrounds old
of dedication luke 416
436 21 john 1016

testament

culture worship
satterfield bruce K john and the feast of tabernacles SBSS
1998 249 65 com
sbssi998
ments on the feast of tabernacles and on jesus activities and teachings during this feast as recorded in john 7 9 also in christology
whitchurch david M jewish holy days and the testimony of christ SBSS
1998
1998301
301 26 describes how jesus drew on the rituals and practices of jewish
holy days in his teachings in john 5 10 also in christology

foreordination
garrett H dean the priesthood BMMFG 33 44 studies the use of the priesthood by the savior and his disciples in the new testament and the book of
mormon also in ordinances
marsh W jeffrey unto Us a child Is born salt lake city bookcraft 1994
expounds on the prophecies concerning jesus birth and details the annunciation to mary the birth of john the baptist and the birth of the messiah also
in birth
morrison alexander B for this cause came I into the world ensign 29 nov
mate
nate when he said
1999 25 27 explores the meaning of christs words to pilate
to this end was 1I born for this cause came I into the world john 1837
smith paul thomas birth of the messiah ensign 27 dec 1997 34 45 recounts
the story of christ s birth and enumerates the prophecies fulfilled by his coming comments on herod zacharias mary and joseph also in birth
1

1

genealogy
welch john W and john F hall the herodian dynasty CNT chart 2222 displays the complicated family tree of herod the great and his descendents
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welch john W lineages of joseph CNT chart 8866 details the genealogy of
joseph the legal father of jesus shows josephs abrahamic descent and shows
that jesus is the heir of david
the maccabean dynasty CNT chart 2 1 charts the dynasty starting
with mattathias
Matt athias and ending with mariamne
Mariamme
mariamme

gospels in general
anderson richard lloyd guide

to the life of

christ

1993

reprint provo utah

FARMS 1999 Is a supplementary guide for BYU students studying the
gospels provides study questions as well as historical cultural and doctrinal
commentary on the gospels
brooks kent R john the beloved A special witness of the atonement SBSS
1998
19981i 15 explains how the writings of the apostle john increase our knowledge of and faith in the atonement also in church organization john the
apostle epistles of john
christy howard A the great commandment principle or platitude religious
educator 3 no i1 2002 71 86 discusses preeminence universality and love
in reference to the first and great commandment matthew 2237 38 also in
teachings in general
crowther duane S jesus of nazareth savior and king bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1999 compares the gospels and provides insightful historical
cultural and linguistic information about each recorded portion of jesus
timeliness
elines of the holy land
mortal ministry includes detailed maps and tim
timelines
duckwitz norbert H 0 reading the gospel of st john in greek A beginning new
york caratzas 2002 greek text with grammatical notes and comments
fawcett stanley E and amydee M fawcett the great invitation of john the
beloved SBSS 1998 58 73 explores john s writings on faith grace and
works as requirements for salvation also in epistles of john salvation
heap norman L the redeemer of israel walnut creek calif excel books 1995
arranges the KJV text of the gospels chronologically and inserts clarifying
corrections from the JST
ville
springville
springviue
hemingway don follow me A scriptural story of jesus of nazareth Spring
utah bonneville books 1998 recounts the events of the gospels in story form
hopkins daniel R living water A chronological reading of the four gospels salt
lake city cornerstone publishing 1999 arranges the KJV texts of the
gospels chronologically and includes additions from the JST
huntington ray L the meaning of the word gospel BMMFG 45 56 draws
on 3 nephi 27 to establish a six part definition of the word gospel and
shows that the new testament gospels truly teach this six part gospel
huntington ray L and camille fronk latter day clarity on christs life and
teachings ensign 29 jan 1999 22 29 comments on the contributions of
latter day revelation to our understanding of christs mortal ministry
includes a list of latter day scriptures that provide insight into numerous
events and doctrines covered by the gospels also in christology
huntington ray L and terry B ball eds the book ofmormon
of mormon and the message of
the four gospels provo utah religious studies center BYU 2001 contains
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of articles that draw from the book of mormon to clarify doctrines found in the gospels
keller roger R jesus Is jehovah YHWH A study in the gospels JCSGS
122 53 identifies jesus as the old testament jehovah contrary to traditional
christian thought that jehovah is god the father matt 2537 mark 25 12
522 43 luke i1 2 john i1 2 85 also in christology
luke one facet of a diamond ensign 29 feb 199930
1999 30 35 highlights
the unique perspective of jesus ministry provided by the gospel of luke
ludlow jared W themes of
ofdiscipleship
discipleship in john SBSS 1998 94 112 examines
john s presentation of jesus teachings on discipleship in john 831 59
matthews robert J A doctrinal framework for the new testament BMMFG
111 23 explains how book of mormon teachings about the plan of salvation
make several passages from the gospels more clear matt 1810 11
ii luke
416
19 john 316 17 524 29 1017 18
416 ig
millet robert L the doctrine of the risen christ parts 1 3 in FARMS book of
mormon lecture series provo utah FARMS 1996 notes the differences
between the teachings of jesus in 3 nephi and in the four gospels
millet robert L and robert J matthews eds plain and precious truths restored
the doctrinal and historical significance of the joseph smith translation salt
lake city bookcraft 1995 includes papers presented at the BYU symposium
As translated correctly joseph smith s translations of the bible held
january 13 and 141995
mumford thomas M horizontal harmony of the four gospels in parallel
columns salt lake city deseret book 1976 arranges the gospels chronologiaflow the reader to compare the four accounts of
cally in parallel columns to allow
christ s mortal ministry
186 200
newell lloyd D johns testimony and teachings on truth SBSS 1998
1998186
explores john s writings on the definition source and effects of truth also
in epistles of john
ostler blake T the gospel of grace in the writings of john SBSS 1998 201 11
expounds on john s writings about grace also in salvation
phillips wm revell matthew gospel of EM 2869 70 discusses both the per
son and writings of matthew
richardson matthew 0 the love of god SBSS 1998 236 48 discusses the
theme of love in the writings of john the beloved also in epistles of john
seely david rolph the joseph smith translation plain and precious things
restored ensign 27 aug 1997 8 16 explains the history and purpose of the
JST and gives examples of how it restores and clarifies gospel truths with
specific focus on the contents of JST matthew 24 also in eschatology
sherry thomas E the savior s rejection insights from the joseph smith trans
lation JCSGS 274 88 focuses on the JST to explain the reasons that some
people rejected christ s teachings also in christology
ates on the
smith brian L the witness of john SBSS 1998 266 80 commentates
Comment
origin and content of the gospel of john
smith joseph joseph smith s commentary on the bible comp and ed kent P
jackson salt lake city deseret book 1994 compiles excerpts from joseph
smith s sermons and writings that contain commentary on biblical passages
also in acts through revelation in general
a collection

11
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1I 1 1I

todd jay M our new light on jesus mortal life and teachings ensign 25 jan
lists several key insights provided by the JST on the mortal ministry of the savior in addition to the traditional account given in the KJV of
1995

31

49

the gospels
welch john W and john F hall the divine redeemer CNT section 8 discusses how the birth baptism lineage titles and names of jesus christ all
point to the divinity of christ
the four gospels CNT section 7 features different aspects of the
gospels such as miracles and parables also illuminates purposes and
approaches of the gospels
the teachings of jesus CNT section 9 explicates the lessons and
teachings of jesus also
also in teachings in general
aiso
lo details the main
the trial and resurrection of jesus CNT section 10
parts of christ s trial and resurrection compares the unique features of each
of the gospels also in passion week trial and crucifixion

herod
MWNT 35 73 details the life of king
holzapfel richard neitzel king herod MVVNT
herod including his background his rise to power and his reign in judea
teasdale andrew herod the greats building program MWNT 85 98 discusses herods
hernds building activities in palestine including his construction of
the temple complex in jerusalem
welch john W herod s wealth MWNT 74 83 examines the sources and
political uses of king herods
hernds wealth also provides information on monetary
amounts mentioned in the new testament

holy ghost
elabo
fire and the holy ghost ensign 25 june 1995 22 26 clabo
rates on the baptism by fire and the holy ghost prophesied by john the baptist matt 311 luke 316
hales robert D gifts of the spirit ensign 32 feb 2002 12 20 expounds
on the gifts of the spirit listed by paul in 1i corinthians 124 10 also in
pauls teachings
maxwell neat
glorifying christ ensign 32 july 2002
neal A the holy ghost Glorifying
56 61 discusses various aspects of the holy ghosts responsibility to glorify
the savior as mentioned in john 1614
millet robert L the ministry of the holy ghost SBSS 1998
167 85 details the
1998167
work of the holy ghost as described in the gospel and epistles of john
oaks dallin H always have his spirit ensign 26 nov 1996 59 61 discusses
the purpose and function of the holy ghost as described by the savior in the
gospel of john john 1426 1526 167

dunn loren

C

holy land travels
galbraith david B D kehy
kelly ogden and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal
keily
city salt lake city deseret book 1996 presents the history of jerusalem
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from 2000 BC to the present and includes several chapters detailing the major
events in jerusalem during new testament times also in cultural setting
religious setting setting of scenes
ogden D kelly the road to bethlehem ensign 25 dec 199512
1995 12 13 describes
the probable route which joseph and mary took to bethlehem from nazareth
ostler craig J the lands of the gospel of john SBSS 1998 212 35 examines
several places mentioned by john in his writings also in setting of scenes
proctor maurine jensen and scott facer proctor source of the light A witness
and testimony of jesus christ the savior and redeemer of all salt lake city
deseret book 1992 contains numerous photographs of the holy land with
explanations of what occurred there during jesus mortal ministry also in
setting of scenes
telford john and susan easton black in the footsteps of jesus images of the holy

land american fork utah covenant communications 1999 contains
photographs of the places mentioned in the gospels along with explanations
of what occurred there also in setting of scenes
jewish backgrounds

old testament culture

black susan easton jesus christ son of man the early years shelton con
necticut greenwich workshop press 2001 describes jesus birth childhood baptism and ministry also discusses jewish customs and rituals
also in childhood
brown S kent and richard neitzel holzapfel the world of jesus in between
the testaments from malachi to matthew ed S kent brown and richard
neitzel holzapfel 239 52 salt lake city deseret book 2002 discussion of
the cultural and religious world in the inter
intertestamental
testamental period also in reli

ilous setting
covenants prophecies and hymns of the old testament thirtieth annual sidney B
sperry symposium salt lake city deseret book 2001 contains the writings
of scholars who participated in the 2001 sidney B sperry symposium at BYU
the topic of the symposium was deuteronomy isaiah and psalms
draper richard D judah between the testaments ensign 12 oct 1982 36 41
tells what occurred in the kingdom of judah in the period between the old and
new testaments includes a history of the emergence of several religious
Pharis ees the sadducees the herodians
and political factions including the pharisees
Herod ians
Publicans also in jewish Sect
zealous
Zealots and the publicans
the zealots
arians
sectarians
fowles john L the jewish lectionary and book of mormon prophecy journal
of book of mormon studies 3 fall 1994 118 22 discusses the reading of the
law and prophets in jewish synagogues during new testament times and
explores the connection between jesus other sheep prophecy and the feast
of dedication luke 416 21 john 1016 also in festivals worship
gee john and daniel C peterson graft and corruption on olives and olive
premodern
modern mediterranean in the allegory of the olive tree
culture in the pre
ed stephen D ricks and john W welch 186 247 salt lake city deseret
book provo utah FARMS 1994 discusses the nature of the olive tree its
growing conditions grafting the difference between wild and tame olives
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pressing for oil domestication economics and the olive s uses including its
contribution to ritual light and medicine
holzapfel richard neitzel A new testament parallel in the exodus story
ancient and modern parallels ed richard neitzel holzapfel 37 48 salt lake
city bookcraft 1997 highlights parallels between the exodus story and texts
in the new testament
nibley hugh W assembly and atonement in king benjamins speech that ye
may learn wisdom ed john W welch and stephen D ricks 119 45 provo
utah FARMS 1998 explains ancient practices of assembly coronation govern ment shame and coming together as civic models for the unifying influernment
ences and operations of the atonement also in passion week gethsemane
and atonement
np onyx press 1999 gives information
nielson donna B beloved bridegroom ap
on jewish family life betrothal traditions and wedding customs to provide
insight on new testament references to marriage also in cultural setting
olmstead thomas F the saviors use of the old testament ensign 32 july
2002 46 51 examines christs extensive use of old testament scripture and
history during his mortal life also in christology
parry donald W and stephen D ricks eds the temple in time and eternity
provo utah FARMS 1999 discusses temple ritual and practice in biblical
times also in religious setting worship
ricks stephen D the law of sacrifice ensign 28 june 1998 25 29 explains
fore
how mosaic sacrifice in the old testament foreshadower
foreshadowed
shadowed the savior s atonement also in symbols
sperry sidney B ancient temples and their functions ensign 2 jan 1972
67 72 outlines the construction and use of the temples described in the scriptures including solomon s temple in jerusalem
strathearn gaye 1 I have a question ensign 28 dec 1998 49 53 discusses the
historical background that i and 2 maccabees provide for the gospels
tvedtnes john A temple prayer in ancient times TTE 79 98 explains how
various aspects of the israelite temple prayer were symbols of jesus christ
also in symbols worship
valletta thomas R the true bread of life ensign 29 mar 1999 7 13 parallels
the savior s sermon on the bread of life with the exodus of israel from egypt
john 6 also in symbols
welch john W and john F hall jewish cultural and literary backgrounds
CNT section 2 details the culture and lifestyle in new testament times
jewish social and religious institutions CNT section 3 explains different sects and jewish social institutions such as pharisees
Pharis ees sadducees and
temple priests

essenes
jewish sectarians
Es
lots
Sect arians pharisees
Pharis ees sadducees espenes
Zea
senes zealous
zealots
draper richard D judah between the testaments ensign 12 oct 1982
36 41 tells what occurred in the kingdom of judah in the period between
the old and new testaments includes a history of the emergence of several religious and political factions including the pharisees
Pharis ees the sadducees
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also in jewish back-

john the baptist
preparing the way ensign 32 feb 2002 2 5 briefly discusses the mission of john the baptist in relation to the duties of modern
holders of the aaronic priesthood
novak loui john the baptist EM 2755 57 outlines the life of john the baptist
1I
perkins keith W 1
have a question ensign 29 july 1999 64 65 explains the
elias
eilas and the application of this term to john the baptist and
meanings of
ofelias
his role as a forerunner mark 93
todd jay M our new light on john the baptists palestinian ministry ensign
25 jan 1995 47 49 lists several additional truths about john the baptist
revealed in the JST and other latter day scripture

monson thomas

S

I

mary mother of jesus
black susan easton she shall bring forth a son salt lake city deseret book
retells the story of the annunciation and the birth of the savior
1999 briefly rebells

matt 1 2 luke 1 2 also in birth
Spring ville utah CFI books 2001 details
dana bruce E mary mother of jesus springville
the life of mary
M 2863 64 outlines the life of mary
fronk camille mary mother of jesus EM

luke 138

ministry
benson ezra taft five marks of the divinity of jesus christ ensign 31 dec
2001 8 15 focuses on five parts of christ s ministry that testify of his divinity ranging from his miraculous birth to his glorious second coming
also in christology
faust james E gratitude as a saving principle ensign 26 dec 1996 2 6
touches on the story of the leper who was healed by jesus and returned to give
thanks luke 1712 19
melchin gerald E thy sins are forgiven ensign 25 jan 1995 18 21 testifies
of the savior s power to forgive sins citing examples from the new testament matt 92 6 luke 737 48
morrison alexander B his name be praised understanding christs ministry and
mission salt lake city deseret book 2002 provides insight on the mortal
ministry and mission of the savior highlighting several events recorded in the
gospels also in christology
peterson daniel C jesus christ ministry of jesus christ EM 2730 32 discusses the role of christs ministry in the plan of salvation d&c
dac 454
wirthlin joseph B living water to quench spiritual thirst ensign 25 may
1995 18 20 suggests how one may obtain the living water spoken of by
jesus to the samarian woman at the well john 49 15 also in symbols
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miracles
ballard M russell the peaceable things of the kingdom ensign 32 may
2002 87 89 testifies of the savior s power to bring peace to our troubled
lives just as he brought calm to the stormy waters of the sea ofgalllee
of galilee mark
437 41 also in teachings in general
jacobs curtis miracles then and now WBC 93 101 testifies of the miracles
wrought by jesus and of modern day miracles matt 85 13 mark 528 john 11
ii
monson thomas S christ at bethesda s pool ensign 26 nov 1996 16 19
expounds on christs healing of the invalid at the pools of bethesda john 52 9
rebells the miracles of
with hand and heart ensign 25 jan 1995 2 5 retells
jesus during which he extended his hand to lift and help another encourages
us to do likewise matt 82 3 mark 131 523 luke 849 55
dailin H miracles ensign 31 june 2001 6 17 examines some of the sav
oaks dallin
bors
iors
lors miracles and several miracles of our dispensation to discuss the purpose
nature and timing of miracles in general
top brent L man of miracles RRLTJC 177 221 discusses the nature purpose
and source of jesus miracles
welch john W evidence for a new testament miracle BYU studies 37 no 4
1997 98 173 75 presents scientific support for jesus healing of a blind man
at bethsaida recorded in mark 822 26

new testament scholarship
ellison mark D the setting and sacrament of the christian community SBSS
2002145 66 looks at sacrament in the time of the new testament and how
it relates to our latter day practices also in passion week last supper
teachings in general
gillum gary P bible dictionary EM 1111 12 discusses the LDS bible dictionary as a study aid in reading the bible dac
d&c 88118
hall john PF and john W welch eds masada and the world of the new testa
collection
coflection of articles about
ment provo utah BYU studies 1997 contains a co
flection
the historical cultural and religious contexts in which the new testament
was written
maxwell robert L sacred books the canon of the hebrew bible at the end of
the first century MWNT 302 16 discusses the possible content of the
hebrew bible in the first century AD also in religious setting
millet robert L the historical jesus A latter day saint perspective in hiscity and the latter day saint scriptures ed paul Y hoskisson 171 96
tori
toricity
provo utah religious studies center BYU 2001 discusses different types
of biblical criticism and explains the importance of the first vision and the
book of mormon in confirming the truth of the new testament gospels
also in christology
nibley hugh W new testament provo utah FARMS paper 1985 presents
infa
infallible
uible
quotations from scholars responding to notions that there are no inga
books after the bible and that man needs no more revelation also addresses
the language and textual problems of the new testament the status of the
book of john and possible reasons why the historical jesus has been rejected
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pool of
ofsiloam situated south of the temple mount in jerusalem the pool of
siloam
siloam was the site of christs sabbath day restoration of the sight of a blind
man christ told him to go wash in the pool of siloam the man washed
and came seeing john 97 on this occasion jesus was seen as the light of
the world both in word and deed john 95

robinson stephen E bible scholarship EM 1112 13 discusses the role of inspiration in latter day saint biblical scholarship article of faith 8
the noncanonical sayings of jesus BYU studies 36 no 2 1996 97
extra canonical literature
74 91 argues that the sayings of jesus recorded in extracanonical
are difficult to authenticate and relatively insignificant
qumran scrolls and the new
seely david rolph the masada fragments the quaran
testament MWNT 287 301 describes the scrolls found at masada and
qumran and discusses the insights they provide on the new testament
quaran
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skinner andrew C doctrinal contributions of the joseph smith translation of the
new testament in plain and precious truths restored the doctrinal and historical significance of the joseph smith translation ed robert L millet and
five
robert J matthews 72 103 salt lake city bookcraft 1995 outlines twenty
twentyfive
significant doctrinal contributions of the JST to the KJV of the new testament
welch john W word studies from the new testament ensign 25 jan 1995
28 30 examines the greek and hebrew meanings of evangelist
testament and amen as used in the new testament to provide insight on the
extent and accuracy of joseph smith s restoration of the truth
11

ordinances
compton todd M the handclasp and embrace as tokens of recognition in
by study and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks
1611
igli 42 salt lake city deseret book and FARMS 1990 explains the ritual
meaning of tokens and symbols and shows how they were used in greek
drama as modes of identification or recognition also shows how these two
gestures are used in early christian art and texts
garrett H dean the priesthood BMMFG 33 44 studies the use of the priest
hood by the savior and his disciples in the new testament and the book of
mormon also in foreordination
hales robert D in remembrance of jesus ensign 27 nov 1997 24 26
focuses on christs institution of the sacrament and expounds on the sacramental covenant to always remember the savior luke 2219 1i cor 1123 24
also in worship
hamblin william aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by study
and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 1202 21 salt
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1990 deals with the similarities between early christian rites and their counterparts in the restored gospel
also in apostasy
holland jeffery R this do in remembrance of me ensign 25 nov 1995
67 69 recounts christs institution of the sacrament and focuses on the signific ance of that ordinance matt 26 28 luke 2219 20
nificance
madsen truman G the temple and the atonement TAWRS 63 79 dis
cusses how the atonement transmits life emitting virtue and nourishment to
the temple
nibley hugh W christian envy of the temple MEC 391 434 discusses the historical misgivings christian scholars have had about the significance of the
jerusalem temple and the possibility of rebuilding it
the early christian prayer circle MEC 45 99 discusses the prayer
circle in early christianity and shows how matthew 1116 17 connects piping dancing john the baptist and the blessing of little children to prayer
circle practices
sacred vestments in temple and cosmos ed don norton 91 138 vol 12
of collected works of hugh nibley salt lake city deseret book provo utah
FARMS 1992 describes the holy raiment of early christianity as distinguished from the clerical garb of later centuries
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nibley hugh W what Is a temple MEC 355 90 suggests reasons for the loss of
knowledge of the interrelated facets of the temple in the christian tradition and
demonstrates how LDS temples fit into the ancient pattern also in apostasy
nyman monte S the sacrament building upon christs rock BMMFG 125 37
examines how the book of mormon provides essential details not mentioned
in the gospels on the use purpose and administration of the sacrament
perry L tom sacrament of the lords supper ensign 26 may 1996 53 54 59
teaches the symbolism of the sacrament and discusses ways to prepare to
worthily partake of it matt 2626 29 1i cor 1128 29
seely david rolph and jo ann H seely jesus the messiah prophet priest and
king JCSGS 251 73 explains ancient israel s practice of anointing also
explains jesus fulfilling his roles as prophet priest and king john 1919 acts
1038 hebrews 711 12 also in christology

parables
ahlen
ablen marti lu the virgins lamps shine beautiful MWNT 170 95 presents a
alien
ailen
allen
history of lamps in the holy land and postulates a theory on what the lamps
mentioned in the parable of the ten virgins looked like matt 251 5 also in
cultural setting
banks ben B feed my sheep ensign 29 nov 1999 9 11 retells
rebells the parable of
the lost sheep to address our modern need to bring back to the fold those who

are lost luke 151

7

bateman merrill J the power to heal from within ensign 25 may 1995
13 14 testifies of the savior s power to mend broken hearts and broken
bodies includes an analysis of the parable of the ten lepers luke 1712 19
also in christology
brooks melvin R parables of the kingdom salt lake city deseret book 1965 provides commentary on the meaning and context of each of jesus parables
burgess allan K be of good cheer salt lake city bookcraft 1997 focuses on
jesus teachings about happiness and joy also in teachings in general
carmack john K lord increase our faith ensign 32 mar 2002 53 57
addresses the early apostles request for increased faith and explores the
meaning of the lord s response to the apostles which includes the parable of
the unprofitable servant luke 175 10 also in teachings in general
faust james E of seeds and soils ensign 29 nov 1999 46 48 compares the
different types of soils described in the parable of the sower to varying degrees
of spiritual readiness and gives examples of each type from latter day scripture church history and personal experience matt 134 23
hart richard K the marriage metaphor ensign 25 jan 1995 22 27 comments
on the so called marriage metaphor found in both the old and new testaments
focusing on the meaning of symbols such as the betrothal the bridegroom the
bride the wedding and the reconciliation explains how this metaphor testifies
of the lords love for us matt 221 14 2513 also in symbols
howard F burton overcoming the world ensign 26 sept 1996 9 15 warns
against the problem of prosperity through the saviors parable of the great
supper luke 1416
1426 20
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howe susan parables EM 31060
3io6o 62 uses a latter day context to discuss
christ s parables matt 1324 44 251 13
th sinners moral storytelling in luke 15
jorgensen B W this man receiveth
Receive
sunstone 20 dec 1997 18 26 analyzes the structure and effectiveness of the
three parables in luke 15
millet robert L when a child wanders salt lake city deseret book 1996 counsel for parents with children who stray from the gospel talks about the
parable of the prodigal son the parable of the lost sheep and the parable of
the lost coin also in parable of the prodigal son
oaks dallin H the challenge to become ensign 30 nov 2000 32 34 touches
on the parable of the laborers in the vineyard to teach that we are rewarded by
the lord not for the time we spend serving him but for what we become during that time matt 201 16 also explains the meaning of the savior s commandment
man dment to his disciples to become converted matt 182 4 luke 2232
also in teachings in general
WBC 111 27 expounds on the purpose and
ogletree mark parables of jesus WBQ
meaning of the parables of the lost in luke 15 namely the lost sheep the
lost coin and the prodigal son also in parables prodigal son
parables for the latter days salt
skinner andrew C and W jeffrey marsh scriptural parablesfor
ates on the historical setting and applilake city deseret book 2002 commentates
Comment
cation of the parables recorded in matthew 13 24 and 25 also in eschatology
smoot mary ellen come let Us walk in the light of the lord ensign 28 nov
1998 89 91 discusses specific ways in which the parable of the ten virgins
the parable of the talents and the parable of the sheep and the goats teach us
how to fill our lives with light purpose and direction matt 25
top brent L living waters messages for latter day disciples from the life and
teachings of christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 provides commentary
on several events and teachings from the gospels to help the modern disciple
partake of the living waters offered by christ also in teachings in general

parables

good samaritan

ballard M russeli
Russel
russell doctrine of inclusion ensign 31 nov 2001 35 38 draws
ail
all
on the parable of the good samaritan to encourage love and respect among ali
A
people despite religious political and cultural differences luke 1025 37
burton H david go and do thou likewise ensign 27 may 1997 75 77
uses the parable of the good samaritan and stories of modern day Samar
samaritana
samaritans
itans
to emphasize the importance of serving the needy luke 1025 37 also in
teachings in general
monson thomas S the way of the master ensign 26 may 1996 50 52 discusses the encounter between jesus and the lawyer during which jesus related
the parable of the good samaritan luke 1025 37
welch john W the good samaritan A type and shadow of the plan of salvation BYU studies 38 no 2 1999 50 115 reveals how the parable of the
good samaritan is also an allegory about god s eternal plan for the salvation
of mankind luke 1030 35
1
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prodigal son

parables

heaven and hell the parable of the loving father and the
Judg mental son dialogue 29 winter 1996 31 44 provides commentary on
judgmental
the meaning of the parable of the prodigal son luke 1511 32
holland jeffrey R the other prodigal ensign 32 may 2002 62 64 comments
on the parable of the prodigal son with particular focus on the flaw of jeal
ousy
ausy exhibited by the elder son luke 1511 32
mcclellan richard D israel as the prodigal son an allegorical model in selec
eions
tions from BYU religious education 1999
999 student symposium 75 83 provo
utah religious education BYU 2000 argues that the parable of the prodigal
son is an allegory about the tribes of israel with the older brother representing
judah and the younger brother symbolizing israel or the northern ten tribes
millet robert L lost and found reflections on the prodigal son salt lake city
deseret book 2001 provides commentary on the meaning of the parable of
the prodigal son and reflects on the modern applications of the parable luke

compton todd

1511 32

when a child wanders salt lake city deseret book 1996 counsel for
parents with children who stray from the gospel talks about the parable of
the prodigal son the parable of the lost sheep and the parable of the lost coin
also in parables
ogletree mark parables of jesus WBC 111 27 expounds on the purpose and
meaning of the parables of the lost in luke 15 namely the lost sheep the
lost coin and the prodigal son also in parables
porter bruce D redeemer of israel ensign 25 nov 1995 15 16 testifies that
each of us is a prodigal son or daughter in need of jesus
jesusatonement
lesus atonement to permit
us to come home parallels the elder son in the parable with jesus luke
1511 32 also in christology

passion week

general

harris victor W the final week WBC 149 65 summarizes and testifies of the
events of the passion week
holzapfel richard neitzel A lively hope the suffering death resurrection and
exaltation of jesus christ salt lake city bookcraft 1999 examines individually the accounts from each gospel of what occurred between friday and sunday during christs final week in mortality provides insights on the savior s
suffering death resurrection and exaltation
marsh W jeffrey his final hours salt lake city deseret book 2000 analyzes in
detail the significance of the events of the passion week from jesus triumphal entry to his resurrection
skinner andrew C restored light on the savior s last week in mortality
ensign 29 june 1999 15 21 comments on the insights provided by the JST
about the events of the savior s final week in mortality matt 21 28 mark
11
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gethsemane and atonement

brown S kent gethsemane EM 2542 43 describes gethsemane as the place
where christ suffered the most during the atonement
Hister
bister tad R the infinite atonement salt lake city deseret book 2000
Ca
callister
expounds on the infinite nature of the atonement in god s plan and on
christs unique ability to accomplish it also in christology
holland jeffrey R atonement of jesus christ EM 182 86 discusses the importance of the atonement in the plan of salvation i ne 97
madsen truman G the suffering servant RRLTJC 223 48 reflects on the signific
nificance
ance and consequences of the atonement also in christology
nelson russell M the atonement ensign 26 nov 1996 33 36 discusses the
fail and the atonement in the plan of
fali
fall
connection between the creation the faul
salvation recounts christs suffering in gethsemane and on the cross and
odthe
of the word atonement also in christology
explores the meaning ofthe
nibley hugh W assembly and atonement in king benjamin s speech that ye
may learn wisdom ed john W welch and stephen D ricks 119 45 provo
utah FARMS 1998 explains ancient practices of assembly coronation gov
ern
ment shame and coming together as civic models for the unifying influernment
ences and operations of the atonement also in jewish backgrounds old

testament culture
satterfield bruce gethsemane and golgotha why and what the savior
suffered BMMFG 173 99 explains how the book of mormon clarifies the
doctrine of the atonement also in christology
skinner andrew C gethsemane salt lake city deseret book 2002 examines the
four principle new testament accounts of the savior s experience in the garden of gethsemane doctrinally culturally and symbolically
lesus christ ogden utah
thomas leland S the atonement and resurrection ofjesus
of jesus
zion s publishing company 1998 studies the passages principally from
the new testament that relate to the atonement and resurrection also
in resurrection
happiness salt lake
tingey earl C the atonement fulfilling god s great plan of ofhappiness
city deseret book 2000 expounds on the purpose of the atonement and
christs unique ability to accomplish it also in christology

passion week

last supper
the setting and sacrament

of the christian community SBSS
ellison mark D
2002
145 66 looks at sacrament in the time of the new testament and how
2002145
it relates to our latter day practices also in new testament scholarship
teachings in general
hamblin william temple motifs in john 17 in FARMS book ofmormon
of mormon lec
ture series provo utah FARMS 1995 considers concepts related to the
temple that are found in jesus prayer recorded in john 17
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trials and crucifixion

litchfield W reid the search for the physical cause of jesus christs death
B
BYU
YU studies 37 no 4 1997 98 93 log
109 reviews the medical merits and flaws
of some of the prominent theories on the physical cause of christ s death
M 22732
oaks merrill C jesus christ crucifixion of jesus christ EM
732 33 describes
the technique of crucifixion luke 23
robison john C crucifixion in the roman world the use of nails at the time
studlo antiqua 1i winter 2002 25 59 provides historical backstudio
of christ studia
ground on the practice of crucifixion
welch john W the factor of fear in the trial of jesus JCSGS 289 318 discusses inconsistencies in the accounts of the trial of jesus and proposes that

called the field of blood the potters field was located
the potters field also cabled
south of the dung gate the chief priests of the jews purchased this field using

the thirty pieces of silver judas returned to them new testament accounts
give differing origins for the name field of blood matthew 276
27 6 indicates
that the name refers to the money s role as the price of christs blood acts
118 ig
19 indicates that judas died in the field and his blood gushed out
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fear of the supernatural powers of jesus may have been a factor in the creation
of these inconsistencies matt 2665 mark 1464 john 712 13 2019
welch john W and john F hall the trial and resurrection of jesus CNT
section 10
io details the main parts of christs trial and resurrection compares
the unique features of each of the gospels also in gospels in general
wright H curtis A thing of naught world judgment and the trial of christ
in things of redeeming worth scriptural messages and world judgments 1 51
provo utah religious studies center BYU 2002 commentates
ates on the trials
Comment
of jesus and discusses popular opinions about the nature and mission of the
messiah also in christology

pauls life
gibbons ted L paul as a witness of the work of god SBSS 2002 27 40
expounds on the idea that paul was a witness of god at all times all things
and all places even unto death
hall john F new testament witnesses of christ peter john james and paul american fork utah covenant communications 2002 gives historical background
to the new testament and biographies of peter john james the brother of the
paid acts 15 also in apostle s lives cultural setting peter s life
lord and paul
jackson kent P scenes from pauls missionary journeys international magazine
nies
jour
oct 1995 A photo essay of pauls missionary journies
fournies
schaelling J philip paul EM 31068 70 outlines the life and teachings of the
apostle paul
seely david rolph and jo ann H seely paul untiring witness of christ
ensign 29 aug 1999 22 29 characterizes the apostle paul as a man of
vision action and faith focuses on his teachings about various subjects
including the fall the atonement justification and sanctification also in

pauls teachings
welch john W and john F hall paul CNT section 15 organizes the life and
practices of paul also in acts through revelation in general paul s teachings

pauls teachings
brooks kent R pauls inspired teachings on marriage SBSS 2002 75 97 discusses the idea that paul was married expounds on paul s teaching that marcon 7 11 eph 5
riage is ordained of god i cor
Chri stofferson D todd justification and sanctification ensign 31 june 2001
christofferson
18
i8
ia 25 expounds on the meaning of justification and sanctification and
the connection of each to the atonement also in salvation
condie spencer J yielding our hearts to god BYUDFS 1994 1995 273 82
comments on pauls use of the terin
term prisoner of christ eph 31 41 2 tim 18
philem
phdem
phlem 1i 9 23
draper richard D new light on paul s teachings ensign 29 sept 1999
22 28 discusses the additional knowledge and clarification about the apostle
pauls writings available to us through the JST
gillum gary P romans 1117 24 A bibliography of commentaries in the
alletheakle
thealle
gory of the olive tree ed stephen D ricks and john W welch 367 72 salt
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caesarea from the south caesarea located on the west coast of palestine contained the largest harbor on the eastern mediterranean seaboard during the time of
jesus when the soldiers came to caesarea and delivered the epistle to the governor felix they presented paul also before him acts 2333 paul spent two
years of his life in the palace of the governor awaiting his appeal to nero in rome

lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994 supplies a bibliography
of writings spanning two hundred years rom 1117 24
hales robert D gifts of the spirit ensign 32 feb 200212
2002 12 20 expounds on the
gifts of the spirit listed by paul in 1i corinthians 124 10 also in holy ghost
hansen J peter paul the apostle champion of the doctrine of the resurrection SBSS 2002 13 26 argues that resurrection was the constant theme of
pauls preaching follows paul s conversion history his apostleship and his
various discourses on resurrection also in resurrection
hardison amy blake unity and atonement in ephesians SBSS 2002114
2002 114 29
searches pauls teachings of unity and the ultimate goal of unity with god and
christ also in epistles of paul and hebrews
jack elaine L grounded settled and full of hope ensign 26 mar 199619
1996 19 21
explains and expounds on paul s admonition to continue in the faith
grounded and settled and be not moved away grom
from the hope of the gospel
col 123
lyon james K hope EM 2656 57 comments on hope as described by paul
i

cor

1313

nadauld stephen D justification in justified by faith 76 121 salt lake city
deseret book 2001 expounds on the meaning of romans 51 2 focusing on
the role of faith the process of justification and the receipt of grace
packer boyd K ye are the temple of god ensign30
ensign 30 nov 200072
2000 72 74 explores
the implications of paul s description of our bodies as temples i cor gig
63
619 20
316
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MM

the potter and wheel

in this depiction of the ancient industry of pottery the
artisan stands at the wheel and shapes the clay illustrating the relationship
between god the father the potter and his children the clay as taught by
paul hath not the potter power over clay
that he might make vessels
prepared unto glory even us romans 921 23

richardson matthew 0 ephesians unfolding the mysteries through revelation
SBSS
sbss2002130
2002130 44 looks at paul s teachings concerning mysteries and enlight200213o
enment that comes through the spirit also in epistles of paul and hebrews
ricks stephen D the garment of adam in jewish muslim and christian tradition TAWRS 705 39 discusses the belief in and role of holy garments
passed down from adam gal 327 rev 35 69 11 713 14 also in book
of revelation
seely david rolph and jo ann H seely paul untiring witness of christ
ensign 29 aug 1999 22 29 characterizes the apostle paul as a man of
vision action and faith focuses on his teachings about various subjects
including the fall the atonement justification and sanctification also in
pauls life
strathearn gaye jesus christ and him crucified i corinthians 22 pauls
testimony of christ JCSGS 340 65 explains the basis of paul s ministry
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the only way to understand god s plan is to know christ and his atonement
acts 2613 14 rom 322 26
law and liberty in galatians 5 6 SBSS 2002 57 74 talks about the
concepts of agency and choices in galatians includes historical setting for
galatians also in epistles of paul and hebrews
thomas M catherine hebrews to ascend the holy mount TAWRS 479 91
discusses several passages in hebrews where paul teaches regarding temple
ordinances also in salvation
welch john W and john F hall paul CNT section 15 organizes the teachings
and speeches of paul also in acts through revelation in general pauls life
woodger mary jane the Ts of corinth modern problems not new SBSS
2002 41 56 discusses problems paul faced and their similarity to modern
problems of intellectualism inappropriate actions immorality insubmissive
ness indiscretion and insecurity

peters life
habl john F new testament witnesses of christ peter john james and paul amerihahl
hafl
hail
hali
hall
can fork utah covenant communications 2002 gives historical background
to the new testament and biographies of peter john james the brother of the
lord and paul acts 15 also in apostles lives cultural setting pauls life
hinckley gordon B and peter went out and wept bitterly ensign 25 mar
1995 2 6 likens peters denial of the savior and subsequent repentance to
our own loss of faith and need to return to the truth matt 2631
33 35 69 75
263133
also in church organization peter
johnson sherrie mills think it not strange concerning the fiery trial SBSS
2002 230 43 relates jesus wilderness trial of forty days to peter s wilderness
experiences as well as our own wilderness trials also in christology
skinner andrew C peter the chief apostle SBSS 2002 187 219 details
peter s life call and apostolic role also in church organization peter

post
postresurrection
resurrection appearances
gee john jesus christ forty day ministry and other postresurrection
post
resurrection
appearances of jesus christ EM 2734 36 discusses the occurrences during
christ s forty day ministry
morrison alexander B 1 I am the resurrection and the life ensign 25 apr
aar
1995 36 43 uses evidence from the new testament and latter day scripture
to proclaim the reality of a physical resurrection for all and to emphasize its
importance in the plan of salvation john 1125 also in resurrection

religious setting
black susan easton sabbath day journey WBC 103 10 describes the sabbath
laws of the jews at the time of jesus and discusses the savior s view on sabbath
day observance also in setting of scenes teachings in general worship
brown S kent and richard neitzel holzapfel the world of jesus in between
the testaments from malachi to matthew ed S kent brown and richard
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neitzel holzapfel 239 52 salt lake city deseret book 2002 discussion of
intertestamental
the cultural and religious world in the inter
testamental period also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture
galbraith david B D kelly
keily ogden and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 presents the history of jerusalem
from 2000 BC to the present and includes several chapters detailing the major
events in jerusalem during new testament times also in cultural setting
holy land travels setting of scenes
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my fathers house temple
worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city bookcraft 1994
analyzes references to temples and temple symbols in the new testament and
provides useful information about temple worship at the time of jesus also
in setting of scenes symbols worship
judd daniel K suicide at masada and in the world of the new testament
MWNT 378 91 outlines the historical and religious perspectives on suicide
in the first century AD
maxwell robert L sacred books the canon of the hebrew bible at the end of
the first century MWNT 302 16 discusses the possible content of the
hebrew bible in the first century AD also in new testament scholarship
nibley hugh W jerusalem in early christianity MEC 323 54 briefly surveys
the christian interest in jerusalem from the second and third centuries to the
modern rise of the state of israel
parry donald W and stephen D ricks eds the temple in time and eternity
provo utah FARMS 1999 discusses temple ritual and practice in biblical
times also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture worship
paulsen david L the doctrine of divine embodiment restoration judeo
fudeo
christian and philosophical perspectives BYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96
41 79 presents evidence to show that both jews at the time of jesus and later
early christians believed that god had a body
ot ritual immersion baths in second temple inter
ricks stephen D miqvaot
mulvaot
Mulva
testamental jewish history MWNT 277 86 discusses jewish ritual baths
and their connection to christian baptism
tvedtnes john A the priestly tithe in the first century AD MWNT 261 68
discusses the practice of tithing under the law of moses in old and new test-

ament times

resurrection
ballard
bailard melvin J et al the gift of the atonement favorite writings on the atonement 0of jesus christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 contains statements
from many LDS authors scholars and general authorities on the significance of the atonement and the resurrection also in christology
M 2733 34 discusses
callister tad R jesus christ resurrection of jesus christ EM
latter day saint beliefs concerning the resurrection of christ matt 286
hansen J peter paul the apostle champion of the doctrine of the resurrection SBSS 2002
13 26 argues that resurrection was the constant theme of
200213
pauls preaching follows pauls conversion history his apostleship and his
various discourses on resurrection also in paul s teachings

f
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hinckley gordon B he Is not here but Is risen ensign 29 may 1999 70 72
highlights events from the savior s mortal ministry and testifies of the surety
of the resurrection also in christology
this glorious easter morn ensign 26 may 1996 65 67 testifies of the
atonement and resurrection also in christology
retells the story of
aar 1997 2 5 rebells
the victory over death ensign 27 apr
christs
christs crucifixion and resurrection and witnesses of the reality of those events
holzapfel richard neitzel the resurrected lord RRLTJC 249 91 examines
the resurrection narratives from each gospel and presents several prophetic
witnesses to the reality of christ s resurrection
matthews robert J resurrection the ultimate triumph JCSGS 319 39
discusses the meaning of the word resurrection its implication in the
resurrection of jesus christ and gods interaction with physical element
matt 1415 21 john 21 10
io luke 24 i1 cor 15 55 57
morrison alexander B I am the resurrection and the life ensign 25 apr
aar 1995
36 43 uses evidence from the new testament and latter day scripture to proclaim the reality of a physical resurrection for all and to emphasize its importance
postresurrection
in the plan of salvation john 1125 also in postresurrection appearances
oaks dallin
dahin H resurrection ensign 30 may 2000 14 16 discusses the doctrine of resurrection and its significance for mankind as taught by the savior
porter L aldin he Is risen SBSS 20021 12 explains that the dominant message of the scriptures is the resurrection of jesus christ includes explanations
of the testimonies of peter thomas and paul as well as explanations of testimonies from the book of mormon and modern day leaders of the church
also in teachings in general
thomas leland S the atonement and resurrection of jesus christ ogden utah
zion s publishing company 1998 studies the passages principally from the
new testament that relate to the atonement and resurrection also in pas
sion week gethsemane and atonement
wilson keith J the resurrection an embattled keystone BMMFG 219 33
discusses the clarity with which the book of mormon teaches and testifies of
the resurrection of christ and of all humankind
1

salvation
Chri
stofferson D todd justification and sanctification ensign 31 june 2001
christofferson
18 25 expounds on the meaning of justification and sanctification and
the connection of each to the atonement also in paul s teachings
the redemption of the dead and the testimony of jesus ensign 30
nov 2000 9 12 discusses the power and reach of christ s atonement and
resurrection specifically for those who have died without a knowledge of the
savior also in christology
doxey roy W calling and election EM 1248 discusses having one s calling
and election made sure as taught in peter s writings 2 pet 13 10 also in
epistles of peter
fawcett stanley E and amydee M fawcett the great invitation of john the
beloved SBSS 1998
58 73 explores johns writings on faith grace and works
199858
as requirements for salvation also in epistles of john gospels in general
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mangum donald P and brenton G yorgason amazing grace salt lake city
bookcraft 1996 explores the role of grace in heavenly fathers plan
millet robert L jesus christ the only sure foundation salt lake city bookcraft
1999 expounds on the nature of god s grace offered to us through christ
also in christology teachings in general
oaks dallin H have you been saved ensign 28 may 1998 55 57 compares
and contrasts our definition of being saved with that of other christians also
discusses the role of grace and works drawing heavily on the writings of paul
and latter day scripture for support
ostler blake T the gospel of grace in the writings of john SBSS
1998 201 11
sbssi998
expounds on john s writings about grace also in gospels in general
TAVVRS 479 91
thomas M catherine hebrews to ascend the holy mount TAWRS
discusses several passages in hebrews where paul teaches regarding temple
ordinances also in pauls teachings
todd jay M salvation for the dead ensign 25 feb 1995 47 51 teaches about
the significance of baptism for the dead as taught in the new testament and
latter day scripture

sermon on the mount
allred michael beautiful repentance and attitudes WBC 63 83 explains how
the steps of repentance are hidden in the beatitudes
bergin sue lords prayer EM 2844 45 outlines the elements in the lords
prayer matt 69 13 luke 112 4
brown L edward pray unto the father in my name ensign 27 may 1997
78 79 focuses on jesus use of the phrase our father in his prayer during
the sermon on the mount matt 69
chamberlain mark D the spiritual hazards of faultfinding ensign 26 aug
1996 54 58 discusses the reference of the savior in the sermon on the
fali
fall
fah to see the beam
fau
mount to those who see the mote in their brother s eye but fail
in their own matt 73 5
curtis legrand R perfection A daily process ensign 25 july 1995 30 34
examines how selected teachings from the sermon on the mount when
understood and applied allow us to move towards our goal of eternal perfection matt 5 7
WBQ 85 91 examines modern
jacobs curtis the sermon on the mount WBC
applications of the higher law given by christ in the sermon on the mount
mackay thomas W beatitudes EM 198 99 discusses blessings promised by
jesus during the sermon on the mount matt 53 12
marsh W jeffrey prophetic enlightenment on the sermon on the mount
ensign 29 jan 1999 15 21 points out how the JST clarifies doctrine and
restores important teachings originally given by the savior in the sermon on
the mount matt 5 7
religion
morrison alexander B service the essence of true ReE
reh gion brigham young university speeches 1999
19991 2000 163 69 touches on jesus teachings about service
and generosity matt 544 45 61 2 luke 638 also in teachings in general
nelson russell M perfection pending ensign 25 nov 1995 86 88 expounds
on the commandment of the savior to be perfect matt 548
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complete look at perfect brigham young university
speeches 1998 1999 269 74 examines in detail the meaning of the savior s
admonition to be perfect and discusses how we may obey that commandment matt 548
sperry sidney B the book of mormon and the problem of the sermon on the
mormon 178 go
mount in our book of
ofmormon
90 salt lake city stevens and wallis
book ofmormon
of mormon studies 4 spring 1995 153 65
ofbook
1947 reprinted in journal of
discusses the insights gained from a comparison of jesus sermons in
matthew 5 7 and 3 nephi 12 14
afif robert timothy sermon on the mount
EM 31298 99 compares
updegraff
Updegr
the sermon on the mount with the sermon given by christ in 3 nephi 12 14
and matthew 5 7
welch john W illuminating the sermon at the temple and sermon on the mount
an approach to 3 nephi 11 18 and matthew
matthews5 7 provo utah FARMS 1999
updated edition of the sermon at the temple and the sermon on the mount
with a new chapter on ritual
two notes on the lords prayer insights june 1996 2 reprinted in
pressing forward with the book ofmormon
of mormon the FARMS updates odthe
of the 1990
ofthe
ed john W welch and melvin J thorne 228 30 provo utah FARMS 1999
gives reason for the variations in the four scriptural accounts of the lords
prayer matt 6 JST matt 6 luke 11 3 ne 13
wens
wells robert E peace on earth ensign 31 sept 2001 30 31 focuses with modweils
welis
ern illustrations on the beatitude about peace and peacemakers
peace makers matt 59

robertson john

S

A

setting of scenes
black susan easton sabbath day journey WBC 103 10 describes the sabbath
laws ofthe
odthe
of the jews at the time ofjesus
of jesus and discusses the savior s view on sabbath
day observance also in religious setting teachings in general worship
galbraith david B D kelly ogden and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 presents the history of jerusalem
from 2000 BC to the present and includes several chapters detailing the major
events in jerusalem during new testament times also in cultural setting

holy land travels religious setting
the holy land A premodern photo tour BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98
65 92 presents a series of photographs taken near the end of the nineteenth
century featuring rare vistas from jerusalem and palestine
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my father s house temple
worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city bookcraft 1994
analyzes references to temples and temple symbols in the new testament and
provides useful information about temple worship at the time of jesus also
in religious setting symbols worship
jackson kent P scenes from early christian history in the disciple as scholar
essays on scripture and the ancient world in honor ofrichard
lioyd
lloyd dAnderson
anderson
Lloy
of richard lloydanderson
lioy
ed stephen D ricks donald W parry and andrew H hedges 455 69
provo utah FARMS 2000 presents photographs relating to new testament
stories and gives background information for each photograph
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1998 212 35 examines sevostler craig
craige
craigjJ the lands of the gospel of john SBSS
5bssi998212
eral places mentioned by john in his writings also in holy land travels
proctor maurine jensen and scott facer proctor source of the light A witness
and testimony of jesus christ the savior and redeemer of all salt lake city
deseret book 1992 contains numerous photographs of the holy land with
explanations of what occurred there during jesus mortal ministry also in
holy land travels
gai flee MWNT 113 25 examines the
Galilee
skinner andrew C A historical sketch of Gal
history of Galilee during old testament hellenistic and new testament times
lesus images of the holy
telford john and susan easton black in the footsteps oflesus
of jesus
land american fork utah covenant communications 1999 contains
photographs of the places mentioned in the gospels along with explanations
of what occurred there also in holy land travels

symbols
between two gardens the law of sacrifice BYUDFS
ofgeth
geth
1995 1996 157 65 connects the garden of eden with the events of
semane
demane through the law of sacrifice examines how we are to live the law of
sacrifice today also in teachings in general
burton H david the living water of jesus christ brigham young university
speeches 1999 2000 113 22 expounds on the meaning of jesus offer of
weil john 47 9 15 also in
weli
living water to the samaritan woman at the well
teachings in general
hart richard K the marriage metaphor ensign 25 jan 1995 22 27 comments on the so called marriage metaphor found in both the old and new
testaments focusing on the meaning of symbols such as the betrothal the
bridegroom the bride the wedding and the reconciliation explains how
this metaphor testifies of the lord s love for us matt 221 14 2513 also
in parables
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my father s house temple
worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city bookcraft 1994
analyzes references to temples and temple symbols in the new testament and
provides useful information about temple worship at the time of jesus also
in religious setting setting of scenes worship
johnson sherrie tasting the bread of life ensign 28 dec 1998 47 48 draws
on personal experience from a visit to bethlehem to testify that jesus is the
bread that can forever satisfy our spiritual hunger also explains the symbolism of the shepherds sheep gold frankincense and myrrh john 635 58
also in birth christology
ricks stephen D the law of sacrifice ensign 28 june 1998 25 29 explains
foreshadower the savior s atoneforeshadowed
how mosaic sacrifice in the old testament fore
shadowed
ment also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture
tvedtnes john A temple prayer in ancient times TTE 79 98 explains how
various aspects of the israelite temple prayer were symbols of jesus christ
also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture worship

brough monte
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thomas R the true bread of life ensign 29 mar

parallels
the savior s sermon on the bread of life with the exodus of israel from egypt
john 6 also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture
wirthlin joseph B living water to quench spiritual thirst ensign 25 may
1995 18 20 suggests how one may obtain the living water spoken of by
jesus to the samarian woman at the well
weli john 49 15 also in ministry
weil

vannetta
fletta
Va
valletta

1999

7

13

teachings in general
ball

terry

the final judgment

BMMFG 1 18 examines the timing process
and criteria of the final judgment as taught in the gospels and book of mormon
ballard M russell the peaceable things of the kingdom ensign 32 may 2002
87 89 testifies of the savior s power to bring peace to our troubled lives just as
he brought calm to the stormy waters of the sea of galilee mark 437 41 also
in miracles
black susan easton sabbath day journey WBC 103 10 describes the sabbath
laws of the jews at the time of jesus and discusses the savior s view on
sabbath day observance also in religious setting setting of scenes worship
brough monte J between two gardens the law of sacrifice BYUDFS
B

connects the garden of eden with the events of gethsemane through the law of sacrifice examines how we are to live the law of
sacrifice today also in symbols
burgess allan K be of good cheer salt lake city bookcraft 1997 focuses on
jesus teachings about happiness and joy also in parables
burton H david go and do thou likewise ensign 27 may 1997 75 77
uses the parable of the good samaritan and stories of modern day Samar
itans
samaritana
samaritans
to emphasize the importance of serving the needy luke 1025 37 also in
parables good samaritan
the living water of jesus christ brigham young university speeches
1999 2000 113 22 expounds on the meaning of jesus offer of living water
to the samaritan woman at the well john 47
4799 15 also in symbols
carmack john K lord increase our faith ensign 32 mar 2002 53 57
addresses the early apostles request for increased faith and explores the
meaning of the lords response to the apostles which includes the parable of
the unprofitable servant luke 175 10 also in parables
christy howard A the great commandment principle or platitude religious
educators3 no i1 2002 71 86 discusses preeminence universality and love
educator
in reference to the first and great commandment matthew 2237 38 also in
gospels in general
clayton L whitney help thou mine unbelief ensign 31 nov 2001 28 29
expounds on the modern application of the episode in which a desperate man
pled with jesus to help his unbelief mark 924
covey stephen R the abundant life in christ RRLTJC 73 122 examines the
mortal existence of the savior to show how a person may obtain the abundant life of which jesus spoke in john 1010
iono
lolo
loio
cramer steven A draw near unto me american fork utah covenant communications 2001 comments on questions posed in the scriptures either by the
lord or to the lord including several from the gospels
1995 1996
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edgley richard C the condescension of god ensign 31 dec 200116
2001 16 21 discusses the meaning of condescension and its application to jesus mortal life
suggests how we may also condescend through service also in christology
ellison mark D the setting and sacrament of the christian community SBSS
2002145 66 looks at sacrament in the time of the new testament and how
it relates to our latter day practices also in new testament scholarship pas
sion week last supper
eyring henry B feed my lambs ensign 27 nov 1997 82 84 restates the
lord s admonition to peter to feed his lambs and suggests how we may
follow that admonition john 2115
ofdiscipleship ensign 29 apr
discipleship
faust james E the price of
aar 1999 2 4 discusses what
it means to follow the savior s admonition to carry the cross luke 923 1427
woman why weepest
deepest thou ensign 26 nov 1996 52 54 explains
how a firm belief in the resurrection and the atonement described in the
gospels can help us overcome trials with courage understanding and purpose john 2015 also in christology
firmage edwin brown violence and the gospel the teachings of the old testament the new testament and the book of mormon BYU studies 25 no i
1985 31 53 examines the teachings of christ on force and violence
flinders neil J the key of knowledge BMMFG 19 31 uses the book of mormon and the JST to show that the key of knowledge mentioned in luke 1152
is revelation discusses the importance of heeding revelation from the lord
through his servants
fronk camille the cost of true discipleship in the arms of his love talks
from the 1999 women s conference 56 73 salt lake city deseret book 2000
dissects the savior s statement in matthew 1128 30 to reveal the requirements
and blessings of discipleship
SBSS 2002 98 113
submit yourselves as unto the lord sbss2002
13 focuses on the
place of women in paul s day cultural background submissiveness in women
jesus as the perfect leader men as leaders and honoring men s and women s specific responsibilities also in cultural settings women
hales robert D if thou wilt enter into life keep the commandments
ensign 26 may 1996 35 37 explores the significance of the savior s admonition to keep the commandments matt 1917
that ye may be children of light brigham young university speeches
1996 1997 63 72 expounds on the savior s references to light in the
gospels and other scripture
when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren ensign 27 may
1997 80 83 elaborates on the savior s counsel to peter to become converted
and to then help others do the same luke 2231 32
hansen H reese we are to love god and our neighbors brigham young uni
hersity speeches 1996 1997 219 27 focuses on the savior s teachings about
versity
love and on our need to show christlike love to god and man matt 539 44
luke 1025 28 john 159 13
harper james M seventy times seven brigham young university speeches
1996 1997 289 97 examines the modern significance of jesus teachings on
forgiveness matt 1821 22 mark 1125 26
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come unto me brigham young university speeches
1996 1997 187 95 reprinted in ensign 28 apr
aar 1998 16 23 expounds on
the personal applications of the savior s invitation to come unto him and find

holland jeffrey

R

rest as recorded in matthew 1128 30

an high priest of good things to come ensign 29 nov 199936
1999 36 38
testifies that christs atoning sacrifice is a promise of hope for the suffering
heb 86

also in christology
jensen jay E little children and the gospel ensign 29 jan 1999 30 37 discusses jesus love for children as illustrated in the gospels exhorts us to be
childlike in our purity and faith and outlines the responsibility of parents to
teach children gospel principles matt 1914
judd daniel K A scriptural comparison concerning anger 3 nephi 1222 and
matthew 522 BMMFG 57 76 examines the morality of anger by focusing
on alternative translations of KJV matthew 522 and on christs cleansing of
the temple also in christology
largey dennis L hell second death lake of fire and brimstone and outer
darkness BMMFG 77 89 discusses the insights provided by the book of
mormon on the new testament references to hell second death fire and
brimstone and outer darkness
madsen ann N taught at the feet of jesus RRLTJC 39 71 explains largely
through accounts from the gospels how what and to whom jesus teaches
also in teaching techniques
madsen john M eternal life through jesus christ ensign 32 may 2002 78 79
elaborates on the question posed by the rich young man to the savior in
matthew 1916 good master what good thing shall I1 do that I1 may have
eternal life matt 1916 17 john 173
maxwell neal A becoming a disciple ensign 26 june 1996 12 19 discusses
how becoming a disciple involves taking jesus yoke upon them as the savior
taught in matthew 1129
deny yourselves of all ungodliness ensign 25 may 1995 66 68 elaborates on what it means for a disciple to deny himself and take up his cross as
the savior counseled in luke 923
por
mcconkie joseph fielding false christs in watch and be ready preparingfor
Prepa
jor
preparingor
ringor
Preparing
for the
second coming of the lord 39 62 salt lake city deseret book 1994 repeats
jesus warning about false christs and discusses the destructive role of false
christs since the savior s ministry JS M 16 21 22 also in eschatology
miller harold L jr the improbability of the new commandment SBSS 1998
155 66 discusses the context and meaning of jesus commandment recorded by
john to his apostles that they love one another as he had loved them john 1334
millet robert L an eye single to the glory of god reflections on the cost ofdisciple
of discipleship salt lake city deseret book 1991
iggi uses episodes from the savior s mortal ministry to discuss the call cost and fruits of discipleship
jesus christ the only sure foundation salt lake city bookcraft 1999
expounds on the nature of gods grace offered to us through christ also in
christology salvation
morrison alexander B come and see ensign 30 nov 200012
2000 12 13 elaborates
on the full significance of the savior s invitation to his disciples to come and
see john 138 39
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service the essence of true religion brigham young university speeches 19992000
1999 2000 163 69 touches on jesus teachings about service
and generosity matt 544 45 61 2 luke 638 also in sermon on the mount
oaks dallin H the challenge to become ensign 30 nov 2000 32 34
touches on the parable of the laborers in the vineyard to teach that we are
rewarded by the lord not for the time we spend serving him but for what we
become during that time matt 201 16 also explains the meaning of the savior s commandment to his disciples to become converted matt 182 4 luke
2232 also in parables
judge not and judging brigham young university speeches 1997 1998
173 81 reprinted in ensign 29 aug 1999
7 13 analyzes passages about
judgment in the gospels and latter day scripture discusses principles and
guidelines for making righteous judgment
weightier matters brigham young university speeches 1998 1999
147 53 reprinted in ensign 31 jan 2001 13 17 elaborates on the savior s
Pharis ees about the weightier matters of the law which
comment to the pharisees
include faith love of god obedience to his commandments and unity in his
work matt 2323
orton robert F the first and great commandment ensign 31 nov 2001
81 82 testifies of the significance of the savior s commandment to love one s
neighbor matt 2237 40
patch robert C new testament EM 31011 14 outlines the contents of the

morrison alexander

B

new testament
porter L aldin he Is risen SBSS 20021 12 explains that the dominant message of the scriptures is the resurrection of jesus christ includes explanations
of the testimonies of peter thomas and paul as well as explanations of testimonies from the book of mormon and modern day leaders of the church
also in resurrection
reeve rex C jr faith in the lord jesus christ BMMFG 159 71 shows how the
book of mormon supplements the gospels in describing the importance of
developing faith in christ
samuelson cecil 0 to fulfill all righteousness BYUDFS 1994 1995 249 55
elaborates on the meaning of the phrase to fulfill all righteousness used by
the savior following his baptism matt 315
stendahl krister baptism for the dead ancient sources EM 197 discusses
baptism for the dead in the new testament i cor 1529
strathearn gaye reflections on discipleship BYUDFS 1995 1996 277 85
uses examples from the life and ministry of the savior to show the cost
required of those who wish to follow him also in exemplary life
top brent L living waters messages for latter day disciples from the life and
teachings of christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 provides commentary
on several events and teachings from the gospels to help the modern disciple
partake of the living waters offered by christ also in parables
lord 1II would follow thee salt lake city bookcraft 1996 discusses what
is required of the modern disciple to better follow the savior s command1

ments and example
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spiritual rebirth have ye been born of god BMMFG 201 17
teaches the concept of spiritual rebirth from book of mormon and new testament perspectives john 33 8
underwood grant the same organization that existed in the primitive
church SBSS 2002
167 86 clarifies the meanings of the primitive church
2002167
apostles prophets pastors teachers and evangelists in article of faith 6
organization
ization the apostles in general
also in church organ
valletta thomas R johns testimony of the bread of life in the lord of the
gospels the 1990 sperry symposium on the new testament ed bruce A van
orden and brent L top 173 89 salt lake city deseret book 1991
iggi portrays
the discourse of the bread of life in john 6 and the events surrounding it as a
reflection of john s testimony expressed with a fondness for symbolism
also in christology
welch john W and john F hall doctrine and practice CNT section 12 displays new testament beliefs including the nature of the father son and
holy ghost the offices of the priesthood and the duties of an early christian
bishop also in acts through revelation in general
the teachings of jesus CNT section 9 explicates the lessons and
teachings of jesus also in gospels in general
ensign
wirthlin joseph B follow me En
ensigns
ensigni
signi
32 may 2002 15 17 recounts the story
of peter andrew james and john who left their nets to follow the savior
willing
asks if we are wr
illing to do the same matt 418
438 22

top brent

L

teaching techniques
madsen ann N taught

at the feet of jesus RRLTJC 39 71 explains largely
through accounts from the gospels how what and to whom jesus teaches
also in teachings in general
richardson matthew 0 jesus the unorthodox teacher JCSGS 227 50
describes jesus as a teacher and shows how he was different from other teachers at this time matthew 423 729 john 3 also in christology

temptation
ogletree mark jesus christ our model in overcoming temptation WBC
43 62 examines the lessons taught by christ as he overcame the temptations
of satan described in matthew 4
strathearn gaye jesus use of deuteronomy in the temptations SBSS 2001
114 27 discusses why christ used scripture from the book of deuteronomy to
rebuke satan and to refuse his temptations matt 4
wood robert S on the responsible self ensign 32 mar 2002 27 31 draws
on matthew s account of the temptations of jesus to teach that we must
assume personal responsibility for our actions if we desire to have true freedom matt 41 11

women
brown S kent mary and elisabeth noble daughters of god american fork utah
covenant communications 2002 places mary and elisabeth among the
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village of bethany despite persecution from villagers jesus came to bethany which
was nigh unto jerusalem to the east to visit the home of mary and martha it was
here that jesus taught mary and martha of choosing that good part which shall not
be taken away luke 1042 mary and martha believed jesus teachings and witnessed him raise lazarus from the dead it was this same mary who anointed jesus
feet with precious ointment and wiped his feet with her hair john 112 123
11

obedient exemplary daughters of god uncovers what can be known about
these two women from all of scripture
compton todd was jesus a feminist dialogue 32 winter 1999 1 17 uses examples from the gospels to argue that jesus was a feminist also in christology
fronk camille submit yourselves as unto the lord SBSS 2002
98 113 focuses
200298
on the place of women in paul s day cultural background submissiveness
in women jesus as the perfect leader men as leaders and honoring men s
and womens specific responsibilities also in cultural settings teachings
in general
holzapfel jeni broberg and richard neitzel holzapfel sisters at the well women
and the life and teachings ofjesus
bommen
of jesus salt lake city bookcraft 1993 commen
tates on the references to women in the gospels and provides information on
the state of women in greco roman and jewish society at the time of jesus
bommen
lund robert E women in the writings of john SBSS
1998125 40 commen
5bssi998125
tates on the passages in johns gospel that involve women john 21 11 44 30
81
11
ll 111 46 121 8 1925 27 201 18
39 42 81

worship
WBC 103 10 describes the sabbath
black susan easton sabbath day journey VVBQ
laws of the jews at the time of jesus and discusses the savior s view on sabbath day
observance also in religious setting setting of scenes teachings in general
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the jewish lectionary

and book of mormon prophecy journal
of book of mormon studies 3 fall 1994 118 22 discusses the reading of the
law and prophets in jewish synagogues during new testament times and
explores the connection between jesus other sheep prophecy and the feast
long
1016 also in festivals jewish backof dedication luke 416 21 john iong
grounds old testament culture
hales robert D in remembrance of jesus ensign 27 nov 1997 24 26
focuses on christs institution of the sacrament and expounds on the sacramental covenant to always remember the savior luke 2219 1i cor 1123 24
also in ordinances
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my father s house temple
worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city bookcraft 1994
analyzes references to temples and temple symbols in the new testament and
provides useful information about temple worship at the time of jesus also
in religious setting setting of scenes symbols
nibley hugh W temple and cosmos beyond this ignorant present ed don E
norton provo utah FARMS salt lake city deseret book 1992 discusses
in detail some of the religious practices and beliefs of the early christians particularly
ticul arly in reference to the temple
parry donald W and stephen D ricks eds the temple in time and eternity provo
utah FARMS 1999 discusses temple ritual and practice in biblical times also
in jewish backgrounds old testament culture religious setting
tvedtnes john A temple prayer in ancient times TTE 79 98 explains how
various aspects of the israelite temple prayer were symbols of jesus christ
also in jewish backgrounds old testament culture symbols
wilson E jan the masada synagogue and its relationship to jewish worship
during the second temple period MWNT 269 76 traces the development
of the synagogue as part of jewish worship

fowles john
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MWNT
MVNT 170 95 cultural
alien marti lu the virgins lamps shine beautiful mint
ailen
allen
setting parables
allred michael beautiful repentance and attitudes WBC 63 83 sermon on
the mount
anderson richard lloyd guide to acts and the apostles letters reprint provo
utah FARMS 1999 acts through revelation in general
guide to the life of christ 1993 reprint provo utah FARMS 1999
gospels in general
imitation gospels and christs book of mormon ministry in apocryphal writings and the latter day saints ed C wilfred griggs 53 107 provo
utah religious studies center BYU 1986 apocrypha
baker shane A loosing a shoe latchet sandals and footwear in the first century MWNT 196 206 cultural setting
ball terry B the final judgment BMMFG 1 18 teachings in general
isaiah and the messiah JCSGS 80 100
loo christology
peter s principles an approach to the first epistle of peter SBSS 2002
220 29 epistles of peter
ballard M russell doctrine of inclusion ensign 31 nov 2001 35 38 parables
good samaritan
the law of sacrifice ensign 28 oct 1998 6 13 christology
the peaceable things of the kingdom ensign 32 may 2002 87 89
miracles teachings in general
when shall these things be BYUDFS 1995 1996 185 93 reprinted
in ensign 26 dec 1996 56 61 eschatology
atonement
atonement favorite writings on the theatonement
theatonement
ballard melvin J et al the gift of the
ofjesus
of jesus christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 christology resurrection
banks ben B feed my sheep ensign 29 nov 1999 9 11 parables
bateman merrill J and he did invite them one by one JCSGS 1 17
christology
because he first loved Us brigham young university speeches
10 christology
1997 1998 203 io
the power to heal from within ensign 25 may 1995 13 14 christology parables
benson ezra taft five marks of the divinity of jesus christ

ensign

31

dec

christology ministry
bergin sue lord s prayer EM 2844 45 sermon on the mount
black susan easton jesus christ son of man the early years shelton connecticut greenwich workshop press 2001 childhood jewish backgrounds
sabbath day journey WBC 103 10 religious setting setting of
scenes teachings in general worship
iggg
igge birth mary
she shall bring forth a son salt lake city deseret book 1999
bradshaw william S baptism of fire and the holy ghost EM 197 98 baptism
ensign 29 july
brandt edward J and he gave some apostles eph 411
1999 14 19 acts apostles lives
2001
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brooks kent R john the beloved A special witness of the atonement SBSS
19981 15 church organization john the apostle epistles of john gospels
in general
paul s inspired teachings on marriage SBSS 2002 75 97 paul s
teachings
brooks melvin R parables of the kingdom salt lake city deseret book 1965
parables
brough monte J between two gardens the law of sacrifice BYUDFS
1995 1996
157 65 symbols teachings in general
1996157
brown cheryl developing christlike leadership skills in may christ lift thee
up selections from the 1998 women s conference ed dawn hall anderson
and others 306 13 salt lake city deseret book 1999 exemplary life
brown L edward pray unto the father in my name ensign 27 may 1997
78 79 sermon on the mount
brown S kent apostle EM 159 61 church organization the apostles in
general
gethsemane EM 2542 43 passion week gethsemane
jesus
jesussermon
lesus sermon on the last days matthew 24 brigham young university
speeches 1999 2000 69 77 eschatology
mary and elisabeth noble daughters of god american fork utah
covenant communications 2002 women
seventy in encyclopedia of latter day saint history ed arnold K garr
donald Q cannon and richard 0 cowan 1091 93 salt lake city deseret
book 2000 church organization the seventy
whither the early church ensign 18 oct 1988 6 10
io apostasy
brown S kent and richard neitzel holzapfel the world of jesus in between
the testaments from malachi to matthew ed S kent brown and richard
neitzel holzapfel 239 52 salt lake city deseret book 2002 jewish backgrounds religious setting
burgess allan K be of good cheer salt lake city bookcraft 1997 parables
teachings in general
burton alma P the divine mission of jesus christ orem utah granite publishing 1997 christology
burton H david go and do thou likewise ensign 27 may 1997 75 77
parables good samaritan teachings in general
the living water of jesus christ brigham young university speeches
113 22 symbols teachings in general
1999 2000
2000113
bybee ariel E from vestal virgin to bride of christ elements of a roman cult in
early christian asceticism studiaantiqua
studia antiqua i fall 20013
earlychristian
2001 3 19 cultural setting
callister tad R the infinite atonement salt lake city deseret book 2000
christology
jesus christ resurrection of jesus christ EM 2733 34 resurrection
increase our faith ensign32
carmack john
carmackjohn
ensign 32 mar 200253
lohn K lord increaseour
2002 53 57 parables
teachings in general
carmack noel A images of christ in latter day saint visual culture
1900 1999 BYU studies 39 no 3 2000 18 76 christology
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chamberlain mark D the spiritual hazards of faultfinding ensign 26 aug
1996 54 58 sermon on the mount
Chri
stofferson D todd justification and sanctification ensign 31 june 2001
christofferson
18 25 paul s teachings salvation
the redemption of the dead and the testimony of jesus ensign 30
nov 2000 9 12 christology salvation
christensen james C that s not my jesus an artists personal perspective on
images of christ BYU studies 39 no 3 2000 9 17 christology
christy howard A the great commandment principle or platitude religious
educator 3 no 1i 2002
71 86 gospels in general teachings in general
200271
claybaugh jonn D As flaming fire and a ministering angel ensign 29 oct
izatio n joh
john
organization
loh
lohnn the apostle
1999 54 60 church organ
what the latter day scriptures teach about john the beloved SBSS
1998 i6
ia 35 church organization john the apostle
199816
clayton L whitney help thou mine unbelief ensign 31 nov 2001 28 29
teachings in general
cloward robert A lost scripture EM 2845 46 apocrypha
compton todd M apostasy EM 156 58 apostasy
the handclasp and embrace as tokens of recognition in by study and
also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 1611 42 salt lake
city deseret book and FARMS 1990 ordinances
heaven and hell the parable of the loving father and the Judg
mental
judgmental
son dialogue 29 winter 1996 31 44 parables prodigal son
was jesus a feminist dialogue 32 winter 1999 i1 17 christology
women
condie spencer J yielding our hearts to god BYUDFS 1994 1995 273 82
pauls teachings
cornish J devin learning how the atonement can change you ensign 32
apr
aar 2002 20 23 christology
covenants prophecies and hymns of the old testament thirtieth annual sidney B
sperry symposium salt lake city deseret book 2001 jewish backgrounds
covey stephen R the abundant life in christ RRLTJC 73 122 teachings
in general
cramer steven A draw near unto me american fork utah covenant communications 2001 teachings in general
crowther duane S the gospel rolls forth new testament events from acts
through revelation bountiful utah horizon publishers 1999 acts through
revelation in general
jesus of nazareth savior and king bountiful utah horizon publishers
1999 gospels in general
curtis legrand R perfection A daily process ensign 25 july 1995 30 34
sermon on the mount
dahl larry E the morning breaks the shadows flee ensign 27 apr
aar 1997
12 19 christology
jesus Spring
ville utah CFI books 2001 mary
springville
dana bruce E mary mother of
of
desus
lesus
davies douglas J gethsemane and calvary in LDS soteriology dialogue 34 fall
winter 200119
2001 19 29
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debloois nanci coins in the new testament MWNT 239 51 cultural setting
royw
W calling and election EM 1248 epistles of peter salvation
doxey roy
roew
draper richard D the apocalyptic witness of the messiah SBSS 1998 36 57
book of revelation
hebrews epistle to the EM 2581 83 epistles of paul and hebrews
judah between the testaments ensign 12 oct 1982 36 41 jewish
backgrounds jewish Sect
sectarians
arians
the message behind the passive voice in the book of revelation
JCSGS 366 88 book of revelation
new light on paul s teachings ensign 29 sept 1999 22 28 pauls
teachings
the savior s prophecies from the fall of jerusalem to the second coming
american fork utah covenant communications 2001 eschatology
duckwitz norbert H 0 reading the gospel of st john in greek A beginning new
york caratzas 2002 gospels in general
dunn loren C fire and the holy ghost ensign 25 june 1995 22 26 holy ghost
edgley richard C the condescension of god ensign 31 dec 2001 16 21
2i
ai
christology teachings in general
Ef
ellison
ulson
lison mark D the setting and sacrament of the christian community SBSS
2002 145 66 new testament scholarship passion week last supper
teachings in general
eyring henry B feed my lambs ensign 27 nov 1997 82 84 teachings in
general
parley
farley S brent the condescension of the lamb of god JCSGS 101 21
christology
faulconer james E romans i notes and reflections provo utah FARMS 1999
epistles of paul and hebrews
faust james E the atonement our greatest hope ensign 31 nov 2001
18 20 christology
born again ensign 31 may 2001
55 58 baptism
54 5558
200154
gratitude as a saving principle ensign 26 dec 1996 2 6 ministry
of seeds and soils ensign 29 nov 1999 46 48 parables
the price of discipleship ensign 29 apr
aar 1999 2 4 teachings in
general
woman why
weepest
whyweepest
deepest thou ensign 26 nov 1996 52 54 christology
teachings in general
fawcett stanley E and amydee M fawcett the great invitation of john the
beloved SBSS 1998
58 73 epistles of john gospels in general salvation
199858
featherstone vaughn J the incomparable christ our master and model salt lake
city deseret book 1995 exemplary life
firmage edwin brown violence and the gospel the teachings of the old testament the new testament and the book of mormon BYU studies 25 no i
1985 31 53 teachings in general
flinders neil J the key of knowledge BMMFG 19 31 teachings in general
fowles john L the jewish lectionary
lectionaryand
and book of mormon prophecy journal
of book of mormon studies 3 fall 1994 118 22 festivals jewish backgrounds worship
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fowles john L john s prophetic vision of god and the lamb SBSS
1998 74 82
sbssi99874
book of revelation
fronk camille the cost of true discipleship in the arms of his love talks
from the 1999
2999 womens conference 56 73 salt lake city deseret book 2000
teachings in general
the great exemplar RRLTJC 123 76 christology exemplary life
mary mother of jesus EM 2863 64 mary mother of jesus
submit yourselves as unto the lord SBSS 2002 98 113 cultural settings teachings in general women
galbraith david B D kelly ogden and andrew C skinner jerusalem the eternal city salt lake city deseret book 1996 cultural setting holy land
travels religious setting setting of scenes
garrett H dean the priesthood BMMFG 33 44 foreordination ordinances
garrison james V casting stones ballista stones as weapons and death by
stoning MWNT
MWT 350 62 cultural setting
gee john jesus christ forty day ministry and other post
postresurrection
resurrection
post- resurrection appearances
appearances of jesus christ EM 2734 36 postresurrection
gee john and daniel C peterson graft and corruption on olives and olive
premodern
modern mediterranean in the allegory of the olive tree
culture in the pre
ed stephen D ricks and john W welch 186 247 salt lake city deseret
book provo utah FARMS 1994 jewish backgrounds
gibbons ted L paul as a witness of the work of god SBSS 2002 27 40

pauls life
gillum gary P bible dictionary

new testament scholarship
christology EM 1272 73 christology
romans 1117 24 A bibliography of commentaries in the allegory of
the olive tree ed stephen D ricks and john W welch 367 72 salt lake
city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1994 pauls teachings
griggs C wilfred apocalyptic texts EM
mi54
154 eschatology
apocrypha and pseudepigrapha EM 155 56 apocrypha
john the beloved EM 2757 58 apostles lives
hales robert D the covenant of baptism to be in the kingdom and of the
kingdom ensign 30 nov 2000 6 9 baptism
gifts of the spirit ensign 32 feb 2002 12 20 holy ghost paul s
teachings
if thou wilt enter into life keep the commandments ensign 26
may 1996 35 37 teachings in general
in remembrance of jesus ensign 27 nov 1997 24 26 ordinances
worship
that ye may be children of light brigham young university speeches
1996 1997 63 72 teachings in general
when thou art converted strengthen thy brethren ensign 27 may
1997 80 83 teachings in general
hall john F april 6 EM 161 62 birth
new testament witnesses of christ peter john james and paul american
fork utah covenant communications 2002 apostles lives cultural setting
paul s life peter s life
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EM 31077 79 peter s life
em31077
judea A historical overview MWNT 319 36
ofjudea
the roman province of
cultural setting
hall john PF and john W welch eds masada and the world of the new testament provo utah BYU studies 1997 new testament scholarship
hamblin william aspects of an early christian initiation ritual in by study
and also by faith ed john M lundquist and stephen D ricks 1202 21 salt
lake city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1990
19go apostasy ordinances
temple motifs in john 17 in FARMS book of mormon lecture series
provo utah FARMS 1995 passion week last supper
hamblin william J the roman army in the first century MWNT 337 49
cultural setting
hansen H reese we are to love god and our neighbors brigham young
university speeches 1996 1997 219 27 teachings in general
hansen J peter paul the apostle champion of the doctrine of the resurrection SBSS
sbss200213
200213 26 pauls teachings resurrection
hardison amy blake unity and atonement in ephesians SBSS 2002 114 29
epistles of paul and hebrews pauls teachings
harper james M seventy times seven brigham young university speeches
1996 1997 289 97 teachings in general
harris victor W the final week WBC 149 65 passion week general
jesus youth and baptism WBC 29 42 baptism childhood
hart richard K the marriage metaphor ensign 25 jan 1995 22 27 parables
symbols
hauglid brian M As the body without the spirit james s epistle on faith and
works SBSS 2002 276 89 epistle of james
heap norman L the redeemer of israel walnut creek calif excel books 1995
gospels in general
hedges andrew H johns revelation and the restoration of the gospel SBSS
1998 83 93 book of revelation
Springville
hemingway don follow me A scriptural story of jesus of nazareth springville
utah bonneville books 1998 gospels in general
hinckley gordon B he Is not here but Is risen ensign 29 may 1999 70 72
christology resurrection
and peter went out and wept bitterly ensign 25 mar 1995 2 6
ization peter peter s life
organization
church organ
this glorious easter morn ensign 26 may 1996 65 67 christology
resurrection
aar 1997 2 5 resurrection
the victory over death ensign 27 apr
the wondrous and true story of christmas ensign 30 dec 2000
2 5 christology
holland jeffrey R atonement of jesus christ EM 182 86 passion week
gethsemane
come unto me brigham young university speeches 1996 1997 187 95
reprinted in ensign 28 apr
aar 1998 16 23 teachings in general
the hands of the fathers ensign 29 may 1999 14 16 exemplary life

hall john
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hofland jeffrey R an high priest of good things to come ensign 29 nov 1999
holland
36 38 christology teachings in general
the other prodigal ensign 32 may 2002 62 64 parables prodigal son
this do in remembrance of me ensign 25 nov 1995 67 69
ordinances
hollingshead billie the jewishness of jesus and his teachings in from this
place lectures in honor of david 0 mckay delivered annually at
BYU hawaii campus 1963 1992 ed and comp jesse S crisler and jay fox
17 30 laie BYU hawaii 1998 christology
the holy land A premodern photo tour BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98
of scenes
65 92 setting ofscenes
holzapfel jeni broberg and richard neitzel holzapfel the last to remain and
the first to return in every good thing talks from the 1997 BYU women s
dlora hall
conference ed dawn hall anderson susette fletcher green and adlora
dalton 350
050 68 salt lake city deseret book 1998 cultural setting
jesus salt lake
sisters at the well women and the life and teachings ofjesus
of lesus
city bookcraft 1993 women
holzapfel richard neitzel king herod MWNT 35 73 herod
A lively hope the suffering death resurrection and exaltation ofjesus
of jesus
christ salt lake city bookcraft 1999 passion week general
A new testament parallel in the exodus story ancient and modern
parallels ed richard neitzel holzapfel 37 48 salt lake city bookcraft 1997
jewish backgrounds
the resurrected lord RRLTJC 249 91 resurrection
of first century roman christianity the disciple as
the social context offirst
scholar essays on scripture and the ancient world in honor ofrichard
of richard lloyd
anderson ed stephen D ricks donald W parry and andrew H hedges
241 67 provo utah FARMS 2000 cultural setting
of a professor ofreci
of reliofreli
thats how I imagine he looks the perspective ofa
gion BYU studies 39 no 3 2000 91 99 christology
holzapfel richard neitzel and david rolph seely my father s house temple
worship and symbolism in the new testament salt lake city bookcraft 1994
religious setting setting of scenes symbols worship
hopkins daniel R living water A chronological reading odthe
of the four gospels salt
ofthe
lake city cornerstone publishing 1999 gospels in general
howard F burton overcoming the world ensign 26 sept 1996 9 15 parables
EM 31060 62 parables
howe susan parables em3io6o
howick E keith the mission ofjesus
of jesus the messiah salt lake city bookcraft 1990
christology
huntsman eric D and they cast lots divination democracy and josephus
MWNT 365 77 cultural setting
odthe
of the word gospel BMMFG 45 56 gospels
huntington ray L the meaning ofthe
in general
huntington ray L and camille fronk latter day clarity on christ s life and
teachings ensign 29 jan 1999 22 29 christology gospels in general
1
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huntington ray L and terry B ball eds the book of mormon and the message of
the four gospels provo utah religious studies center BYU 2001 gospels
in general
jack elaine L grounded settled and full of hope ensign 26 mar 199619
1996 19 21
paul s teachings
jackson kent P foretelling the apostasy new testament contains a wealth of
information about the early church church news published by deseret
news november 251995 512 apostasy
from apostasy to restoration salt lake city deseret book 1996 apostasy
jehovah lord of heaven and earth in the restored gospel and the book
of genesis ed kent P jackson 6 16 salt lake city deseret book 2001
christology
revolutionaries in the first century MWNT 129 40 cultural setting
scenes from early christian history in the disciple as scholar
essays on scripture and the ancient world in honor of richard lloyd anderson ed stephen D ricks donald W parry and andrew H hedges 455 69
provo utah FARMS 2000 setting of scenes
scenes from pauls missionary journeys international magazine
oct 1995 pauls life
jacobs curtis miracles then and now WBC 93 101 miracles
the sermon on the mount WBC 85 91 sermon on the mount
jensen jay E little children and the gospel ensign 29 jan 1999 30 37
teachings in general
mials tasting the bread of life ensign 28 dec 1998 47 48
mifls
johnson sherrie mills
christology symbols
think it not strange concerning the fiery trial SBSS 2002 230 43
christology peter s life
th sinners moral storytelling in luke 15
receiveth
jorgensen B W this man Receive
zo
sunstonezo
20 dec 1997 18 26 parables
sunstone
judd daniel K A scriptural comparison concerning anger 3 nephi 1222 and
matthew 522 BMMFG 57 76 christology teachings in general
suicide at masada and in the world of the new testament MWNT
378 91 religious setting
judd daniel K craig J ostler and richard D draper eds the testimony ofjohn
lohn
of john
the beloved twenty seventh annual sydney B sperry symposium salt lake
ization john the apostle
organization
city deseret book 1998 church organ
JCSGS
c5gs
keller roger R jesus Is jehovah YHWH A study in the gospels cogs
122 53 christology gospels in general
luke one facet of a diamond ensign 29 feb 1999 30 35 gospels
in general
largey dennis L hell second death lake of fire and brimstone and outer
darkness BMMFG 77 89 teachings in general
alien
allen W A look at ephesians 28 9 dialogue 27 winter 1994 163 64
leigh ailen
epistles of paul and hebrews
litchfield W reid the search for the physical cause of jesus christ s death
BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98 93 109 passion week trials
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the living christ the testimony of the apostles the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints ensign 30 apr
aar 2000 2 3 christology
ludlow jared W themes of discipleship in john SBSS 1998 94 112 gospels
in general
ludlow victor L light life and love in the epistles of john SBSS
1998113 24
sbss1998113
epistles of john
lund gerald N the grace and mercy of jesus christ JCSGS 18 50 christology
insights from the JST into the book of revelation in the joseph smith
translation the restoration of plain and precious things ed monte S nyman
and robert L millet 250 70 provo utah religious studies center BYU
1985 book of revelation
john revelations of EM 2753 55 book of revelation
the light of the world insights into the birth of christ salt lake city eagle
gate 2000 birth
the savior and modern revelation RRLTJC 293 330 christology
lund robert E women in the writings of john SBSS 1998125 40 women
lyon james K hope EM 2656 57 pauls teachings
macfarlane roger T hebrew aramaic greek and latin languages of new testament judea MWNT 228 38 cultural setting
EM 198 99 sermon on the mount
mackay thomas W beatitudes emi98
james epistle of EM 2715 16 epistle of james
madsen ann N taught at the feet of jesus RRLTJC 39 71 teachings in general teaching techniques
madsen john M eternal life through jesus christ ensign 32 may 2002 78 79
teachings in general
madsen truman G the suffering servant RRLTJC 223 48 christology passion week gethsemane
the temple and the atonement TAWRS 63 79 ordinances
mangum donald P and brenton G yorgason amazing grace salt lake city
bookcraft 1996 salvation
manscill craig if any of you lack wisdom james s imperative to israel SBSS
2002 244 57 epistle of james
marsh david B give unto me power over death SBSS 1998141
1998 141 54 church
organ
ization john the apostle
organization
marsh W jeffrey his final hours salt lake city deseret book 2000 passion
week general
the living reality of the savior s mercy JCSGS 154 77 christology
prophetic enlightenment on the sermon on the mount ensign 29 jan
1999 ia
i5 21 sermon on the mount
199915
log eschatology
the second coming of jesus BMMFG 91 109
twilight in the early church SBSS 2002319 34 epistles of john
unto Us a child Is born salt lake city bookcraft 1994 birth foreordination
matthews robert J A crisis a council and inspired leadership ensign 25

oct

acts
framework for the new testament
gospels in general
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matthews robert J jesus christ in the scriptures jesus christ in the bible EM
2745 48 christology
resurrection the ultimate triumph JCSGS 319 39 resurrection
ensign 27 nov 1997
maxwell neal A apply the atoning blood of christ
22 24 christology
becoming a disciple ensign 26 june 199612
1996 12 19 teachings in general
deny yourselves of all ungodliness ensign 25 may 1995 66 68
teachings in general
enduring well ensign 27 apr
aar 1997 6 10
io christology
Glorify ing christ ensign 32 july 2002 56 61
the holy ghost glorifying

holy ghost
jesus the perfect mentor ensign 31 feb 2001
testifying of the great and glorious atonement

exemplary life
ensign 31 oct 2001

8 17

christology
maxwell robert L sacred books the canon of the hebrew bible at the end
of the first century MWNT 302 16 new testament scholarship religious setting
mcclellan richard D israel as the prodigal son an allegorical model in selections from BYU religious education 1999 student symposium 75 83 provo
utah religious education BYU 2000 parables prodigal son
mcconkie joseph fielding false christs in watch and be ready preparing tor
for
the second coming of the lord 39 62 salt lake city deseret book 1994
eschatology teachings in general
witnesses of the birth of christ salt lake city bookcraft 1998 birth
mckinlay daniel B temple imagery in the epistles of peter TAWRS 492 514
epistles of peter
melchin gerald E thy sins are forgiven ensign 25 jan 1995 18 21 ministry
miller harold L jr the improbability of the new commandment SBSS 1998
155 66 teachings in general
millet robert L an eye single to the glory of god reflections on the cost of
bisci
disci
ofdisci
ples hip salt lake city deseret book 1991
preship
pleship
iggi teachings in general
A different jesus the christ of the restoration
JCSGS 178 208
christology
the doctrine of the risen christ parts 1 3 in FARMS book of mormon
lecture series provo utah FARMS 1996 gospels in general
the historical jesus A latter day saint perspective in historicity and the
latter day saint scriptures ed paul Y hoskisson 171 96 provo utah religious studies center BYU 2001 christology new testament scholarship
jesus christ the only sure foundation salt lake city bookcraft 1999
christology salvation teachings in general
lost and found reflections on the prodigal son salt lake city deseret
book 2001 parables prodigal son
167 85 holy ghost
1998
the ministry of the holy ghost SBSS 1998.167
1998167
the son of man RRLTJC 1 38 christology
when a child wanders salt lake city deseret book 1996 parables
parable of the prodigal son
10
io

15
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millet robert LL ed the redeemer reflections on the life and teachings ofjesus
of jesus the
christ salt lake city deseret book 2000 christology
millet robert L and robert J matthews eds plain and precious truths restored
the doctrinal and historical significance of the joseph smith translation salt
lake city bookcraft 1995 gospels in general
monson thomas S christ at bethesda s pool ensign 26 nov 1996 16 ig
19
miracles
mercy the divine gift ensign 25 may 1995 54 60 exemplary life
preparing the way ensign 32 feb 2002 2 5 john the baptist
the way of the master ensign 26 may 1996 50 52 parables good
samaritan
with hand and heart ensign 25 jan 1995 2 5 miracles
morrison alexander B come and see ensign 30 nov 2000 12 13 teachings in general
gor
tor this cause came 1I into the world ensign 29 nov 1999 25 27
for
foreordination
his name be praised understanding christ s ministry and mission salt
lake city deseret book 2002 christology ministry
I am the resurrection and the life
ensign 25 apr
aar 199536
1995 36 43 postresurrection appearances resurrection
service the essence of true religion brigham young university
speeches 1999 2000 163 69 sermon on the mount teachings in general
mulholland david H A reading guide to the new testament salt lake city
deseret book 1990 acts through revelation in general
mumford thomas M horizontal harmony of the four gospels in parallel
columns salt lake city deseret book 1976 gospels in general
munsey michelle the lost apostolic age and its implications for the early chrisprom
rom
selectionsrow
row the BYU
tian church an examination of primary sources in selections
from
religious education 2001 student symposium ed dianna douglas and linda
hunter adams 71 83 provo utah religious education BYU 2001 apostasy
nadauld stephen D justification in justified by faith 76 121 salt lake city
deseret book 2001 pauls teachings
nelson russell M the atonement ensign 26 nov 1996 33 36 christology
passion week gethsemane
gratitude for the mission and ministry of jesus christ brigham young
university speeches 1997 1998 345 51 christology
jesus the christ our master and more ensign 30 apr
aar 2000 4 17
christology
perfection pending ensign 25 nov 199586
1995 86 88 sermon on the mount
newell lloyd D john s testimony and teachings on truth SBSS
1998 186 200
5bssi998186
epistles of john gospels in general
nibley hugh W assembly and atonement in king benjamin s speech that ye
may learn wisdom ed john W welch and stephen D ricks 119 45 provo
utah FARMS 1998 jewish backgrounds passion week gethsemane
baptism for the dead in ancient times MEC 100
loo 167 apostasy
baptism
1
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nibley hugh W christian envy of the temple MEC 391 434 ordinances
conflict in the churches between the god of the bible and the god of the
philosophers provo utah FARMS paper 1979 apostasy
the early christian prayer circle MEC 45 99 ordinances
jerusalem in early christianity MEC 323 54 religious setting
new testament provo utah FARMS paper 1985 new testament
scholarship
sacred vestments in temple and cosmos ed don norton 91 138 vol 12
of collected works of hugh nibley salt lake city deseret book provo utah
FARMS 1992 ordinances
temple and cosmos beyond this ignorant present ed don E norton
provo utah FARMS salt lake city deseret book 1992 worship
what Is a temple MEC 355 90 apostasy ordinances
when the lights went out three studies on the ancient apostasy provo
utah FARMS 2001 apostasy
np onyx press 1999 cultural setting
nielson donna B beloved bridegroom ap
jewish backgrounds
novak loui john the baptist EM 2755 57 john the baptist
nyman monte S the sacrament building upon christs rock BMMFG
125 37 ordinances
ensign 26 nov 1996
oaks dallin H always have hisspirit
holy ghost
his spirit ensign26
59 61 holyghost
199659
apostasy and restoration ensign 25 may 1995 84 87 apostasy
the challenge to become ensign 30 nov 2000 32 34 parables
teachings in general
have you been saved ensign 28 may 1998 55 57 salvation
his holy name salt lake city bookcraft 1998 christology
judge not and judging brigham young university speeches 1997 1998
173 81 reprinted in ensign 29 aug 1999 7 13 teachings in general
miracles ensign 31 june 2001 6 17 miracles
resurrection ensign 30 may
may200o
2000 14 16 resurrection
weightier matters brigham young university speeches 1998 1999
2001 13 17 teachings in general
147 53 reprinted in ensign 31 jan 200113
lii C jesus christ crucifixion of jesus christ EM 2732 33 passion
ill
merrill
menill
oaks men
week trials
ogden D kelly prophecies and promises of joseph smith matthew religious
educator 3 no 1i 2002 35 50 eschatology
the road to bethlehem ensign 25 dec 199512
1995 12 13 holy land travels
odgen D kelly and andrew C skinner new testament apostles testify of christ
por
guide
gulde
gul
A Gui
guidefor
for acts through revelation salt lake city deseret book 1998 acts
defor
through revelation in general
ogletree mark the individual nature of christ WBC 1 22 christology
jesus christ our model in overcoming temptation WBC 43 62
temptation
parables of jesus WBC 111 27 parables parables prodigal son
olmstead thomas F the savior s use of the old testament ensign 32 july 2002
46 51 christology jewish backgrounds
seif deception in the writings of james and 1i john
olson terrance D agency and self
SBSS 2002 290 304 epistle of james
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perspective

christology
orton robert F the first and great commandment ensign 31 nov 2001
81 82 teachings in general
ostler blake T the gospel of grace in the writings of john SBSS
1998 201 11
sbssi998
gospels in general salvation
ostler craig J baptism BMMFG 139 57 baptism
the divine nature of jesus christ during mortality JCSGS 209 26
christology
212 35 holy land travels
the lands of the gospel of john SBSS 1998
1998212
setting of scenes
packer boyd K the touch of the master s hand ensign 31 may 2001 22 24
christology
the twelve apostles ensign 26 nov 1996 6 8 church organization the apostles in general
ye are the temple of god ensign 30 nov 2000 72 74 pauls
teachings
parry donald W and stephen D ricks eds the temple in time and eternity
provo utah FARMS 1999 jewish backgrounds religious setting worship
parry jay A and donald W parry the temple in heaven its description
TA WRS 515 32 book of revelation epistles of paul and
and significance TAWRS
hebrews
understanding the book of revelation salt lake city deseret book 1998
book of revelation
patch robert C new testament em31011
EM 31011 14 teachings in general
paulsen david L the doctrine of divine embodiment restoration ludeo
christian and philosophical perspectives BYU studies 35 no 4 1995 96
41 79 religious setting
peek cecilia
ceclila M alexander the great comes to jerusalem the jewish response
to hellenism MWNT 99 112 cultural setting
perkins keith W 11I have a question ensign 29 july 1999 64 65 john the baptist
the JST on the second coming ofchrist in the joseph smith translation
the restoration ofplain
of plain and precious things ed monte S nyman and robert L
millet 237 49 provo utah religious studies center BYU 1985 eschatology
perry L tom sacrament of the lord s supper ensign 26 may 1996 53 54
59
5459
ordinances
peterson daniel C jesus christ ministry of jesus christ EM 2730 32 ministry
phil
phillips
Phitlips R douglas james the apostle EM 2716 17 apostles lives
revell matthew gospel of EM 2869 70 gospels in general
phillips wm reveil
porter bruce D the king of kings salt lake city deseret book 2000 christology
redeemer of israel ensign 25 nov 1995 15 16 christology
parables prodigal son
porter L aldin he Is risen SBSS 20021 12 resurrection teachings in general
pratt john P yet another eclipse for herod planetarium 19 dec 1990
8 13 birth
BYU studies 399 no 3 2000
2000

77 90

I
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proctor maurine jensen and scott facer proctor source of the light A witness
and testimony of jesus christ the savior and redeemer of all salt lake city
deseret book 1992 holy land travels setting of scenes
reeve rex C jr faith in the lord jesus christ BMMFG 159 71 teachings in
general
richardson matthew 0 ephesians unfolding the mysteries through revelation
SBSS
5b552002130
2002130 44 epistles of paul and hebrews paul s teachings
jesus the unorthodox teacher JCSGS 227 50 christology teaching
techniques
oes of john gospels in general
des
epistles
the love of god sbssi998236
sbss1998236 48 Epis
ricks stephen D the garment of adam in jewish muslim and christian tradition TAWRS 705 39 book of revelation pauls teachings
heavenly visions and prophetic calls in isaiah 6 2 nephi 16 the book
of mormon and the revelation of john in isaiah in the book of mormon ed
donald W parry and john W welch 171 90 provo utah FARMS 1998
book of revelation
the law of sacrifice ensign 28 june 1998 25 29 jewish backgrounds symbols
intertestamental
miqvaot ritual immersion baths in second temple Inter
testamental
jewish history MWNT 277 86 religious setting
robbins vernon K divine dialogue and the lords prayer socio rhetorical
interpretation of sacred texts dialogue 28 fall 1995 117 46
robertson john S A complete look at perfect brigham young university
speeches 1998 1999 269 74 sermon on the mount
robinson stephen E bible scholarship EM
1112 13
miii2
i3 new testament scholarship
ia
jesus christ names and titles of EM 2740 42 christology
the noncanonical sayings of jesus BYU studies 36 no 2 1996 97
74 91 new testament scholarship
nalis
nalls
nails at the time
robison john C crucifixion in the roman world the use of naas
studio antiqua i winter 2002 25 59 passion week trials
of christ studia
rogers V daniel armageddon EM 167 eschatology
salmon douglas F As translated correctly the inspiration and innovation of
the eighth article of faith dialogue 31 summer 1998 131 48
samuelson cecil 0 to fulfill all righteousness BYUDFS 1994 1995 249 55
teachings in general
satterfield bruce K gethsemane and golgotha why and what the savior
suffered BMMFG 173 99 christology passion week gethsemane
john and the feast of tabernacles SBSS
1998 249 65 christology fes5b551998249
I1

I1

tivals

scott richard G finding forgiveness ensign 25 may 1995 75 77 christology
jesus christ our redeemer ensign 27 may 1997 53 5459 christology
eUing J philip jesus christ baptism of jesus christ EM 2730 baptism
eHing
Scha
schaeuing
schaehing
schiehing
paul
paul em3io68
pad s life
EM 31068 70 pam
schindler marc A the johannine comma bad translation bad theology
11

dialogue 29 fall 1996

157

64

seely david rolph the joseph smith translation plain and precious things
restored ensign 27 aug 1997 8 16 eschatology gospels in general
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quaran scrolls and the new
seely david rolph the masada fragments the qumran
testament MWNT
MWT 287 301 new testament scholarship
seely david rolph and jo ann H seely jesus the messiah prophet priest and
I1

christology ordinances
paul untiring witness of christ ensign 29 aug 1999 22 29 pauls
life paul s teachings
seely jo ann H the fruit of the vine wine at masada and in the new testament
MWNT 207 27 cultural setting
sherry thomas E the saviors rejection insights from the joseph smith translation JCSGS 274 88 christology gospels in general
skinner andrew C apostasy restoration and lessons in faith ensign 25 dec
1995 25 31 apostasy
doctrinal contributions of the joseph smith translation of the new
testament in plain and precious truths restored the doctrinal and historical
significance of the joseph smith translation ed robert L millet and robert J
matthews 72 103 salt lake city bookcraft 1995 new
testament scholarship
newtestament
gethsemane salt lake city deseret book 2002 passion week
gethsemane
ofgalilee MWNT 113 25 setting of scenes
A historical sketch galilee
of
jesus christ birth of jesus christ EM 2729 30 birth
peter the chief apostle sbss2002
187 219 church organization
sbss2002187
peter peter s life
the premortal godhood of christ A restoration perspective JCSGS
christology
51 79
restored light on the savior s last week in mortality ensign 29 june
1999 15 21 passion week general
parables for
skinner andrew C and W jeffrey marsh scriptural parablesfor
jor the latter days
salt lake city deseret book 2002 eschatology parables
smith brian L the witness of john SBSS 1998
266 80 gospels in general
1998266
smith joseph joseph smiths commentary on the bible comp and ed kent P
jackson salt lake city deseret book 1994 acts through revelation in general gospels in general
smith mick the book of revelation plain pure and simple salt lake city
bookcraft 1998 book of revelation
smith paul thomas birth of the messiah ensign 27 dec 1997 34 45 birth
foreordination
smoot mary ellen come let Us walk in the light of the lord ensign 28 nov
king

JCSGS
ICSGS

251 73

1

I
1

I1

1998

89

91

parables

special witnesses of christ ensign 31 apr
aar 2001 2 21 christology
sperry sidney B ancient temples and their functions ensign 2 jan 1972
67 72 jewish backgrounds
the book of mormon and the problem of the sermon on the mount in
our book of mormon 178 go
90 salt lake city stevens and wallis 1947
reprinted in journal of book of mormon studies 4 spring 1995 153 65 sermon on the mount
stendahl krister baptism for the dead ancient sources EM
mi97
197 teachings in

general
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stephenson jonathan H 1 I am he ensign 29 apr
aar 1999 6 12 christology
strathearn gaye 1 I have a question ensign 28 dec 1998 49 53 jewish backgrounds
jesus christ and him crucified i corinthians 22 paul s testimony
of christ JCSGS 340 65 paul s teachings
jesus use of deuteronomy in the temptations SBSS 2001 114 27
temptation
law and liberty in galatians 5 6 SBSS 2002 57 74 epistles of paul
and hebrews pauls teachings
reflections on discipleship BYUDFS 1995 1996 277 85 exemplary
life teachings in general
revelation john s message of comfort and hope SBSS 1998 281 300
book of revelation
the holy
of jesus images of
telford john and susan easton black in the footsteps ofjesus
orthe
land american fork utah covenant communications 1999 holy land
travels setting of scenes
teasdale andrew herod the great s building program MWNT 85 98 herod
ne atonement and resurrection ofjesus
thomas leland S the
of jesus christ ogden utah
zions publishing company 1998 passion week gethsemane resurrection
thomas M catherine hebrews to ascend the holy mount TAWRS 479 91
pauls teachings salvation
happiness salt lake
tingey earl C the atonement fulfilling god s great plan of ofhappiness
city deseret book 2000 christology passion week gethsemane
todd jay M our new light on jesus mortal life and teachings ensign 25 jan
1995 31 49 gospels in general
our new light on john the baptist s palestinian ministry ensign 25
jan 1995 47 49 john the baptist
salvation for the dead ensign 25 feb 1995 47 51 salvation
top brent L living waters messages for latter day disciples from the life and
teachings ofchrist
of christ salt lake city deseret book 2002 parables teachings
in general
lord 1I would follow thee salt lake city bookcraft 1996 teachings in
general
man of miracles RRLTJC 177 221 miracles
of god BMMFG 201 17 teachispiritual rebirth have ye been born ofgod
ngs in general
tvedtnes john A baptism for the dead in early christianity TTE 55 78
baptism
the priestly tithe in the first century AD MWNT 261 68 religious
setting
temple prayer in ancient times TTE 79 98 jewish backgrounds
symbols worship
ne patience of the saints A hypothesis based on the revelation of
udall marc R the
john the beloved lindon utah dry canyon ranch 1996 book ofrevelationj
of revelation
underwood grant the same organization that existed in the primitive
church SBSS 2002 167 86 church organization the apostles teach
ings in general
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EM 31298 99 sermon on
updegraff robert timothy sermon on the mount em31298
the mount
valletta thomas R john s testimony of the bread of life in the lord of the
gospels the 1990 sperry symposium on the new testament ed bruce A van
orden and brent L top 173 89 salt lake city deseret book 1991
iggi christology teachings in general
gor
ed the new testament
for latter day saint families bookcraft salt lake
testamentfor
city 1998 acts through revelation in general
the true bread of life ensign 29 mar 1999 7 13 jewish backgrounds symbols
wayment thomas A apocalyptic imagination and the new testament SBSS
2002
305 18 book of revelation
2002305
jesus use of psalms in matthew SBSS 2001 275 89 christology
welch john W an epistle from the new testament apostles salt lake city
bookcraft 1999 acts through revelation in general epistle of james epistle
jude epistles of john epistles of paul and hebrews epistles of peter
ofjude
of
evidence for a new testament miracle BYU studies 37 no 4 1997 98
173 75 miracles
the factor of fear in the trial of jesus JCSGS 289 318 passion
week trials
the good samaritan A type and shadow of the plan of salvation BYU
studies 38 no 2 1999 50 115 parables good samaritan
herod s wealth MWNT 74 83 herod
illuminating the sermon at the temple and sermon on the mount an
approach 103
to 3 nephin
nephi11 18 and matthew 5 7 provo utah FARMS 1999 sermon on the mount
legal and social perspectives on robbers in first century judea
MWNT 141 53 cultural setting
two notes on the lords prayer insights june 1996 2 reprinted in
pressing forward with the book of mormon the FARMS updates of the 1990
ed john W welch and melvin J thorne 228 30 provo utah FARMS 1999
sermon on the mount
word studies from the new testament ensign 25 jan 1995 28 30
new testament scholarship
welch john W and james V garrison the hymn of the pearl an ancient
counterpart to 0 my father BYU studies 36 no i1 1996 97 127 38
apocrypha
welch john W and john F hall charting the new testament provo utah
FARMS 2002 multiple topics
wells robert E peace on earth ensign 31 sept 2001 30 31 sermon on the
mount
whitchurch david M discipleship and the epistle of james SBSS 2002 258 75
epistle of james
jewish holy days and the testimony of christ SBSS 1998 301 26
christology festivals
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epistles in the joseph smith
translation the restoration ofplain
of plain and precious things ed monte S nyman
and robert L millet 215 35 provo utah religious studies center BYU
1985 acts through revelation in general
wilson E jan the masada synagogue and its relationship to jewish worship
during the second temple period MWNT 269 76 worship
wilson keith J the resurrection an embattled keystone BMMFG 219 33
Hiams clyde J
Wi
williams

resurrection
wirthlin joseph B follow me ensign 32 may 2002 15 17 teachings in
general
guided by his exemplary life ensign 25 sept 1995 32 39 exemplary life
living water to quench spiritual thirst ensign 25 may 1995 18 20
ministry symbols
wood robert S on the responsible self ensign 32 mar 2002 27 31

temptation
woodger mary jane the Ts of corinth modern problems not new

SBSS

paul s teachings
woods fred
the water imagery in john s gospel power purification and
pedagogy in the lord of the gospels the 1990 sperry symposium on the new
testament ed bruce A van orden and brent L top 189 206 salt lake city
deseret book iggi
1991 christology
wright dennis A the celestial jerusalem SBSS 1998327 40 book of revelation
wright H curtis A thing of naught world judgments and the trial of christ
in things of redeeming worth scriptural messages and world judgments 1 51
provo utah religious studies center BYU 2002 christology passion
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new book by an eminent latter day saint psychologist guides the
reader on a journey of self improvement eternal values and personal growth can help you grow spiritually emotionally and socially
using gospel principles and the results of solid research explanations
and exercises in each chapter provide tools to make positive and lasting
progress toward eternal potentials
hundreds of books on self improvement have been published but
some of the ideas in these books conflict with church teachings and
might even do more harm than good spiritually this book on the other
alien
ailen
hand has been organized and written for latter day saints by dr allen
E bergin recently retired BYU professor of psychology many other
highly regarded LDS professors and counselors have contributed materials to this book to order visit the BYU studies web site at
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his new DVD collection contains more than 400000 pages of manuscripts from the archives of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints in salt lake city scanned in full color at high resolution academic
libraries and serious researchers will find this publication unparalleled
and unprecedented
volume i contains some 4000 pages from the papers of joseph smith
the revelations collection 34000 pages of letters and typescripts of
brigham young correspondence as well as thousands of pages from the
writings of president joseph F smith also included are collections such as
the early writings of lorenzo snow in england the journals of J golden
kimball and the manuscript history organizational documents from the
kirtland period and from the nauvoo relief society early high councils
and architectural drawings for the nauvoo and salt lake temples are also
made available
volume 2 offers the massive daily journal history of the church from
1896 through 1923
this manuscript resource now available through the latest technology
opens a myriad of new windows for historical research
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